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Abstract
Over the past two decades, the problem of person detection, localization, and
identification received significant attention from various research communities.
This coincides with the rising demand for the information about the positions and
identities of the individuals. Such demand is driven mainly by needs of surveillance and security, intelligent environments, and sports science. In surveillance,
knowing the individuals’ position and identity enables us not only to determine
their presence or absence, but also analyze their behavior, detect abnormalities
in it, and reconstruct events. Similarly, recovery of the athletes’ trajectories
provides an opportunity for consistent and objective analysis of various game parameters, such as movement of individual players and whole teams, intensity and
physiological demands of the game, players’ activities, and their adherence to the
predefined strategy.
Various localization solutions have been proposed, based on different sensor
modalities. The two most prominent research areas are detection and tracking using video cameras, and localization using radio-based technology. Due to
their unobtrusive nature, the computer-vision-based multi-view multi-target detection and tracking present an especially attractive choice. The advances in this
field were to a great extent fostered by proliferation of the so-called tracking-bydetection paradigm. Under this paradigm, the first step involves independent,
robust detection and localization of the individuals, on frame-by-frame basis. In
the second step, the obtained anonymous detections are linked into trajectories
using a global optimization method. However, in the majority of the multi-view
multi-tracking approaches, this linking step is done solely based on the spatiotemporal proximity of the hypothesized detections, with no long-term identity
validation. This may result in the propagation of identity switches when the individuals come close and then disperse again. Such errors are unacceptable from
the perspective of the end-user application, as the propagation of a single identity
switch effectively renders the subsequent trajectory data invalid, both in terms of
proper localization and the derived motion patterns. The preservation of identity
became a popular issue only recently, with emergence of approaches that extract
and incorporate the appearance information in their tracking step.
In this dissertation, we propose to extend the paradigm of tracking-by-detection
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with the one we call tracking-by-identification. Under the proposed paradigm, the
first step involves detection, localization, and identification of the individuals. Depending on the quality of the available information, this results in either fullyor semi-identified detection hypotheses, which helps preventing the propagation
of identity switches. When the identity information is strong enough, it can be
directly used to split the detections; each sequence of the identified detections can
then be separately linked into a trajectory, even using an unmodified tracking approach that otherwise does not consider any identity information. Alternatively,
the existing tracking approaches that extract and use the appearance information could be modified to use the more general identity information instead. This
opens a possibility of standardizing the interface between the detection and the
tracking step, while reducing the amount of information required by the tracking
step, such as image data.
Within the context of tracking-by-identification, the presented dissertation
consists of three main scientific contributions. The first is a new methodology for
evaluation of the systems’ performance, which, in contrast to the established ones,
considers the tracking results from the perspective of the end-user. It therefore
discards the notion of tracking and the associated error types, and instead focuses
on the manifestation of such errors in terms of the resulting false positives, false
negatives, and localization error. This is done under several assignment strategies, which reveal different aspects of the system — detection, localization, and
identification. Therefore, the proposed methodology is applicable both to systems that perform only detection and localization, as well as to those that also
perform identification. In the latter case, it offers means to analyze the identity
switches both in terms of their duration and the involved individuals, as well as
their actual effect in terms of resulting localization error.
The second contribution encompasses a novel tracking-by-identification approach, obtained by fusing a commercially-available localization solution based
on the Ultra-Wideband radio technology, and a state-of-the-art computer-visionbased detection and tracking. Using the proposed evaluation methodology, we
thoroughly evaluate both subsystems and obtain insights into their strengths and
weaknesses when used in a realistically cluttered environment. Afterwards, we
fuse the systems by combining the best of both worlds — good camera-based
localization and reliable radio-based identification. The proposed fusion scheme
is shown to outperform its components, both in terms of localization errors and
maintaining the identity of individuals. The multi-modal dataset, used for development and evaluation of our approach, is also publicly available on our website,
with the aim of sparking further interest in such multi-modal fusion.
The third and the last contribution is a novel multi-modal framework for
frame-by-frame person detection, localization, and identification, based on fusion
of multiple weakly-discriminative cues/features. The weakly-discriminative cues,
used to distinguish between the individuals, are encoded using feature maps, a
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proposed generalization of an occupancy map, which allows consistent aggregation and encoding of features across the views. The framework builds on two
ideas; the use of multiple weak features, and the feature fusion performed by one
or more trained classifiers. Experimental evaluation shows that even when the
obtained identity information is not strong (i.e., a detection is assigned multiple
possible identities), it still helps preventing the propagation of identity switches
and improves the tracking results.

Key words: Computer vision; Person detection, localization and identification;
Multi-view multi-target tracking; Tracking-by-identification; Ultra-Wideband radio; Sensor fusion; Feature maps; Evaluation methodology.
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Multimodalna detekcija, lokalizacija in identifikacija oseb

V

disertaciji obravnavamo problem detekcije, lokalizacije in identifikacije posameznikov v omejenem opazovanem območju, s poudarkom na metodah
računalniškega vida, ki temeljijo na uporabi sistemov več kalibriranih in časovno
sinhroniziranih video kamer. V zadnjem času so se na tem področju uveljavili
t.i. pristopi sledenja prek detekcije, ki, v primerjavi z zgodnjimi rekurzivnimi pristopi, uspešno zmanjšujejo vpliv in širjenje posameznih napak v detekciji. Po
drugi strani pa tovrstni pristopi pogosto ne ugotavljajo identitet posameznikov,
temveč anonimne detekcije povezujejo v trajektorije samo na osnovi razdalj med
njimi. Posledično niso sposobni preprečiti zamenjav identitet, ko posamezniki
pridejo blizu skupaj, niti širjenja tovrstnih napak, ko gredo zopet narazen. Osrednja tema disertacije je zato nov koncept, imenovan sledenje prek identifikacije,
bistvo katerega je vključitev razpoznavanja posameznikov v samo fazo detekcije.
Razpoznavanje posameznikov izvedemo s pomočjo zlivanja informacije, pridobljene s senzorjev različnih modalitet. V nadaljevanju bomo najprej podali opis
ožjega znanstvenega področja s kratkim pregledom literature. Nato bomo predstavili glavni cilj disertacije, t.j. koncept sledenja prek identifikacije, ter podali
prispevke k znanosti, sledil pa bo še natančnejši pregled vsebine disertacije.

Opis ožjega raziskovalnega področja
V zadnjih dveh desetletjih smo bili priča izrazitemu porastu zanimanja za problem detekcije, lokalizacije ter sledenja objektov na različnih raziskovalnih področjih. To zanimanje sovpada z naraščajočimi zahtevami po podatkih o položaju in
identitetah objektov, izhajajočih iz širokega spektra aplikacij na področjih, kot
so proizvodnja, vojska, varovanje in nadzor, transport in logistika, zdravniška
oskrba, varstvo otrok, video prenosi športnih tekem, analiza uspešnosti igralcev
v športu ter športna medicina. Rezultat so številne predlagane rešitve, ki temexiii
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ljijo na različnih senzorskih modalitetah [66]. Dve najpomembnejši raziskovalni
področji sta detekcija in sledenje s pomočjo video kamer [155] ter lokalizacija
na osnovi radijskih tehnologij [97], kot pristop za premagovanje omejitev posameznih senzorskih modalitet pa se je uveljavilo zlivanje (fuzija) informacije z
različnih senzorjev [66].
Pridobitev položajev in trajektorij posameznikov, ki se nahajajo v opazovanem območju, je še posebej zanimiva za aplikacije s področja varovanja in nadzora ter v športni znanosti. V kontekstu varovanja in nadzora nam poznavanje
položaja in identitet posameznikov omogoča ne samo ugotavljanje njihove prisotnosti oziroma odsotnosti, temveč tudi analizo njihovega obnašanja in anomalij
v njem, ter rekonstrukcijo dogodkov. Podobno pridobitev trajektorij igralcev
v športu omogoča konsistentno analizo igre z različnih vidikov, kot so gibanje
posameznega igralca ali celotne ekipe, fiziološka zahtevnost in intenzivnost igre,
ocena uspešnosti izvedbe posameznih akcij in skupinske strategije, itd. Raziskovalci s Fakultete za šport Univerze v Ljubljani že vrsto let uporabljajo program
za sledenje [122], ki je bil razvit v Laboratoriju za strojni vid na Fakulteti za
elektrotehniko Univerze v Ljubljani; prek pridobljenih trajektorij so analizirali
gibanje posameznikov in ekip v različnih športih, kot so košarka [75, 45, 46, 123],
squash [145, 148, 146, 147], tenis [106] ter ples [127].
Zgoraj omenjene aplikacije so v veliki meri odvisne od kvalitete pridobljenih
podatkov o položajih posameznikov, in zato predstavljajo izrazito potrebo po
robustnem, brezkontaktnem ter po možnosti povsem avtomatskim sistemom za
detekcijo, lokalizacijo in identifikacijo oseb. Slednjega potem lahko obravnavamo
kot objektivno merilno napravo za merjenje položajev oseb v prostoru. Iz kratkega
pregleda tehnik sledenja, ki so v uporabi v športu [130], je razvidno, da v glavnem
prevladujejo pristopi, ki uporabljajo radijsko tehnologijo, ter pristopi, ki temeljijo
na uporabi video kamer in metod računalniškega vida. Obe senzorski modaliteti
imata svoje prednosti in slabosti, ki so pogosto komplementarne.
Poglavitna slabost metod lokalizacije s pomočjo radijskih tehnologij je njihova vsiljivost; sistem sestavlja mreža radijskih sprejemnikov (senzorjev), ki so
nameščeni v prostoru, ter radijskih oddajnih značk, ki jih morajo posamezniki
nositi s seboj. Čeprav je nošenje radijskih značk nadležno, v nekaterih okoljih
ne predstavlja večjega problema — na primer v visoko varovanih okoljih, kjer
morajo posamezniki tako ali tako nositi identifikacijske značke. Po drugi strani
pa je uporaba vsiljivih sistemov manj primerna za šport ali celo prepovedana,
saj lahko značke ovirajo gibanje igralcev oziroma v primeru telesnega stika med
njimi celo povzročijo poškodbe. Poleg tega je frekvenca osveževanja položajev
značk omejena zaradi narave radijske tehnologije in zaradi preprečevanja motenj
med značkami pada z naraščanjem števila značk v prostoru.
Uporaba video kamer in metod računalniškega vida nam omogoča detekcijo
in sledenje oseb brez vnosa dodatnih oznak ali značk. Tudi hitrost osveževanja
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podatkov je višja, zlasti če podatke lahko obdelamo naknadno; v tem primeru je
časovna resolucija podatkov omejena samo s frekvenco zajemanja posnetkov. Po
drugi strani pa kompleksna okolja ter znatno zakrivanje med posamezniki hitro
privedejo do nepopravljivih napak v detekciji in lokalizaciji. Poleg tega imajo
metode računalniškega vida pogosto težave pri vzdrževanju identitet posameznikov, zlasti pri sledenju skozi daljša časovna obdobja. Večina uspešnih razvitih
pristopov namreč temelji na povezovanju detekcij samo na osnovi razdalj med
slednjimi, brez kakršnegakoli preverjanja njihovih identitet, kar zlahka privede
do zamenjav identitet, ko posamezniki pridejo blizu skupaj, in širjenja nastalih
napak, ko gredo zopet narazen. Tudi ugotavljanje in vzdrževanje identitet na
osnovi vizualnih značilnic je lahko težavno, zlasti v uniformiranih okoljih, kjer so
si posamezniki med seboj podobni po izgledu.
Tudi prej omenjeni program za sledenje [122] je kvečjemu pol-avtomatski, saj
potrebuje stalen nadzor s strani operaterja, ki spremlja njegovo delovanje in sproti
popravlja nastale napake. Posledično problem robustne detekcije, lokalizacije in
sledenja s pomočjo video kamer ostaja nerešen, in kot tak predstavlja aktivno
raziskovalno področje [149]; zlasti ker, zaradi svoje nevsiljive narave, predstavlja
zelo privlačno izbiro tako za video-nadzorne in varnostne aplikacije, kot tudi za
uporabo na področju športa.

Kratek pregled literature
Sledenje več oseb v video posnetkih je raziskovalni problem z dolgo tradicijo na
področju računalniškega vida. Obstoječe metode za sledenje več objektov lahko
v grobem razdelimo na metode, ki uporabljajo eno samo kamero, in metode, ki
uporabljajo več kamer. Pregled metod obeh skupin je na voljo v preglednem
članku, ki so ga napisali Yilmaz et al. [155].
Z eno samo, običajno nekalibrirano, kamero večinoma rešujemo problem sledenja ene ali več oseb v slikovni ravnini, medtem ko za sledenje oseb v koordinatnem
sistemu prostora običajno uporabljamo sisteme več kamer [149]. Uporaba več kamer po eni strani omogoča pridobitev natančnih položajev oseb v koordinatnem
sistemu prostora, po drugi strani pa poveča tako opazovano področje kot njegovo pokritost, ter izboljša robustnost sledenja zaradi redundantne informacije,
pridobljene z več pogledov. Tovrstne metode vizualnega sledenja zato običajno
uporabljajo kalibrirane kamere s prekrivajočimi pogledi, medtem ko so sistemi kamer z neprekrivajočimi pogledi v glavnem predmet raziskav na področjih video
nadzora in vizualnih senzorskih omrežij [134].
Metode sledenja, ki uporabljajo več kalibriranih kamer s prekrivajočimi pogledi, lahko razdelimo v dve skupini; sekvenčne metode, ki izvajajo detekcijo s
pomočjo sledenja, ter pristope, ki temeljijo na sledenju prek detekcije.
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Sekvenčne metode (detekcija prek sledenja)
Ključna značilnost sekvenčnih metod je, da detekcijo v danem trenutku izvajajo na podlagi rezultatov iz prejšnjega trenutka. Tovrstni pristopi temeljijo na
rekurzivnem časovnem filtriranju, izvedenem bodisi s pomočjo Kalmanovega filtra [69, 153, 18, 109, 67] ali naprednejših filtrov delcev [116, 44, 59, 81, 29, 113].
Sledenje poteka v referenčni ravnini, ki je običajno postavljena na tla, in v
kateri poteka akumulacija informacije o prisotnosti oseb. Slednja je običajno
pridobljena iz posameznih pogledov v obliki silhuet, ki so rezultat segmentacije
ozadja [136, 61, 143]. Številni pristopi vzpostavljajo korespondence med pogledi
na osnovi projekcije detektiranih silhuet na tla [69, 153, 18, 67, 44], ali pa uporabljajo barvno podobnost [86, 109, 81] oziroma geometrijske in vizualne značilnice [29, 59].
Glavna prednost sekvenčnih metod je kavzalnost; ker se poleg informacije
v danem trenutku zanašajo samo na informacijo o položajih, določenih v prejšnjem trenutku, še vedno veljajo za najnaprednejše metode na področju sledenja
v realnem času. Po drugi strani pa rekurzivna narava sekvenčnega sledenja lahko
privede do nepopravljivih napak v primeru neuspešne detekcije v danem trenutku
oziroma v primeru, ko algoritem nepravilno poveže dve detekciji. Tovrstne napake se prenašajo v naslednje trenutke in se celo množijo; takšno katastrofalno
širjenje napak povzroči odpoved algoritma, in potreben je ročni poseg operaterja,
ki ponovno inicializira algoritem. Takšne so tudi naše izkušnje s pristopom za
sledenje [83], ki uporablja filtre delcev in je vgrajen v program za sledenje [122].
Metode sledenja prek detekcije
Kot odgovor na zgoraj omenjene pomanjkljivosti sekvenčnih metod so se v zadnjem času pojavile t.i. metode sledenja prek detekcije, pri katerih detekcijo oseb
izvedemo neodvisno, v vsakem trenutku posebej. Dobljene anonimne detekcije
nato povežemo v trajektorije z uporabo globalnih optimizacijskih metod; povezovanje poteka ne-sprotno (angl. off-line), bodisi prek vseh detekcij naenkrat ali
pa v daljših serijah. Tovrstni pristop je bil najprej predlagan v delu Andriluke
et al. [5] v kontekstu sledenja oseb v sliki, k njegovi razširjenosti pa sta precej
prispevali tudi deli Breitensteina et al. [20, 21].
Številne metode za sledenje več oseb z več kamerami v prvem koraku, ki
obsega detekcijo in lokalizacijo oseb, uporabljajo koncept zemljevida zasedenosti
(angl. occupancy map) [112]. Pri slednjem opazovano območje diskretiziramo v
mrežo in nato za vsako celico v mreži ocenjujemo verjetnost, da se v njej nahaja
oseba. To storimo s pomočjo vizualne informacije iz kamer, v katerih je dana
celica vidna. Zemljevidi zasedenosti omogočajo učinkovito zbiranje informacije z
več kamer, saj zaradi upoštevanje geometrijskih omejitev, ki izhajajo iz postavitve
kamer, znatno pripomorejo k zmanjšanju šuma in napak.
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Najbolj znan postopek za izgradnjo zemljevida zasedenosti je algoritem, imenovan Probabilistic Occupancy Map (POM) [50]. Slednji gradi zemljevid zasedenosti od zgoraj navzdol, pri čemer uporablja generativen model, v katerem
so silhuete posameznikov aproksimirane z družino pravokotnikov. Trenutno ocenjene verjetnosti zasedenosti celic prek tega modela preslikamo nazaj v vhodne
binarne slike, pridobljene s postopkom segmentacije ozadja. Zemljevid zasedenosti nato iterativno optimiziramo, pri čemer minimiziramo razliko med vhodnimi
binarnimi slikami in reprojeciranimi pravokotniki.
Berclaz et al. [14] uporabljajo enak postopek, le da namesto binarnih slik, pridobljenih prek segmentacije ozadja, za vhod uporabijo rezultat naučenega detektorja oseb. Alahi et al.v svojih delih [2, 3, 4] uporabljajo postopke, ki zagotavljajo,
da je zgrajeni zemljevid zasedenosti redek, torej vsebuje čim manj zasedenih celic;
to dosežejo prek regularizacije rešitve z njeno l1 normo. Lee et al. [91] zgradijo zemljevid zasedenosti na osnovi rezultatov segmentacije ozadja ter detektorja ljudi,
povratno projekcijo v vhodne slike pa aproksimirajo z analizo zakrivanja med
projekcijami parov celic iz zemljevida zasedenosti.
Postopek, ki sta ga predlagala Khan in Shah [80], je primer gradnje zemljevida
zasedenosti od spodaj navzgor. Avtorji preslikajo dobljene silhuete posameznikov
iz vseh pogledov v več vzporednih ravnin, vzporednih s tlemi, in tako dobijo
več zemljevidov zasedenosti, v katerih nato iščejo detekcije. Podoben pristop
uporabljajo tudi Delannay et al. [37]. Eshel in Moses [47] sta prav tako uporabila
preslikavo silhuet v več referenčnih ravnin, v katerih nato s pomočjo analize
korelacije med vrednostmi slikovnih elementov iščeta vrhove glav posameznikov.
Manjša skupina pristopov [95, 126, 25, 135] pa oceni zemljevid zasedenosti prek
vmesnega koraka, ki vključuje polno 3-D rekonstrukcijo scene.
Fleuret et al. [50] za povezovanje anonimnih detekcij v individualno optimalne
trajektorije uporabijo Viterbijev algoritem, ki se opira na preprost model gibanja
ter na barvnih histogramih temelječ model izgleda. Alahi et al. [4] pridobljene detekcije povežejo v usmerjen graf, v katerem z uporabo Dijkstrovega algoritma [40]
poiščejo najkrajšo pot. Nato iz grafa odstranijo vsa vozlišča, ki so del dobljene
poti, in postopek ponavljajo, dokler preostali graf ni prazen. Podoben pristop
so izbrali tudi Berclaz et al. [15], ki problem sledenja več objektov zastavijo kot
problem iskanja maksimalnega pretoka v usmerjenem acikličnem grafu, sestavljenem iz anonimnih detekcij. Zastavljen problem potem učinkovito rešijo s pomočjo
metode iskanja K-najkrajših poti (angl. K-shortest paths, KSP) [139].
Zgoraj opisane metode, ki temeljijo na sledenju s pomočjo neodvisnih detekcij, na ta način omejijo učinek posameznih napak v detekciji. Po drugi strani pa
se pri sledenju v glavnem zanašajo na prenašanje identitete vzdolž trajektorije
brez kakršnegakoli preverjanja izgleda oseb. Zaradi tega niso sposobne preprečiti
zamenjav identitet v primeru, ko ljudje pridejo blizu skupaj, in širjenja tovrstnih
napak, ko gredo zopet narazen. Zamenjave identitet so zopet katastrofalne in one-
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mogočajo izvedbo povsem avtomatskega sledenja skozi daljše časovno obdobje,
saj je za njihovo razrešitev zopet potreben poseg operaterja; če postopek ni sposoben zaznati zamenjave identitete, mora operater ves čas nadzorovati delovanje
algoritma.
Za odpravo te omejitve so Shitrit et al. [12, 13] predlagali razširitev postopka
[15]. Njihov pristop omogoča ugotavljanje identitete igralcev v športu na osnovi
barvne podobnosti in številk na dresih v trenutkih, ko je tovrstna informacija na
voljo. Postopek so kasneje razširili z vgradnjo razpoznavanja obrazov posameznikov [158, 51]. Podoben postopek izkoriščanja občasno razpoložljivih značilnic so
predlagali tudi Kumar K.C. et al. [90, 89]. Dicle et al. [39] pa so predlagali primerjavo dinamike gibanja med posamezniki za razlikovanje med njimi, in pokazali,
da lahko služi kot alternativna ali pa dopolnilo vizualnim značilnicam.

Zlivanje informacije z različnih senzorjev
Zlivanje (fuzija) informacije z različnih senzorjev se je uveljavilo kot pristop za
premagovanje omejitev posameznih senzorskih modalitet [66]. V splošnem lahko
kot obliko fuzije obravnavamo tudi prej opisane postopke sledenja z več kamerami,
saj gre za postopke, ki zlivajo informacijo z več senzorjev (kamer). Po drugi strani
pa ta izraz običajno uporabimo, kadar gre za uporabo več senzorjev različnih
senzorskih modalitet.
Zaradi komplementarnosti nas zanima predvsem zlivanje metod računalniškega vida ter sistemov, ki uporabljajo radijsko tehnologijo [97], kot so brezžična
omrežna infrastruktura (WiFi), aktivna radio frekvenčna identifikacija (angl.
Radio-Fequency Identification, RFID) ter tehnologija ultraširokega spektra (angl.
Ultra-Wideband radio, UWB). V literaturi lahko zasledimo več primerov fuzije
metod računalniškega vida ter lokalizacije oseb s pomočjo meritev moči WiFi
signala [105, 27]. Anne et al. [7] so predlagali sistem za lokalizacijo oseb, ki združuje video kamero, meritev moči WiFi signala ter aktivni RFID sistem. V [60]
avtorji predlagajo dopolnitev aktivnega RFID sistema za lokalizacijo z video kamero, z namenom izboljšanja lokalizacije radijskih značk. Cucchiara et al. [33] so
razvili sistem za detekcijo vsiljivcev znotraj opazovanega področja, v katerega so
vključili mrežo video kamer ter aktivni RFID sistem. Yu in Ganz [156, 157] sta
predlagala kombinacijo video kamere ter aktivnega RFID sistema za preprečevanje zamenjav identitet trajektorij, Dibitonto et al. [38] pa so iz podobnih razlogov
predlagali fuzujo kamere in UWB radijskega sistema za lokalizacijo.
Eno od aktivnejših podpodročij fuzije senzorjev različnih modalitet predstavlja tudi fuzija avdio-vizualne informacije [132], kjer gre za kombinacijo vizualne
informacije z video kamer ter avdio informacije, pridobljene s pomočjo nizov mikrofonov. Dodano avdio informacijo lahko uporabimo za izboljšanje rezultatov
lokalizacije ali pa, bolj pogosto, za razpoznavanje govorcev. Tovrstno zlivanje
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senzorjev je precej razširjeno v nekaterih nadzorovanih scenarijih, ki vključujejo
sejne sobe in seminarje [137].
Ker lahko z uporabo video kamere v kombinaciji z različnimi postopki obdelave slike pridobimo različno informacijo, lahko v širšem smislu tudi vsako takšno
kombinacijo obravnavamo kot “mehki senzor”, in jo vključimo v postopke zlivanja. Ideja uporabe več vizualnih značilnic za detekcijo in razpoznavanje oseb je
precej bolj razširjena v metodah, ki uporabljajo eno samo kamero, kot v metodah
z več kamerami, kjer je detekcija običajno izvedena prek postopka segmentacije
ozadja. Tako lahko najdemo številne pristope za detekcijo in razpoznavanje z
eno kamero ter fuzijo več šibkih vizualnih značilnic, pogosto s pomočjo sproti
naučenih razvrščevalnikov; primer sta Avidanovi deli na področju sledenja s sestavljenimi razvrščevalniki [10] ter z metodo podpornih vektorjev [9], ter različni
pristopi, ki vključujejo boosting [82, 114, 62].
Metodologija vrednotenja in zbirke posnetkov
Na področju sledenja več objektov z eno ali več kamerami je bilo za objektivno
oceno delovanja sistemov predlaganih več različnih metodologij, od katerih vsaka
predlaga različne mere za vrednotenje pojavljanja posameznih vrst napak.
V zadnjem času se je uveljavila predvsem metodologija, ki so jo avtorji poimenovali CLEAR Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) [16] in vključuje dve meri.
Prva, imenovana MOTA, združuje informacijo o pojavitvah napak, kot so lažne
detekcije, manjkajoče detekcije ter zamenjave identitet. Druga mera, MOTP, pa
ocenjuje povprečno napako v lokalizaciji detekcij. Kasturi et al. [78] so predlagali
različico CLEAR MOT, ki pa je primerna le za evaluacijo metod z eno kamero,
ki izvajajo sledenje v slikovni ravnini. Manj uporabljani alternativi sta še nabor
mer, imenovan VACE [78], ter nabor mer, ki temeljijo na teoriji informacij [77].
Leichter in Krupka v svojem nedavnem delu [92] trdita, da je za zagotavljanje
informativnosti mer ključnega pomena, da nabor mer izpolnjuje dva kriterija.
Prvi je monotonost, drugi pa ortogonalnost posameznih mer glede na posamezne
vrste napak, ki jih metodologija obravnava. Avtorja sta predlagala nov nabor mer,
ki izpolnjujejo ta dva kriterija, vendar se v tem času še niso uspele uveljaviti.
Na področju računalniškega vida avtorji predlagane postopke sledenja običajno preizkusijo na prosto dostopnih zbirkah posnetkov, kar omogoča konsistentno primerjavo z ostalimi metodami; nekaj takšnih zbirk je namenjenih tudi
preizkusu postopkov sledenja z več kamerami.
Najbolj znana zbirka video-nadzornih posnetkov je PETS20091 , posneta z
osmimi kamerami, ki pokrivajo 100 m × 30 m področje na prostem. Video posnetki so zajeti v ločljivosti 768 × 576 in s približno sedmimi slikami na sekundo.
1
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Oceno rezultatov dobimo tako, da pridobljene detekcije oseb preslikamo v pogled
#2, kjer izmerimo prekrivanje dobljenih in ročno označenih pravokotnikov. Tovrstno vrednotenje je primerno za metode z eno samo kamero, ki izvajajo sledenje
v slikovni ravnini, manj pa za postopke z več kamerami, ki izvajajo sledenje v
svetovnem koordinatnem sistemu.
Skupina za računalniški vid na EPFL2 je objavila nekaj video sekvenc, posnetih s štirimi kamerami: dvo-minutna sekvenca s šestimi osebami, ki hodijo
po prazni sobi, tri-minutna sekvenca z do sedmimi osebami, ki hodijo po terasi,
ter eno-in-pol-minutna sekvenca z osebami, ki se gibljejo po podzemnem prehodu
do železniške postaje. Pri vseh sekvencah so za vsako petindvajseto sliko podani
ročno označeni položaji oseb v prostoru.
Tudi skupina z inštituta za računalniško grafiko in vid na TU Graz je objavila svojo zbirko posnetkov3 , ki je bila zajeta s štirimi kamerami v ločljivosti
1024 × 768 in z 20 slikami na sekundo. Posnetki so dolgi med 0,5 in 3 min ter prikazujejo pet do šest oseb, ki izvajajo različne aktivnosti. Ročno označeni položaji
oseb so na voljo za vsako deseto sliko.
Za preizkus metod, namenjenih sledenju igralcev v športu, sta običajno uporabljeni zbirki APIDIS Basketball [36] and ISSIA Soccer [42]. Zbirka APIDIS
je posneta s sedmimi visoko-resolucijskimi video kamerami, nameščenimi okrog
in nad košarkarskim igriščem. Javno dostopna je samo minuta posnetkov skupaj z označenimi položaje igralcev, kar ustreza enemu napadu in protinapadu.
Številna dela [4, 126, 135] za evaluacijo uporabljajo samo levi del igrišča zaradi
boljše pokritosti s kamerami (pet od sedmih).
Zbirka ISSIA Soccer je bila zajeta s šestimi kamerami, nameščenimi ob nogometnem igrišču. Javno dostopni sta dve minuti posnetkov, ki vsebujejo dva
napada in en protinapad. Položaji igralcev so označeni v obliki mejnih okvirjev
v vsaki od slik, namesto v obliki koordinat na tleh, ki bi bile bolj primerne za
vrednotenje rezultatov postopkov sledenja in lokalizacije z več kamerami.

Cilj disertacije: sledenje prek identifikacije
Kot smo nakazali v uvodu, aplikacije na področjih varovanja in nadzora ter kvantitativne analize gibanja igralcev v športu potrebujejo podatke o položajih in identitetah posameznikov, pridobljene prek sledenja oseb v video posnetkih. Kljub
relativno dolgi tradiciji sledenja več objektov z več kamerami na področju računalniškega vida raziskovalcem še ni uspelo razviti sistema, ki bi omogočal povsem
samodejno, avtonomno in nenadzorovano obdelavo dolgih video posnetkov, ki
prikazujejo več oseb v realističnih prostorih. Glavno težavo predstavlja predvsem
potreba po stalnem nadzoru sistema s strani operaterja.
2
3
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Pri sekvenčnih metodah prihaja do katastrofalnega širjenja napak zaradi nepravilnih detekcij v posameznih trenutkih. Ta problem je sicer naslovljen z neodvisno detekcijo pri metodah sledenja prek detekcije, vendar pa po drugi strani
večina tovrstnih metod povezuje anonimne detekcije v trajektorije samo na osnovi
časovno-prostorskih razdalj med njimi. Te metode običajno prenašajo identitete
vzdolž trajektorij, brez ali z omejenim preverjanjem izgleda posameznikov. Zato
pravimo, da izvajajo identifikacijo prek sledenja, in kot take niso sposobne preprečiti zamenjav identitet posameznikov, ko ti pridejo blizu skupaj, niti širjenja
napak, ko gredo zopet narazen. Po pojavu napak so nadaljnji podatki o trajektorijah praktično neveljavni, in za razrešitev je potreben poseg operaterja; zaradi
nepredvidljive narave nastopa napak mora operater stalno nadzorovati delovanje sistema. Takšno računalniško podprto sledenje še vedno predstavlja znatno
breme za operaterja, slednji pa lahko postane omejitveni dejavnik s stališča hitrosti obdelave posnetkov.
Osrednja tema doktorske disertacije je zato nadgradnja koncepta sledenja prek
detekcije s konceptom, ki smo ga poimenovali sledenje prek identifikacije. Bistvo
slednjega je vključitev razpoznavanja posameznikov v samo fazo detekcije, ki jo
izvajamo na posameznih slikah oziroma kratkih zaporedjih slik. Dodatno informacijo, ki jo potrebujemo za razpoznavanje posameznikov, lahko pridobimo
iz različnih virov; bodisi s senzorjev ne-vizualnih modalitet (npr. radio) ali pa
prek vizualnih značilnic, izluščenih iz video posnetkov. Odvisno od razpoložljive
informacije tako dobimo bodisi popolnoma ali pa delno identificirane detekcije
posameznikov. Dodatna informacija o identitetah, četudi šibka (t.j., več možnih
identitet na posamezno detekcijo), med sledenjem pomaga preprečevati zamenjave identitet, ter predvsem širjenje zamenjanih identitet. V smislu obdelave
podatkov na ta način dosežemo “naključen dostop” do video posnetka, saj lahko
na praktično vsaki točki (ponovno) določimo identitete posameznikov, in nek del
posnetka obdelamo neodvisno od prejšnjega dela.
Medtem ko nekatere senzorske modalitete, npr. radio, zaradi svoje narave
ponujajo zanesljivo informacijo o identitetah posameznikov, je identifikacija na
osnovi vizualnih značilnic zahtevnejša, ter v našem primeru zahteva učenje iz
ročno označenih učnih vzorcev. Kljub temu pa še vedno zmanjša obremenitev
operaterja, saj mora le-ta označiti samo omejen del posnetka za učenje, po učenju
pa postopek samodejno obdela preostanek posnetka. Poleg tega smo ljudje zelo
uspešni pri razpoznavanju posameznikov, tudi v težavnih okoliščinah ali uniformiranih okoljih. Pri tem si pomagamo s številnimi diskriminativnimi vizualnimi
značilnicami, kot so barva in tekstura oblačil, barva las in pričeska, barva kože,
poteze obraza, telesna višina in širina, pa tudi način gibanja. V določenih situacijah nam zelo koristi tudi predznanje o verjetnosti prisotnosti posameznika
na določenem mestu. Večina teh značilnic je šibkih in sama po sebi ne omogoča
zanesljivega razlikovanja med posamezniki; slednje je možno šele z uporabo več
takšnih značilnic. Naš cilj je zato posnemanje takšnega razpoznavanja znotraj
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našega postopka za neodvisno detekcijo, lokalizacijo in identifikacijo posameznikov; bodisi do stopnje, ko bi bilo slednjega mogoče uporabiti v povsem samostojni
izvedbi, bodisi kot dopolnitev obstoječih metod za sledenje.
Kadar imamo na voljo popolnoma identificirane detekcije, lahko slednje na
osnovi identitete razdelimo v več ločenih sekvenc. Vsako od sekvenc lahko ločeno
povežemo v trajektorijo, pri čemer lahko uporabimo tudi postopke, ki drugače
ne upoštevajo identitet. To lahko storimo tudi v primerih, ko imajo dobljene
detekcije občasno pripisanih več možnih identitet. V tem primeru bo v sekvenci,
ki ustreza dejanski identiteti, ta detekcija vključena v trajektorijo, v preostalih
sekvencah pa bo zavržena kot izolirana lažna detekcija. V primeru, ko je večina detekcij le delno identificiranih, pa tak postopek postane neučinkovit, saj za
vsako identiteto lahko dobimo več trajektorij. Alternativni pristop je zato zapis
informacije o identiteti v obliki vektorja verjetnosti posameznih identitet, v katerem vsak element ustreza verjetnosti, da določena detekcija pripada določeni
identiteti. Obstoječe pristope za sledenje bi lahko nato prilagodili tako, da bi v
svoji optimizacijski funkciji za povezovanje detekcij upoštevali člen, ki ustreza informaciji o identiteti. Nekateri pristopi že uporabljajo člen, ki temelji na izgledu;
slednjega bi lahko neposredno zamenjali za člen, ki temelji na identiteti.
Predlagani koncept sledenja prek identifikacije precej spominja na nedavno
predlagane pristope, ki so jih predlagali Shitrit et al. [12, 13] ter Kumar K.C.
et al. [89, 90] in prav tako rešujejo problem zamenjav identitet z dodatnimi vizualnimi značilnicami. Poglavitna razlika je, da smo v predlaganem konceptu
sledenja prek identifikacije razpoznavanje posameznikov vključili v korak detekcije, medtem ko prej omenjeni pristopi vizualne značilnice izluščijo in uporabijo v
koraku sledenja. Predlagani koncept zato ohranja modularnost in z njo povezane
prednosti, ki jih ponuja izhodiščni koncept sledenja prek detekcije. Poleg tega ima
izboljšava identifikacije v koraku detekcije, na primer z uvedbo dodatnih značilnic
oziroma senzorskih modalitet, večji učinek, saj neposredno omogoča izboljšavo rezultatov vseh pristopov sledenja, ki so sposobni uporabiti (delno) identificirane
detekcije, in ne le enega samega pristopa.

Izvirni znanstveni prispevki
Disertacija vsebuje naslednje izvirne prispevke k znanosti:
PZ1: Metodologija za vrednotenje postopkov sledenja več oseb z več
kamerami. V [101], smo predlagali novo metodologijo za vrednotenje rezultatov sledenja, ki dopolnjuje obstoječe postopke vrednotenja. Predlagana metodologija obravnava rezultate sledenja z vidika končnega uporabnika; posledično
ne vsebuje koncepta sledenja ter z njim povezanih napak, temveč se osredotoči
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na primerjavo dobljenih detekcij ter ročno označenih položajev oseb v vsakem
trenutku posebej. Po vzpostavitvi optimalnega prirejanja med detekcijami in
označenimi položaji delovanje sistema vrednotimo v smislu lažnih in manjkajočih
detekcij ter napake v lokalizaciji pravih detekcij. Optimalno prirejanje določimo
na osnovi različnih kriterijskih funkcij, s čimer dobimo različna prirejanja, ki odražajo posamezne vidike uspešnosti delovanja sistema — detekcijo, lokalizacijo
ter identifikacijo.
V okviru izboljšav metodologije vrednotenja na področju sledenja več oseb
z več kamerami smo pripravili dve javno dostopni zbirki posnetkov. Prva je
multimodalna, in je bila zajeta za potrebe razvoja in vrednotenja fuzije sistema
računalniškega vida in radijskega sistema za lokalizacijo. Gre za prvo tovrstno
zbirko, zato smo jo tudi objavili na naši spletni strani [100]. Zajeli smo tudi
zbirko daljših posnetkov s področja športa, ki zajema vadbeno rokometno tekmo.
Pripravljena zbirka obsega petnajst minut posnetkov z desetih kalibriranih in
časovno sinhroniziranih kamer, skupaj z označenimi položaji igralcev, ki so na
voljo za vsak trenutek. Od vseh sodelujočih smo pridobili soglasje o objavi zbirke,
za katero upamo, da bo pripomogla k nadaljnjemu razvoju področja sledenja več
oseb z več kamerami.
PZ2: Zlivanje informacij, pridobljenih iz več kamer in zemljevida zasedenosti, z informacijo radijskega sistema za lokalizacijo v realističnem zaprtem prostoru. V prvem delu prispevka smo preučili delovanje in
lastnosti ene od sodobnih metod računalniškega vida za detekcijo in lokalizacijo
posameznikov, ki temelji na uporabi zemljevida zasedenosti, ter radijskega sistema za lokalizacijo v realističnem zaprtem prostoru [104, 103]. Tovrstno okolje
je težavno za obe senzorski modaliteti. Po eni strani prihaja do zakrivanja posameznikov s strani pohištva in predmetov v prostoru, kot tudi do medsebojnega
zakrivanja med posamezniki, kar otežuje ocenjevanje njihovih položajev s pomočjo video kamer. Po drugi strani pa prisotnost kovinskih, radio-odbojnih površin
ob navzočnosti ovir povzroča širjenje radijskega signala po različnih poteh, kar
privede do težav pri radijski lokalizaciji. Prek analize delovanja obeh sistemov
smo ugotovili njune prednosti in slabosti v smislu 2-D napake pri določanju položajev, pojavljanja grobih napak v detekciji ter sposobnosti ohranjanja identitet
posameznikov. Pridobljene ugotovitve smo nato uporabili pri zasnovi metode za
združitev obeh sistemov. Slednja je privedla do sistema za sledenje prek identifikacije [101], s katerim smo zmanjšali tako napako v lokalizaciji, kot pojavljanje
grobih napak v detekciji, uspešno pa smo preprečili tudi širjenje zamenjav v identitetah posameznikov.
PZ3: Postopek večmodalnega zlivanja šibkih, zlasti vizualnih, diskriminativnih značilnic za neodvisno detekcijo, lokalizacijo in identifikacijo
posameznih oseb. V okviru razvoja postopka sledenja prek identifikacije smo
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zasnovali nov postopek večmodalne fuzije, ki omogoča neodvisno detekcijo, lokalizacijo in identifikacijo oseb v vsakem trenutku posebej [102]. Razviti postopek
temelji na uporabi več šibkih diskriminativnih značilnic, kombinacija katerih nam
omogoča razpoznavanje posameznikov. Pri razvoju smo sodelovali z uporabniki
obstoječega sistema za sledenje [122], ki so nam posredovali svoje izkušnje pri
razpoznavanju posameznikov v primerih, ko morajo ročno popravljati napake v
sledenju. Za zapis značilnic smo vpeljali koncept zemljevidov značilnic, ki predstavljajo posplošitev koncepta zemljevidov zasedenosti in omogočajo konsistentno
zbiranje in zapis informacije, pridobljene z več različnih pogledov. Predstavljeni
pristop temelji na dveh glavnih idejah: uporabi šibkih značilnic, zapisanih v obliki
zemljevidov značilnic, ter na njihovi fuziji s pomočjo naučenega razvrščevalnika.
Za vsako lokacijo združimo značilnice iz vseh zemljevidov v vektor značilnic, ki
služi kot vhod v razvrščevalnik; na ta način istočasno določimo, katere celice so
prazne in katere zasedene, ter v primeru zasedenosti tudi identiteto posameznikov. Pokazali smo, da tudi v primerih, ko identiteta detekcij ni povsem določena
(torej za detekcijo dobimo več možnih identitet), tovrstna informacija še vedno
pripomore k preprečevanju širjenja zamenjav v identitetah sledenih posameznikov.

Podrobnejši pregled vsebine
Metodologija vrednotenja sistemov za sledenje
V Poglavju 2 smo se podrobno posvetili metodologiji za vrednotenje, ki je v
uporabi na področju sledenja več oseb z več kamerami. Najprej smo predstavili
splošen potek postopkov za vrednotenje; opisali smo način za iskanje prirejanja
med dobljenimi detekcijami oseb ter njihovimi ročno označenimi položaji, ter
osnovne vrste napak, ki jih obravnava večina metod za vrednotenje — manjkajoče
detekcije (angl. false negatives, FN), lažne detekcije (angl. false positives, FP),
ter napake v lokalizaciji.
Izpostavili smo dva pomembna vidika. Prvi je dvojna narava grobih napak
v detekciji ter grobih napak v lokalizaciji; z omejevanjem največje dovoljene razdalje med detekcijami in označenimi položaji namreč določamo, ali neko napako
obravnavamo kot grobo napako v lokalizaciji oziroma kot kombinacijo lažne in
manjkajoče detekcije. Podobno smo izpostavili tudi problem širjenja zamenjav
identitet, ki se običajno pojavijo, ko sledeni posamezniki pridejo blizu skupaj.
Če se zamenjava širi naprej in se posamezniki oddaljijo drug od drugega, se zamenjane identitete z vidika končnega uporabnika odražajo kot velika napaka v
lokalizaciji.
Podrobno smo opisali in analizirali dve obstoječi metodologiji za vrednotenje
rezultatov sledenja. Prva je uveljavljena metodologija CLEAR Multiple Object
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Tracking (MOT) [16], ki velja za de-facto standard na področju vizualnega sledenja. Metodologija vključuje dve meri, imenovani Multiple Object Tracking
Accuracy (MOTA) in Multiple Object Tracking Precision (MOTP). Prva zajema pojavitev manjkajočih detekcij ter trenutnih zamenjav identitet, druga pa
ustreza povprečni napaki lokalizacije pravih detekcij. Obe meri smo uporabili za
vrednotenje treh hipotetičnih scenarijev z različnimi primeri zamenjav identitet.
Pokazali smo, da mera MOTA nezadostno odraža naravo zamenjav identitet in
njihovega širjenja, saj šteje samo trenutke zamenjav, ne upošteva pa njihovega
trajanja in učinka. Sistem, ki povzroči eno zamenjavo v identiteti in jo širi do
konca, je ocenjen bolje, kot sistem, ki napako kasneje popravi. Na enak način
smo predstavili in ovrednotili tudi nabor petih monotonih in ortogonalnih mer,
ki sta jih predlagala Leichter in Krupka [92]. Te mere vključujejo kompleksnejšo
analizo trajektorij, zato bolj verodostojno odražajo pojavitve in širjenje zamenjanih identitet. Po drugi strani pa ne omogočajo vpogleda v napako pri lokalizaciji,
ki jo z vidika uporabnika povzročajo napake v identiteti.
Na osnovi opravljene analize smo zasnovali lastno metodologijo za vrednotenje, ki obravnava rezultate sledenja z vidika končnega uporabnika. Predlagana
metodologija tako ne vsebuje koncepta sledenja in z njim povezanih napak, temveč se osredotoči na primerjavo dobljenih detekcij ter ročno označenih položajev
oseb v vsakem trenutku posebej. Predpostavljamo, da imamo za vsak trenutek na
voljo množico D detekcij, sestavljenih iz 2-D koordinat na tleh ter informacije o
identiteti, γ: di = (xdi , yid , γid ); i = 1, . . . , D. Podobno imamo na voljo množico G
ročno označenih položajev oseb: gj = (xgj , yjg , γjg ); j = 1, . . . , G. Optimalno prirejanje med detekcijami in označenimi položaji poiščemo s pomočjo Munkresovega
algoritma [87] in izbrane funkcije razdalje. Po pridobitvi prirejanja detekcije brez
prirejenih oznak položajev obravnavamo kot lažne detekcije, oznake položajev
brez prirejenih detekcij pa kot manjkajoče detekcije. Med prirejenimi detekcijami
in oznakami izračunamo razdalje, ki ustrezajo napaki v lokalizaciji detekcij.
V okviru razvite metodologije smo predlagali uporabo treh različnih funkcij
razdalj, s katerimi dobimo tri različne vrste prirejanj, ki odražajo tri različne
vidike sistema — detekcijo, lokalizacijo in identifikacijo:
cDET
= cDET (di , gj ) = kdi − gj k =
ij
cLOC
ij

q

(xdi − xgj )2 + (yid − yjg )2

(1)

če kdi − gj k ≤ Td
drugače

(2)


kd − g k,
i
j
= cLOC (di , gj ) =
∞,

cID
ij


kd − g k,
i
j
= cID (di , gj ) =
∞,

če γid = γjg
drugače

(3)

Z uporabo funkcije razdalje cDET
iz En. (1) dobimo prirejanje brez dodatnih
ij
omejitev. V takšnem prirejanju lažne in manjkajoče detekcije nastopijo samo
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takrat, ko se število detekcij razlikuje od ročno označenih položajev, D 6= G, ne
glede na to, kako dobro so detekcije lokalizirane. S tovrstnim prirejanjem torej
pri sistemu ocenjujemo sposobnost detekcije.
Zaradi odsotnosti vsakršnih omejitev se v zgornjem prirejanju so-pojavitve
manjkajočih in lažnih detekcij odražajo kot velike napake v lokalizaciji, v izrednih primerih pa lahko v celoti spremenijo optimalno prirejanje. Kot rešitev
lahko v funkcijo razdalje vpeljemo največjo dovoljeno razdaljo med detekcijo in
označenim položajem, Td (običajno 0,5 m). S tem preprečimo prirejanje med pari,
ki so predaleč stran. V omejenem prirejanju, ki ga dobimo z uporabo funkcije
iz En. (2), se velike napake v lokalizaciji odražajo kot pari manjkarazdalje cLOC
ij
jočih in lažnih detekcij; s takšnim prirejanjem pri sistemu ocenjujemo sposobnost
lokalizacije.
Kadar sistem izvaja identifikacijo posameznikov, lahko dobljeno informacijo
o identiteti uporabimo za to, da preprečimo prirejanje med detekcijami in označenimi položaji z različnimi identitetami, kar ustreza uporabi funkcije razdalje
cID
ij iz En. (3). V dobljenem prirejanju, ki ocenjuje sposobnost identifikacije, se
propagirane zamenjave v identitetah odražajo kot napake v lokalizaciji.
V vseh treh primerih kot rezultat vrednotenja dobimo podatke o številu lažnih
detekcij, o številu manjkajočih detekcij in o napaki v lokalizaciji. Prva dva podatka lahko podamo v obliki preciznosti (angl. precision) in priklica (angl. recall),
podatek o napaki v lokalizaciji pa bodisi v obliki povprečne napake in standardne deviacije, ali pa v obliki grafa kumulativne distribucije (angl. Cumulative
Distribution Function, CDF).
Poleg tega lahko izvedemo analizo napak s pomočjo matrike zamenjav. Slednjo sestavimo tako, da najprej pridobimo prirejanje z omejeno največjo razdaljo
med detekcijami in označenimi položaji, nato pa primerjamo identitete med prirejenimi pari. Izven-diagonalni elementi v matriki zamenjav tako prikazujejo število
zamenjav posamezne osebe z vsako od preostalih oseb, dodatna vrstica in stolpec
v matriki pa vsebujeta še število lažnih in manjkajočih detekcij za posamezno
osebo. V končni vrednosti preciznosti in priklica, dobljenih iz matrike zamenjav,
so tako zajete napake, ki so posledica slabe lokalizacije, kot tudi napake, ki so
posledica zamenjav identitet posameznikov.
Predlagana metodologija vrednotenja je obsežnejša od uveljavljenih, in omogoča podrobnejši ter bolj intuitiven vpogled v delovanje sistema, saj upošteva
učinek napak z vidika končnega uporabnika sistema, zlasti v primeru zamenjav
identitet in njihovega širjenja. Ker se v disertaciji ukvarjamo predvsem s problemom zamenjav identitet in njihovega širjenja, predlagano metodologijo uporabljamo pri vrednotenju rezultatov v preostalih poglavjih, obenem pa za primerjavo uporabimo tudi že uveljavljeni metodologiji.
V okviru razvoja metodologije vrednotenja smo zajeli in označili tudi dve
zbirki posnetkov, ki pa sta zaradi večje preglednosti predstavljeni ločeno, v Do-
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Slika 1: Prizor iz eksperimentalnega okolja med zajemom podatkov.
datku A in Dodatku B.

Sledenje prek identifikacije s fuzijo računalniškega vida in
radijskega sistema za lokalizacijo
V Poglavju 3 predstavimo sistem, ki izvaja sledenje prek identifikacije s pomočjo fuzije dveh komplementarnih sistemov — sistema, ki za detekcijo in sledenje
uporablja video kamere in metode računalniškega vida, ter radijskega sistema za
lokalizacijo in sledenje.
Poglavje začnemo s predstavitvijo obeh sistemov. Sistem računalniškega vida
je sestavljen iz več kalibriranih in časovno sinhroniziranih video kamer. Detekcija posameznikov je izvedena s pomočjo algoritma POM [50], vhod kateremu
predstavljajo binarne slike, pridobljene s postopkom segmentacije ozadja. Zajem
slik poteka pri frekvenci 20 Hz, uporabljena prostorska ločljivost zemljevida zasedenosti pa je 25 cm. Dobljene anonimne detekcije povežemo v trajektorije z
uporabo algoritma K-Shortest Paths (KSP) [15], ki spada med najnaprednejše
pristope s področja identifikacije prek sledenja. Uporabljeni radijski sistem za
sledenje je komercialna rešitev podjetja Ubisense in uporablja radijsko tehnologijo ultra-širokega spektra (UWB). Sistem sestavlja mreža radijskih sprejemnikov
(senzorjev), s pomočjo katerih lociramo radijske oddajne značke v prostoru. Napaka lokalizacije naj bi bila v 99% primerov znotraj 30 cm, frekvenca osveževanja
podatkov pa pada s številom značk v prostoru — ob uporabi petih značk smo
izmerili 4,6 Hz.
S pomočjo predlagane metodologije smo temeljito ovrednotili delovanje obeh
sistemov, postavljenih v realističen zaprt prostor (Slika 1). Analiza anonimne
detekcije in lokalizacije (uporaba prirejanja brez omejitev) je pokazala, da s sistemom računalniškega vida pridobimo dobro lokalizirane detekcije, vendar v detekcijah občasno prihaja do grobih napak. Detekcije, dobljene z radijskega sistema,
so zaradi težavnosti okolja precej slabše lokalizirane, kar je razvidno iz grafov
kumulativne distribucije napake v Sliki 2a. Po drugi strani pa sistem računalniškega vida izvaja identifikacijo prek sledenja, zaradi česar prihaja do zamenjav
identitet posameznikov. Ker postopek ne vključuje preverjanja identitet, se zamenjave širijo vzdolž trajektorij. Detekcije radijskih značk so identificirane, zato
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Slika 2: Primerjava napake v lokalizaciji pri sledenju z vsemi tremi sistemi. Napaka je ovrednotena (a) s prirejanjem brez omejitev (analiza anonimne detekcije
in identifikacije) ter (b) prirejanjem s preverjanjem identitete (analiza identifikacije). Grafi prikazujejo krivulje kumulativne distribucije napake; bolj strma ko
je krivulja in prej ko doseže vrednost 1, boljše je delovanje sistema.
zamenjave med identitetami posameznikov niso možne. Učinek zamenjav identitet na napako v lokalizaciji je prikazan v Sliki 2b, kjer smo izvedli analizo napake
v lokalizaciji s prirejanjem, ki upošteva identitete. Med grafoma, ki pripadata
radijskemu sistemu, praktično ni razlike, medtem ko se potek krivulje, ki pripada
sistemu računalniškega vida, znatno poslabša.
Razlika med obema sistemoma je razvidna tudi iz matrik zamenjav v Tabelah 1a in 1b. Pri radijskem sistemu so glavni vir napak lažne in manjkajoče
detekcije, ki so posledica slabe lokalizacije in največje dovoljene razdalje v prirejanju 0,5 m. Pri sistemu računalniškega vida pa so glavni vir napak zamenjane
identitete, ki so razvidne iz izven-diagonalnih elementov v matriki zamenjav.
Zgornje ugotovitve smo uporabili pri zasnovi fuzije obeh sistemov, s katero
združimo prednosti obeh sistemov — dobro lokalizacijo, ki jo ponuja sistem računalniškega vida, ter informacijo o identitetah, pridobljeno z radijskega sistema.
Fuzijo izvedemo v dveh korakih. V prvem koraku izboljšamo anonimno detekcijo
in lokalizacijo algoritma POM tako, da vanj vključimo informacijo o položajih
radijskih značk. Slednjo zapišemo v obliki a-priori verjetnosti zasedenosti posameznik celic v zemljevidu zasedenosti, ki jih glede na položaje značk ocenimo
v vsakem trenutku posebej. Dobljenim anonimnim detekcijam nato v drugem
koraku pripišemo identitete najbližjih radijskih značk, s čimer dobimo množico
identificiranih detekcij.
Identificirane detekcije uporabimo v postopku sledenja prek identifikacije. Detekcije ločimo v sekvence glede na njihovo identiteto, in nato nad vsako sekvenco
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Tabela 1: Primerjava rezultatov sledenja s sistemi, predstavljenimi v Poglavju 3:
radijski sistem za lokalizacijo in sledenje, sodoben postopek identifikacije prek sledenja (sledenje z anonimnimi detekcijami), ter predlagani postopek sledenja prek
identifikacije, ki temelji na fuziji računalniškega vida in radijskega sistema. Oba
sistema, ki temeljita na uporabi zemljevide zasedenosti, uporabljata mrežo ločljivosti 25 cm.
(a) Radijski sistem za sledenje.

oseba
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
FP

detekcije
#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

FN

3092
61
15
0
30
839

43
3049
9
0
8
928

101
12
2048
0
51
1811

0
0
0
3071
5
965

37
0
26
8
3023
943

768
919
1943
962
924

preciz.

priklic

0,77
0,76
0,51
0,76
0,75
0,71

0,77
0,75
0.51
0,76
0,75
0,71

(b) Identifikacija prek sledenja: sledenje z anonimnimi detekcijami.

oseba
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
FP

detekcije
#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

FN

672
1186
971
0
924
288

238
981
998
324
1338
162

1139
1049
1415
0
109
329

564
299
385
1902
606
285

899
254
164
1435
851
438

529
272
108
380
213

preciz.

priklic

0,17
0,24
0,35
0,47
0,21
0,29

0,17
0,24
0,35
0,47
0,21
0,29

(c) Združeno sledenje prek identifikacije: sledenje z identificiranimi detekcijami.

oseba
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
FP

detekcije
#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

FN

3565
76
77
14
24
285

24
3703
36
0
17
261

31
12
3661
0
39
298

2
0
0
3822
7
210

22
26
31
1
3784
177

397
224
236
204
170

preciz.

priklic

0,88
0,92
0,91
0,95
0,94
0,92

0,88
0,92
0,91
0,95
0,94
0,92
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ločeno izvedemo postopek sledenja z nespremenjenim algoritmom KSP. Na ta
način dobimo pet identificiranih trajektorij, ki ustrezajo petim posameznikom v
prostoru, in med katerimi ne prihaja več do zamenjav. Z dobljenim sistemom
sledenja prek identifikacije smo zmanjšali tako napako v lokalizaciji, kot pojavljanje grobih napak v detekciji, uspešno pa smo preprečili tudi širjenje zamenjav
v identitetah posameznikov. Izboljšava je razvidna tako iz grafov v Sliki 2, kot
tudi iz matrike zamenjav v Tabeli 1c, ki ima občutno večje število diagonalnih
elementov, in posledično tudi višji vrednosti priklica in preciznosti, ki ju vidi
končni uporabnik sistema.

Sledenje prek identifikacije s fuzijo multimodalnih zemljevidov značilnic
Poglavje 4 je posvečeno zasnovi postopka večmodalne fuzije, ki omogoča neodvisno detekcijo, lokalizacijo in identifikacijo oseb v vsakem trenutku posebej, pri
čemer se zanaša samo na nevsiljive vire informacij. Predstavljeni postopek temelji na združevanju šibkih diskriminativnih značilnic, kombinacija katerih nam
omogoča razpoznavanje posameznikov. Značilnice so zapisane v obliki zemljevidov značilnic, in združene s pomočjo naučenih razvrščevalnikov; za vsako lokacijo
združimo značilnice iz vseh zemljevidov v vektor značilnic, na podlagi katerega
nato za vsako lokacijo (celico v zemljevidu) istočasno določimo, ali je prazna
oziroma zasedena, ter v primeru zasedenosti tudi identiteto posameznika.
Za zapis značilnic smo vpeljali koncept zemljevidov značilnic, ki predstavljajo
posplošitev koncepta zemljevidov zasedenosti; vsaka celica namesto verjetnosti
zasedenosti vsebuje vrednost značilnice, ki je bila pridobljena iz enega ali več virov, na primer različnih pogledov. Predstavljeno ogrodje predvideva več različnih
vrst zemljevidov značilnic, ki jih v grobem lahko razdelimo na zemljevide vizualnih značilnic za detekcijo oseb, zemljevide diskriminativnih vizualnih značilnic,
zemljevide a-priori znanja, ter zemljevide, ki vsebujejo informacijo s senzorjev
drugih modalitet.
Zemljevidi vizualnih značilnic za detekcijo oseb v glavnem služijo za detekcijo oseb, torej za razlikovanje med zasedenimi in praznimi celicami, ne glede na
identiteto. V bistvu gre za zemljevide zasedenosti, ki jih pridobimo z algoritmom POM. Pri izgradnji uporabimo ločljivost mreže 10 cm, ter tri predvidene
višine posameznikov — 1,60 m, 1,75 m ter 1,85 m. Prav tako uporabimo tri različne vizualne modalitete: segmentacijo ozadja, optični tok ter izhod detektorja
glave in ramen (t.i. “omega oblika”). Skupno uporabimo devet različnih zemljevidov; z različnimi modalitetami skušamo izboljšati detekcijo v različnih pogojih,
z različnimi predpostavljenimi višinami posameznikov pa poskušamo upoštevati
dejanske razlike v njihovih višinah.
Pokazali smo, da s fuzijo različnih modalitet (segmentacija ozadja, optični tok,
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Slika 3: Primerjava preciznosti in priklica, doseženih s predlagano fuzijo zemljevidov zasedenosti različnih modalitet (črn križec), ter krivulj preciznosti-priklica
vsake od posameznih modaltitet. Krogi na krivuljah označujejo ovrednotene delovne točke, večji krog pa označuje delovno točko, ki je bila izbrana za fuzijo.
detekcija glave in ramen) izboljšamo anonimno detekcijo in lokalizacijo. Rezultat
fuzije je prikazan v Sliki 3, kjer so narisane krivulje preciznosti-priklica vsake
od modalitet v različnih delovnih točkah. Rezultat fuzije je označen s črnim
križcem — kot lahko vidimo, fuzija vseh zemljevidov skupaj doseže višji priklic
in preciznost kot katerikoli posamezen zemljevid v katerikoli delovni točki.
Za izgradnjo zemljevidov diskriminativnih vizualnih značilnic smo uporabili
barvno podobnost, ki jo izračunamo kot Hellingerjevo razdaljo do referenčnih barvnih histogramov. Razdalje izračunamo v vsakem barvnem kanalu posebej ter
skupaj, in sicer v barvnih prostorih RGB in HSV. Na ta način dobimo skupaj
osem zemljevidov za vsakega posameznika. Referenčne barvne histograme izračunamo iz označenih položajev posameznikov v učnem delu podatkov. Zemljevide
a-priori znanja o verjetnosti nahajanja posameznikov na vsaki od lokacij pridobimo tako, da ročno označene položaje posameznikov iz učnega dela podatkov
vpnemo v mrežo, in jo nato filtriramo z Gaussovim jedrom. Vrednosti v dobljenih
zemljevidih nato normiramo, da dobimo vrednosti med 0 in 1.
Tako dobljena diskriminativna informacija je šibka, in ne omogoča vedno popolnega razlikovanja med posamezniki. Posledično vsak od razvrščevalnikov, naučen na posamezni osebi, lahko proži na več posameznikih. Če zberemo skupaj
zberemo izhode vseh razvrščevalnikov, kot izhod sistema dobimo šibko identificirane detekcije, t.j., detekcije z več možnimi identitetami.
Dobljene detekcije smo zopet uporabili za izvedbo sledenja prek identifikacije;
detekcije smo razdelili v ločene sekvence glede na identiteto, in vsako sekvenco
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Tabela 2: Primerjava predlaganega postopka sledenja prek identifikacije z multimodalnimi zemljevidi značilnic (Poglavje 4), ter sodobnega pristopa identifikacije
prek sledenja. Pri obeh pristopih smo za izgradnjo zemljevidov značilnic oziroma
zasedenosti uporabili ločljivost mreže 10 cm.
(a) Identifikacija prek sledenja: sledenje z anonimnimi detekcijami.

oseba
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
FP

detekcije
#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

FN

2192
586
890
11
15
347

1144
794
1548
0
129
426

13
2451
1502
0
0
75

0
0
0
3644
6
391

122
8
0
31
3765
115

570
202
101
355
126

preciz.

priklic

0,54
0,20
0,37
0,90
0,93
0,59

0,54
0,20
0,37
0,90
0,93
0,59

(b) Sledenje prek identifikacije s pomočjo multimodalnih zemljevidov značilnic.

oseba
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
FP

detekcije
#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

FN

3863
7
1
1
1
168

17
3557
21
24
39
383

4
28
3361
0
130
518

7
30
0
3799
0
205

4
8
0
0
3761
268

146
411
658
217
110

preciz.

priklic

0,96
0,88
0,83
0,94
0,93
0,91

0,96
0,88
0,83
0,94
0,93
0,91

povezali v trajektorijo z algoritmom KSP. Pokazali smo, da tudi v primerih,
ko identiteta detekcij ni povsem določena (torej za detekcijo dobimo več možnih
identitet in jo zato uvrstimo v več sekvenc), tovrstna informacija še vedno pripomore k preprečevanju širjenja zamenjav v identitetah sledenih posameznikov,
saj z njo omejimo prostor možnih rešitev in s tem tudi možnosti za napake pri
povezovanju detekcij v trajektorije.
Predlagani postopek smo primerjali s postopkom identifikacije prek sledenja, ki vključuje uporabo algoritma KSP na anonimnih detekcijah, pridobljenih
s segmentacijo ozadja in algoritmom POM, pri ločljivosti zemljevida zasedenosti
10 cm. Kot lahko razberemo iz matrike zamenjav v Tabeli 2a, povečanje resolucije
zemljevida zasedenosti zmanjša število zamenjav identitet v postopku identifikacije prek sledenja, vendar jih ne odpravi povsem; še vedno prihaja do daljših
zamenjav med posamezniki #1, #2 in #3. Nasprotno pa predlagani postopek
sledenja prek identifikacije odpravi težave s širjenjem zamenjanih identitet, kar
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je razvidno iz matrike zamenjav v Tabeli 2b.
Slabost predlaganega postopka je povečano število manjkajočih in lažnih detekcij (Tabela 2b), ki so posledica napak v lokalizaciji. Do slednjih pride, ker
razvrščevalnik zaradi zakrivanja in dvoumne informacije ne razpozna posameznika, zaradi česar algoritem KSP izgubi vhodne detekcije in se premika okrog
prave lokacije. To pomanjkljivost bi v prihodnosti odpravili z dodajanjem novih diskriminativnih značilnic, s katerimi bi povečali sposobnost razpoznavanja
posameznikov, s tem pa tudi efektivno izboljšali njihovo detekcijo.

Zaključek
Rezultati in prispevki doktorske disertacije so ponovno povzeti v Poglavju 5,
kjer ocenimo prednosti in slabosti predlaganih rešitev, ter v luči le-teh podamo
smernice za nadaljnje delo ter izboljšave v okviru metod sledenja prek identifikacije.
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So najlepše pesmi že napisane. . . ?
Hazard, Najlepše pesmi

Chapter 1
Introduction

O

ver the past two decades, the problem of object detection, localization, and
tracking received significant attention from various research communities.
This coincides with the rising demand for information about objects’ location
and identity, fostered by the applications in diverse fields, such as manufacturing, military, surveillance and security, transport and logistics, medical care and
daycare, childcare, sports broadcast, performance analysis in sports, and sport
medicine. Various localization solutions based on different sensor modalities have
been proposed [66], with the two most prominent research areas being detection
and tracking using video cameras [155], and localization using radio-based technology [97]. At the same time, sensor fusion has also gained prominence as a
paradigm for overcoming limitations of individual sensor modalities [66].
The recovery of individuals’ positions and trajectories, measured in the world
coordinate system, is of interest especially in surveillance and security, intelligent
environments, and sports science. In surveillance, knowing individuals’ position
and identity enables us not only to determine their presence or absence, but
also to analyze their behavior, detect abnormalities in it, and reconstruct events.
Similarly, the recovery of athletes’ trajectories provides an opportunity for consistent and objective analysis of various game parameters, such as movement of
individual players and whole teams, intensity and physiological demands of the
game, players’ activities, and their adherence to the predefined strategy. All of
these have already proven to be very valuable to coaches, sports physiologists,
and sports scientists.
The most illustrative application example comes from the long-standing cooperation between the Machine Vision Laboratory at the Faculty of Electrical
Engineering and the Faculty of Sports, both from University of Ljubljana; the
former developed a camera-based tracking software [122], which is extensively
used by the latter to track athletes in various sport settings. In basketball, the
obtained trajectory data was used to study players’ movements [45], to compute
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and analyze the players’ average velocity and the distance they covered during
a match [46], to investigate the coordinated team activity [123], and to perform
a high-level analysis of basketball offense actions [75]. In squash, the players’
position information was used to compare the motion of the winning and the
losing player [145], to asses and compare the elite players’ tactics [148, 146], and
to study the dependency between a player’s location in the court and the types
of shots they performed [147]. A similar study was also conducted in tennis
with the goal of analyzing the top players’ movement characteristics [106]. And
lastly, in the field of dance sports, the differences in turning movements between
the top- and the lowest-ranking Viennese waltz dancers were revealed through
quantitative analysis of their trajectories [127].
Such applications greatly depend on the quality of the underlying trajectory
data, therefore they foster the need for a robust, contactless, and preferably fullyautomatic system for person detection, localization, and identification. From the
end-user perspective, such a system is seen and treated as an objective measurement device.
A survey on the recently-employed tracking techniques in sports [130] reveals that attempts have been made to use either radio-based or camera-based
approaches. Both sensor modalities have their advantages and disadvantages,
which are often of complementary nature.
The main disadvantage of radio-based localization and tracking systems is that
they are intrusive; they comprise a network of radio receivers (sensors) and radioemitting tags that people need to wear. While inconvenient, this is still acceptable
in environments where individuals are already expected to wear identification
tags, for example in certain surveillance applications and intelligent environments.
In sports, however, intrusive systems tend to be discouraged because the tags
might hamper the athletes’ movements or, in the event of a body contact, even
cause injuries. In some sports, intrusive techniques may even be in violation of
sport regulations. Additionally, the update frequency of individuals’ positions
is limited due to the nature of radio-based tracking. Due to time-slotting, the
update frequency decreases as the number of tracked individuals increases.
Computer vision, on the other hand, enables unobtrusive recovery of individuals’ positions and trajectories. This can be done at a comparatively high
frequency, which is, especially if off-line processing is permissible, limited only by
cameras’ frame rate. However, complex scenes and the presence of occlusions typically give rise to gross errors in detection and localization, which may be difficult
to recover from. Furthermore, computer-vision-based approaches may have difficulties maintaining the individuals’ identities over longer periods of time; many
modern multi-view approaches rely on propagation of the identity along the track,
with no long-term identity validation. This can lead to propagation of identity
switches when individuals come close and then disperse again. Even determin-
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ing and maintaining individuals’ identities can prove difficult, if based solely on
visual cues. This is especially true in uniformed environments, such as sports or
high-security facilities, where individuals become visually indistinguishable due
to similar clothing.
Indeed, the aforementioned tracking software [122] is considered a semi-automatic (or computer-assisted) solution, because it requires an operator to constantly supervise its operation and correct the mistakes it makes. As such, robust
person detection, localization, and tracking using video cameras remains yet to
be solved and is still a very active research topic [149]. Due to its unobtrusive
nature, it would represent a very attractive choice both for surveillance and sports
applications.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.1, we
present an overview of related work in the field of computer vision, radio-based
localization, and sensor fusion. In Section 1.2, we outline the goals of the dissertation. The contributions are described in Section 1.3, and followed by the
outline of the dissertation’s structure in Section 1.4.

1.1

Related work

The problem of person detection and tracking in video data has a long tradition in
the field of computer vision. The related research has resulted in a body of literature that is covered in surveys provided by Aggarwal et al. [1], Gavrila [54], Moeslund and Granum [110], Gabriel et al. [53], Hu et al. [68], Moeslund et al. [111],
and Yilmaz [155]. Most of the existing literature can roughly be grouped according to two main characteristics — the number of tracked targets (single-target
versus multi-target) and the number of cameras (single-view versus multi-view).
Regardless of the camera and target number, however, most approaches begin
by first identifying the image regions that might correspond to the individuals.
Given a fixed camera, this can be done by obtaining the foreground blobs via foreground segmentation, which involves learning and maintaining the background
model of the scene, and subtracting it from the current frame. Traditionally,
the approach of Stauffer and Grimson [136] is used, along with its recent alternatives [61, 143]. Another option for detecting moving objects in an otherwise static
scene is segmentation via optical flow [11]. The third commonly-used approach
involves sliding-window-based schemes that use a set of features, such as Haar
wavelet coefficients [115, 117], histograms of oriented gradients [34], covariance
matrices [140], or channel integral features [41], in combination with a trained
classifier, such as a support vector machine [30, 115] or boosting [140, 144].
Single-view or monocular approaches use a single, typically uncalibrated, camera to tackle the problem of tracking one or more objects in the image plane; an
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overview of object detection and tracking using a single fixed camera is provided
in a survey from Porikli [125]. Tracking objects solely in an image plane limits the
usability of such approaches in applications that require positions in the world
coordinate system. In addition, a single view cannot provide enough information
to cope with complex scenes involving multiple occluding individuals, or cover
larger areas of interest. Even so, monocular single-target tracking remains a very
active research area [84, 85], with its own goals and applications.
On the other hand, multi-view approaches gained prominence as they address
the shortcomings of monocular tracking [149]; multiple cameras allow recovery of
precise positions in the world coordinate system, enlarge the coverage area, and
increase robustness as redundant information may be provided by overlapping
fields of view. These approaches can be divided further, based on whether the
cameras are placed so that they have overlapping fields of view or not. The former
configuration is predominant in the multi-view multi-target tracking community,
while the latter configuration is more common in research communities related
to visual surveillance and visual sensor networks.
First, we focus on the former group of methods, as calibrated cameras with
overlapping fields of view are required for recovery of individuals’ positions and
trajectories in the world coordinate system. Typically, the approaches for tracking multiple targets in multiple overlapping views are divided into two major
groups, according to the order of their detection and tracking steps — sequential
detection-by-tracking approaches and tracking-by-detection approaches.

1.1.1

Sequential detection-by-tracking

The main characteristic of sequential methods is that detection in the current
time step is based on the results from the previous steps. Such approaches involve temporal filtering using either Kalman filter [69, 153, 18, 109, 67] or particle filters [116, 44, 59, 81, 29, 113] on a common plane, which is typically the
ground plane. The evidence of a person being present at a given location usually
comes from foreground blobs obtained via background subtraction; the difference
between approaches is mostly in how they establish correspondences between
detections in individual views.
Two common approaches are projection of blobs’ bottom points onto the
ground plane [69, 153, 18], and estimation of blobs’ principal axes to determine
the ground point [67, 44]. Works of Mittal and Davis [109] and later Kim and
Davis [81] use iterative segmentation algorithm in combination with Kalman and
particle filtering, respectively; color at different heights is used as an appearance
cue for matching the segmented regions across the views. Color is also used for
matching in the work of Krumm et al. [86]. Giebel et al. [59] use multiple cues
(shape, texture and stereo depth), while in [29], Chang and Gong use a Bayesian
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network with three geometry-based cues (epipolar, homography, and landmark)
and two recognition-based cues (apparent height and color) to match objects
across different views.
The advantage of the sequential methods is that they are causal; they consider only information from the previously-processed frame, which is why they
are still considered state-of-the-art when real-time tracking is required. On the
other hand, reliance on recursive detection, such as in Kalman or particle filters, may result in irrecoverable errors when a person fails to be detected in a
frame or when two detections made in consecutive frames are incorrectly linked.
Such errors tend to propagate and multiply in the subsequent frames; eventually, such unbounded error propagation causes the tracker to fail, and manual
re-initialization is required. This is indeed also our experience with the particlefilter-based tracker [83] used in the tracking software that was mentioned earlier [122].

1.1.2

Tracking-by-detection

While sequential methods are suitable especially for applications with real-time
requirements, there are other applications where tracking can be performed offline and thus the processing speed can be traded for improved reliability. Such
example is sports science, where analyses of the game and athletes’ performance
are usually performed well after the game itself has taken place. Another example
are surveillance tasks that do not require immediate response, such as behavior
analysis and event reconstruction. And finally, a reliable off-line tracker can be
used to obtain high-quality ground truth annotations for testing other trackers.
To mitigate the unbounded propagation of detection errors, the trackingby-detection approaches first employ robust frame-by-frame detection, and afterwards the obtained detections are linked into trajectories in a batch off-line
manner, typically using a global optimization method. This paradigm was first
introduced and named by Andriluka et al. [5] and further popularized by works
of Breitenstein et al. [20, 21], both in the context of single-view pedestrian tracking. Since then, it gained traction and became wide-spread in the multi-view
multi-target tracking community as well.
Detection step
In their detection stage, many tracking-by-detection approaches aggregate information from multiple views using an occupancy map. Occupancy map, also
called an occupancy grid or a plan view, is a well-established concept in mobile
robotics [112], and involves discretization of the ground plane in the area of interest into a grid, followed by an estimation of the occupancy probability for each of
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grid’s cells. This allows efficient aggregation of information from multiple views
and reduces noise by enforcing multi-view geometry constraints.
The concept of occupancy maps was introduced in the field of computer vision
with works of Beymer [17] and Yang et al. [154], both in the context of estimating
the number of people in a room. In the work of Franco and Boyer [52], an
occupancy map is used as a framework for fusion of multi-view silhouette cues.
These approaches perform reconstruction in a bottom-up manner; for each view,
they project the foreground points, either stereo disparities or regions obtained
via background subtraction, onto the ground plane. Afterwards, they infer the
occupancy likelihood at each location from the amount of points projected into
the corresponding grid cell.
Homography-based plane warping (bottom-up). In the work of Eshel
and Moses [47], person detection and tracking is performed by detecting tops of
individuals’ heads. Using homographies, the input foreground masks are warped
to several planes parallel to the ground. Pixel intensity correlation analysis is
performed on the obtained blobs to identify the candidate detections of head tops.
In the earlier work of Khan and Shah [79], the foreground likelihood maps from
individual views are warped to a reference view using homographies of the ground
plane, and multiplied to obtain what authors call a synergy map. By thresholding
this map, positions of the individuals’ feet are obtained, and afterwards tracked
in the reference view. In a later extension of their work [80], the same authors
proposed to warp the foreground maps to several planes parallel to the reference
plane, resulting in multiple synergy maps. These are stacked together, forming
a 3-D volume of the sampled scene, and graph cuts are used on a sequence of
such volumes to segment the individuals’ trajectories out of them. The same
approach of using multi-layer homography warping to produce a pseudo 3-D
scene reconstruction was adopted by Arsić et al. [8], who extended it with a
heuristic occlusion reasoning in an attempt to reduce the amount of false-positive
detections, especially when observing groups of people. Delannay et al. [37] also
consider the projection of the foreground silhouettes onto several parallel planes,
followed by summation of the resulting values along the vertical axis. They note
that as the number of the planes increases, this sum becomes equivalent to the
integration in the original foreground masks along the vertical segments that are
anchored at the projection of a given ground-plane location. The locations of a
predefined number of individuals are obtained from the peaks in the resulting
ground occupancy map via an iterative matching pursuit procedure with added
heuristic step that handles occlusion-induced non-linearity.
Top-down occupancy estimation. The Probabilistic Occupancy Map (POM)
from the work of Fleuret et al. [50] is an example of a top-down approach. A
generative model that approximates silhouettes with rectangles is used to back-
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project the currently-estimated occupancy probabilities into all views; the occupancy map is obtained via optimization of the probability field, which aims to
minimize the difference between the back-projected and the input binary images.
Due to the iterative nature and the use of back-projection, the algorithm implicitly handles occlusions between the individuals. Berclaz et al. [14] employ the
same framework, except that the input is based on an output of a pedestrian
detector instead of binary foreground masks. In works of Alahi et al. [2, 3, 4],
the discretized occupancy vector is deduced from noisy foreground silhouettes
observed by each camera, using a dictionary that maps the non-zero elements of
the occupancy vector to the original foreground silhouettes, approximating them
with half-cylinder-half-spherical shapes. Their optimization is regularized by the
assumed sparsity of individuals’ locations on the ground floor; the sparsity measure is enforced by an iterative re-weighting of l1 -norm of the occupancy vector
that aims to approximate its l0 -norm. The sparsity of solution, induced by the
use of l1 -norm, is also taken advantage of in the work of Lee et al. [91], who
construct an occupancy map both from foreground masks and detections produced by a pedestrian detector. The latter is trained with negative samples from
the images of empty scene in an attempt to reduce the amount of false-positive
detections. The detector-based occupancy map is constructed by taking the detector’s response in the corresponding image window, while the probabilities in
the foreground-based map are estimated as the ratio of foreground pixels within
the window. Contrary to other approaches, this one does not use re-projection
to handle occlusions, but instead uses information about the overlap between
windows to adjust the response of occluded locations. The final detections are
obtained by thresholding and applying non-maxima suppression to the combined
map.

Graph-based occlusion reasoning Works by Peixi et al. [119] and Jiuqing
and Fan [73] use explicit models for occlusion reasoning. In [119], occlusion relationships between locations are modeled via multi-view Bayesian network. In each
view, an individual’s silhouette at a given location is approximated by a rectangle,
and a Bayesian network is constructed to model the pair-wise potential occlusion
relationships between them. These single-view networks are combined into a
multi-view network via geometric constraints and a set of occupancy state nodes
that denote whether an individual is present at a given location or not. These
occupancy states are then estimated in such a way that the resulting occupancy
probabilities best explain the image observations. In [73], a Markov random field
(MRF) is used to capture the complex dependencies between different locations
on a ground plane, based on the overlap of the corresponding reprojected rectangles. Due to the complex structure of this graphical model, the problem is solved
by cascaded optimization on a sequence of MRFs with an increasing clique size,
where the solution of the lower-order MRF is used to impose constraints on the
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higher-order MRF in order to maintain the computation tractable.
Methods using random samplers. Some methods use random sampler to
detect and localize individuals, either with or without explicitly constructing an
occupancy map. Ge and Collins [55] coupled a stochastic and a conditional mark
process; the former governs the number and placement of individuals, while the
latter is used to select the body size, shape, and orientation. The likelihood of the
proposed configuration is estimated via reprojection of the shapes into a synthetic
label image, and the optimal configuration is found iteratively, using a reversiblejump Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampler with a data-driven birth proposal and
random death and update proposals. In the multi-view extension [56], authors
use a Gibbs process that incorporates an avoidance strategy and a penalty for
configurations that require a large number of occlusions to explain the data. An
additional set of proposals is introduced to the sampler, leveraging the multi-view
geometry in order to enable efficient jumps between the modes of the posterior
distribution and prevent the sampler from getting trapped in the local modes due
to occlusion and depth ambiguity. Utasi and Benedekt [142] proposed to warp
foreground silhouettes to several parallel planes corresponding to discrete height
hypotheses, and parametrize the individuals by cylinders of a fixed radius and
variable height. The fitness of a particular discrete location and height hypothesis
is evaluated in all views via overlap of the warped foreground regions and projected detection hypotheses. A Multiple Birth and Death algorithm is adopted,
which at each step allows several object birth proposals at unoccupied locations
with uniform probability, and one death proposal based on the hypotheses’ fitness
score.
Deconvolution-based occupancy estimation. In the work of Carr et al. [26],
geometric primitives (cylinders for pedestrians) are used to produce predetermined location-specific patterns in the occupancy map, which serve as kernel
functions of the projected shape. An occupancy map is thus modeled as a convolution of locations and the projected shape kernels, and the object locations
are recovered via deconvolution. This monocular approach is shown to be readily
extensible to multi-view by clustering the detections obtained from the individual
views, although, due to the lack of multi-view reasoning, the performance remains
very similar to that of the monocular case.
3-D occupancy volume reconstruction. Several approaches [95, 126, 25,
135] estimate the occupancy in a discrete volume of 3-D voxels instead of just a
2-D occupancy map. The work of Liem and Gavrila [95] uses foreground-maskbased volume carving to create a 3-D reconstruction of the scene, and vertically
projects it onto the ground plane. The list of detection candidates is obtained
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by segmenting the resulting blobs using Expectation Maximization clustering.
Likewise, the approach of Canton-Ferrer et al. [25] uses a shape-from-silhouette
technique to obtain a discrete occupancy representation of the 3-D space; a voxel
is labeled as a foreground or background by checking the spatial consistency of
its projections in the segmented silhouettes in all views, and the most saturated
color from the set of visible pixels is assigned to it, resulting in a colored 3-D scene
reconstruction. In the approach devised by Possegger et al. [126], a discretized 3D visual hull is reconstructed using foreground segmentations from several views.
Afterwards, an occupancy volume is derived from it by computing the local mass
density for every voxel, and a top-view occupancy map is produced by assigning
the maximum value of local mass density along the vertical axis at each location.
Spurlock and Souvenir [135] proposed a multi-camera detection approach with
integrated pedestrian verification; a coarse 3-D scene reconstruction is created
by discretizing the scene volume into a voxel grid, where each voxel is identified
as either foreground or background using a multi-view voting scheme with area
sampling. Mean-shift clustering is used in the discretized 3-D volume to localize
the object candidates, which are then verified using a pre-trained pedestrian
detector on the corresponding image patch in the view that offers the best view
of the location in question.
Tracking step
The second step of the tracking-by-detection paradigm involves linking all anonymous detections, obtained individually on per-frame basis, into trajectories. This
is typically done in a batch manner, either across the whole sequence or, due
to memory constraints, across larger time windows, using global optimization
methods.
Multi-view approaches. Khan and Shah [80] use graph-cuts to segment the
individuals’ trajectories from the synergy map volumes. In the work of Fleuret
et al. [50], the anonymous detections belonging to multiple individuals are linked
into individually-optimal trajectories via dynamic-programming (Viterbi’s algorithm), which uses a simple unconstrained motion model and an appearance
model that is based on local extraction of color histograms. Alahi et al. [4] construct a directed graph on top of the estimated spatio-temporal occupancy vectors and find a set of trajectories by repeatedly applying Dijkstra algorithm [40]
for computing the shortest paths in the graph. At each iteration, they remove
the resulting path’s vertices until the residual graph is empty. Similarly, in the
work of Berclaz et al. [15], the multi-object tracking is formulated as minimumcost maximum-flow problem on a directed acyclic graph, which can be efficiently
solved using KSP algorithm [139]. Although it completely disregards the appearance information, this approach has been shown to outperform the contemporary
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state of the art.
Single-view approaches. A large body of globally-optimal approaches for
linking detections has been developed in the context of single-view multi-target
tracking [138, 120, 72, 159, 65, 124, 129, 6]. In [138], the data association problem is solved by linear programming. A similar approach is adopted by Jiang
et al. [72], who explicitly model the spatial layout and the mutual occlusion
constraints, and relax the resulting discrete optimization problem into linear programming. In the work of Perera et al. [120], a Kalman filter is used to obtain
basic tracks, which are then stitched together using Hungarian method [87]. A
similar strategy is also adopted in [65], where tracklets are split and merged based
on the link likelihoods that account for targets’ motion and appearance. Zhang
et al. [159] and Pirsiavash et al. [124] model occlusions and use the min-cost flow
algorithm on the constructed graph, in which each node corresponds to a detection. In constrast, Milan et al. [107] formulate the tracking task as a minimization
of a continuous energy function, which takes into account partial image evidence
via explicit occlusion reasoning, target dynamics, mutual exclusion, and track
persistence, and disambiguates targets via color-based appearance model.
It is perhaps worth noting that such approaches are less-readily applicable
in the multi-view context, mainly due to their occlusion and appearance models
being tied to a single-view, and would thus require to be generalized to multi-view
cases. On the other hand, for approaches not utilizing such models, the boundary
between the single-view and the multi-view context becomes blurred once the list
of per-frame detections is available.
The benefits of tracking-by-detection
The main benefit of tracking-by-detection is mitigation of detection errors that
occur in the individual frames; as detection is performed at each frame independently from the previous frames, the detection errors are isolated and do not
affect the remainder of the track. However, this paradigm offers other benefits
as well, even though they may not be as obvious and are not often mentioned in
the multi-target tracking literature.
Standardization of the interface between the detector and the tracker.
One of perhaps unintended consequences of clearly separating detection and
tracking step is that both of them can be considered as two separate components, linked by a common and relatively standard interface. The input to the
detector typically consists of the images and calibration data, and its output
are the detection hypotheses, which are consumed by the tracker to produce the
final trajectories. The format of the detections is more or less common to all
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approaches, even more so in the multi-view multi-target tracking, where detections are typically produced on the ground plane. Therefore, the detections are
provided either as a list of hypotheses’ coordinates, or in the form of sparse occupancy maps. Although not completely lossless, the conversion between both
representations is rather straightforward.
Interchangeability of the components. The clear separation of detection
and tracking also means that for each step, one can choose between several
competing algorithms. For example, to obtain detection hypotheses from the
multi-view frames, one can use any one of the existing approaches that provides
compatible detections — the POM [50], the sparsity-constrained top-down approach by Alahi et al. [4], the bottom-up approach by Delannay et al. [37], or the
recent approach based on 3-D reconstruction and pedestrian verification by Spurlock and Souvenir [135], to name just a few. Similarly, the obtained detections
can be linked into trajectories using any of the tracking approaches that adhere
to the clear split of the two-steps, for example the Djikstra pursuit approach by
Alahi et al. [4], the K-Shortest Paths tracker [15], or the SMOT tracker by Dicle
et al. [39].
Separate evaluation of each component. The direct consequence of the
interchangeability of the components is that each component can be evaluated
separately. This allows us to assess both the quality of the detection hypotheses
produced by the first step, as well as its influence on the final trajectories. In
addition, the performance of different tracking algorithms can be evaluated using
the same sets of detections, therefore revealing differences in their behavior under
the same conditions. Although the quality of the underlying detection hypotheses
directly influences the quality of the final trajectories, the common practice in
the community is to only report the end-results, which makes it difficult to asses
whether the improvements in the results come from the detection or from the
tracking step.
Reduction in the amount of data passed to the tracking step. The
standardized interface between the detection and the tracking step also enables
a significant reduction in data. While the input to the detection step consists
of image sequences and camera calibration data, the tracking step requires only
detection hypotheses to produce trajectories. Even if the detection hypotheses
are provided as (sparse) occupancy maps, they still represent significant reduction
in the amount of data — the original video data is not needed anymore. This
may seem insignificant, but it is important to consider that due to the separation
of both steps, some researchers may wish to focus only on improving the tracking
step. Therefore, they may not need to acquire the lengthy multi-view dataset,
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and can instead work solely with the set of detections produced by a reference
detector, with significantly less overhead.
Unifying the single-view and multi-view multi-target tracking context.
Typically, single-view approaches recover trajectories in the image plane, while
multi-view approaches aim to produce results on the ground plane. Consequently,
they use different visual models, which are specific to their family and are therefore not readily transferable to the other. However, once the anonymous detection
hypotheses are obtained, the boundaries between the two families of approaches
become insignificant, with the nuances of the visual models and the target plane
being handled by the detection step. The algorithms used for linking the detections are often very similar, and may be interchangeable with only minor
adjustments, such as proper scaling.
Identity preservation
The globally-optimal linking of frame-by-frame detections mitigates the effect of
detection errors in individual frames. However, the most prominent approaches,
developed in the multi-view multi-target context, rely solely on the global optimality of the solution to link anonymous detections into tracks. Therefore,
they effectively propagate the identities along the tracks, without any appearance model to validate them. From the perspective of maintaining the identities
of tracks, these approaches perform identification-by-tracking. However, errors in
localization might cause an incorrect configuration to become the optimal one,
and therefore such approaches inherently cannot prevent the propagation of identity switches that occur when people come close together and then disperse again.
The errors resulting from propagated identity switches, even if the switches themselves are infrequent, are again unbounded, and preclude a fully-automatic tracking over longer periods of time; after a switch, the trajectory data is essentially
invalid, and an intervention of a human operator is required.
Recently, several approaches have been proposed to mitigate this issue, indicating that the multi-view multi-target tracking community is increasingly aware
of the issue. Shitrit et al. [12, 13] extended the approach of [15] by incorporating sparsely-available identity information, namely the color similarity and the
numbers on the athletes’ jerseys, into the linking step in order to prevent identity
switches. The same framework was recently used to incorporate discriminative
information derived from the individuals’ faces [158, 51]. A similar graph-based
solution was also proposed by Kumar K.C. et al. [90, 89], who devised an iterative hypothesis strategy to gradually merge detections into tracklets, based on
their position and appearance estimates. The benefit of using color appearance
model in a multi-view tracking context was further demonstrated by Possegger et al. [126], although in contrast to the global appearance models from the
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previously-mentioned approaches, they learn appearance only on demand and in
on-line manner. Lastly, as an alternative to the appearance-based cues, Dicle
et al. [39] recently proposed to use the motion dynamics as a cue to distinguish
between targets of similar appearance; they estimate and compare the complexity
of motion dynamics between the tracklets before considering to link them into
trajectories.

1.1.3

Re-identification in visual sensor networks

While the multi-view multi-target tracking community has predominantly focused
on linking detections using globally-optimal methods that rely on spatio-temporal
constraints, the visual surveillance and visual sensor networks communities extensively worked on the problem of person re-identification in large networks of
cameras with no or limited overlap [134]. In essence, this represents an alternative utilization strategy of the same resources (cameras). The most important
aspect of the re-identification is representation of the objects’ appearance, which
is required for a reliable implementation of target hand-off between the cameras.
Several approaches model the whole body appearance, and have recently been
compared by Doretto et al. [43]. A common choice is the use of either brightness or color histograms [70, 128, 5], which can be supplemented by the spatial information in order to represent the appearances in a joint color-spatial
space [96]. Another popular approach is using a mixture of color and texture features [63, 161, 98]. Other representations involve the spatio-temporal appearance
modeling [58] and the modeling of a spatial and an appearance context [150].
In [96], authors train a multi-class classifier for recognizing individuals using
low-level features, namely the color and height histograms. Similarly, [118] uses
primitive features, such as color, height, and the body aspect ratio in combination with a simple threshold-based classification. There is a group of approaches
that strive to normalize the object appearance across the cameras in order to
improve the performance of appearance descriptors [133, 31]. Another group of
approaches aims at learning a holistic representation based on different low-level
features, for example the bag-of-features representations [99] or Haar-like features
and dominant color descriptors [23].
Approaches that model the individual body parts are used as well, where
the part identification and matching can be performed in several ways. One is
the use of interest point operators, such as SURF [64, 35] and SIFT [76]. Bak
et al. [24] propose an approach using spatial region covariance [140] computed
on the body parts, which are detected using histograms of oriented gradient.
In the work of Faranzena et al. [48], the overall chromatic content, the spatial
arrangement of colors, and the presence of recurrent local high-entropy motifs
are extracted from different body parts. Bäuml and Stiefelhagen [22] evaluated
different features in an attempt to identify the ones most suitable for person
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re-identification; they concluded that despite the recent advances, person reidentification using local features remains challenging, which might be due to the
existing descriptors capturing mainly shape and texture.

1.1.4

Sensor fusion

Sensor fusion has gained prominence as a paradigm for overcoming limitations of
individual sensor modalities [66]. In general, even the aforementioned multi-view
approaches represent a form of sensor fusion, as they combine information coming
from multiple cameras. However, the term sensor fusion is typically associated
with the use of multiple sensors of different sensing modalities. Due to their complementary nature, we are especially interested in the fusion of visual information
with the information obtained from a radio-based system.
An overview of popular technologies and techniques for radio-based object
detection and localization can be found in the survey paper by Liu et al. [97]. In
addition to the ubiquitous IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) wireless network infrastructure,
the Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) and the Ultra-Wideband (UWB) radio technology are commonly used. In the case of passive RFID, the radio tag
must pass close by the RFID reader to be detected. Such technology can be
used for tracking assets and individuals in large-scale environments (i.e., whole
building, campus), by equipping them with RFID tags and placing RFID readers at the checkpoints. In [160], a combination of passive RFID and cameras
is proposed to avoid exposing the privacy of the authorized personnel in video
streams; if a person authenticates themselves with an RFID card when entering
the room, their faces in video streams are blurred. Active RFID enables detection
of more distant tags. Therefore, it can be also used for navigation in large-scale
environments, by equipping a person or a robot with an RFID reader and using
tags as landmarks [88]. RFID has also been fused with a single camera in order
to improve object and person recognition [28, 71].
WiFi and active RFID are commonly used for localization using the Received
Signal Strength Indication (RSSI), where the distance between the emitter and
receivers is estimated from signal strength. This allows person and asset localization, tracking, and navigation in large-scale environments, by using RSSI
fingerprints of WiFi access points. There have been several attempts at fusing
computer vision and WiFi signal strength for person localization [105, 27]. Anne
et al. [7] propose to localize individuals inside a room by combining computer
vision, WiFi signal strength and RFID, where RFID tags are installed in the
floor and an RFID reader is placed inside an individual’s shoes. In the work of
Goller et al. [60], an active RFID tag localization system is supplemented by blob
tracking in a calibrated video camera, with the goal of mitigating the limitations
of tag localization capabilities in a pure RFID deployment. Cucchiara et al. [33]
propose a combination of a video camera network and an active RFID system
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for detection of intruders in wide open areas. However, their primary goal is not
localization of individuals; their division of the area of interest in relatively crude
locations is done solely to allow association of detections from the video cameras
with those from the RFID system. Yu and Ganz [156] aim to prevent identity
switches in longer video sequences by associating the identities from a signalstrength-based active RFID system with the tracklets that are obtained from a
calibrated video camera. Later, they extended their approach to use raw (uncalibrated) radio measurements, and perform tracking and identity association in
the image plane instead on the ground plane [157].
The Ultra-Wideband (UWB) radio [57], due to high bandwidth of its signal,
offers much higher temporal (and thus spatial) resolution than the RFID-based
solutions. Due to the increased resolution, in addition to the RSSI, Angle of
Arrival (AoA), Time of Arrival (ToA), and Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA)
can be used to precisely localize objects in smaller areas, such as a single room.
Several commercially available systems based on the UWB are available, such as
the one offered by Ubisense [141], which localizes radio tags using AoA and TDoA
measurements. Dibitonto et al. [38] propose a fusion of such UWB radio localization system and computer vision; however, they use a single camera, and are
concerned only with correlation of the trajectories and not with the localization
performance.
A very prominent area of multi-modal sensor fusion is also that of an audiovisual information [132], where the visual information from video cameras is supplemented with the audio information coming from arrays of microphones. The
audio information can be used both for improved localization, or, more often, for
identification of the speakers. Such fusion appears to be quite popular in some
surveillance scenarios, especially meeting rooms and seminars [137]; however, it is
less suitable for applications in sports. Furthermore, particle filters appear to be
the fusion framework of choice, which brings both advantages and disadvantages
associated with the sequential tracking methods.
Image processing algorithms as “soft sensors”. In a more broad sense,
because different information can be obtained from a single video camera in combination with different image processing algorithms, such combinations can be
treated as different “soft sensors”, and can also be considered for sensor fusion.
The idea of using multiple visual cues for person detection and recognition appears to be more widespread in monocular approaches than in the multi-view
ones, where detection is typically based on the foreground images obtained via
the process of background subtraction. We can find several monocular approaches
in which detection and recognition are achieved by fusing multiple weak visual
cues, often using on-line trained classifiers; for example the works of Avidan in
the field of ensemble tracking [10] and Support Vector Machine tracking [9], and
several boosting-based approaches [114, 82, 62]. The most relevant example is
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the work of Breitenstein et al. [21], which adopts a general pedestrian detector within a sequential particle filter framework, and supplement it with onlinetrained person-specific classifiers, which distinguish between the targets based on
color and texture features. In the multi-view context, there are fewer examples
of such fusion. One can be found in the work of Lee et al. [91], where detection
is performed using combination of foreground masks and an output of a pedestrian detector. In work of Muñoz [113], information from multiple stereo cameras
is used to construct an occupancy map, an HSV color map, and a height map,
which is used to determine the reliability of the other two. And lastly, relevant
examples are also works of Shitrit et al. [13] and Kumar K.C. et al. [90], which
combine the color information with the recognition of digits on athletes’ jerseys.

1.1.5

Evaluation methodology and datasets

Due to the fact that there are different ways to evaluate a tracking algorithm’s
performance, and as there is no “correct” or “best” set of measures to do so, for
a long time, different authors used different measures to evaluate the approaches
they proposed. For example, in their survey paper on localization systems, Hightower et al. [66] suggested to report the 2-D localization error distribution of a
system; however, this does not provide information about errors such as missing and phantom detections. Several authors of multi-view person detection approaches [3, 37, 50, 14] decided to report the number of false-positive and negative
detections, or related metrics from the information retrieval theory, such as precision and recall, or false-positive and false-negative rate. Some works [80, 50]
additionally report average localization error.
In recent years, attempts have been made to define a common set of measures
that would be adopted by the whole community. Such example are VACE metrics [78], which consist of two scores — the Sequence Frame Detection Accuracy
(SFDA) and the Average Tracking Accuracy (ATA); the former accounts for the
number of detected objects, missed detections, false positives, and localization
accuracy, while the latter penalizes fragmentations in both temporal and spatial
dimensions, while accounting for the number of detected and tracked objects,
missed objects, and false positives. A pair of information-theory-based measures
was proposed by Kao et al. [77]: the Truth Information Completeness, which
measures the fraction of truth information collected by a tracker, and the False
Information Ratio, which is the ratio of false and truth information. Both the
single-view and the multi-view multi-target tracking communities seem to have
settled on using the CLEAR Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) metrics [16], which
consist of two scores. The first is the MOTA, which evaluates the performance
with respect to false positives, false negatives, and identity switches. The second
is the MOTP, which evaluates the tracker’s localization ability. However several works in multi-view multi-target context instead cite the CLEAR metrics as
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formulated by Kasturi et al. [78]. These were formulated for evaluation in the
image plane and use bounding box overlap to estimate the localization performance. While suitable for monocular trackers, such evaluation is less fitting for
approaches that perform detection and tracking in the world coordinate system,
where localization error on the ground plane should be considered instead. Lastly,
Leichter and Krupka [92] proposed a new set of performance measures, which,
contrary to those proposed earlier, satisfy the two properties that authors argue
are essential in any measure — monotonicity and error type differentiability.
The evaluation of tracking approaches is typically performed on well-established, publicly-available datasets, which allows consistent comparison with the
state of the art. Below, we provide an overview of publicly available datasets for
multi-view multi-target tracking.
PETS2009. The most renown surveillance dataset is the PETS20091 , which
comprises eight views covering a 100 × 30 m outdoor area. The video is captured
at resolution of 768 × 576 and approximately 7 frames per second. The obtained
results are assessed by back-projecting the detected individuals’ bounding boxes
into view #2, where overlap with the manually-annotated bounding boxes is computed. Such a metric is a legacy of monocular approaches and is not particularly
relevant to applications that require individuals’ positions expressed in the world
coordinate system.
CLEAR. Another surveillance-based dataset is CLEAR2 , which was part of the
CLEAR 2007 evaluation workshop. This dataset is primarily used by the audiovisual fusion community, as it contains video and audio streams from conference
rooms and seminars. A five-minute sample of the dataset is publicly available,
while the rest of the corpus, comprising recordings of several hour-long seminars, had been available upon registration to the participants of the CLEAR2007
workshop; however, its current availability is unclear.
EPFL sequences. The Computer Vision group from EPFL3 provides several
multi-view sequences that they used for evaluation of their Probabilistic Occupancy Map algorithm [50]: a two-minute sequence involving six people walking
around an empty room, a three-minute sequence involving up to seven people
walking around a terrace, and a one-and-a-half-minute sequence involving people walking in an underground passageway to a train station. All sequences are
captured using four cameras, and ground truth data is provided for every 25th
frame as ground-plane coordinates of each person.
1

http://pets2009.net
http://clear-evaluation.org/
3
http://cvlab.epfl.ch/data/pom/
2
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ICG Lab 6 sequences. The Learning, Recognition and Surveillance workgroup from the Institute for Computer Graphics and Vision at TU-Graz also
published several multi-view sequences4 , which were used by Possegger et al. [126]
to evaluate their approach. The sequences were captured using four static cameras, and are encoded at resolution of 1024 × 768 and 20 frames per second.
Their length vary between one and a half and three minutes, and they involve
five or six individuals engaging in different activities: walking around and changing appearance by putting on jackets, leaping over each others’ backs in a game
of leapfrog, playing the musical chairs game, striking various poses, and jumping
over a table. Ground truth annotations are provided for every tenth frame as
ground-plane coordinates of each person.
APIDIS Basketball. The APIDIS Basketball [36] dataset is commonly used
in multi-view multi-target tracking evaluation. It was captured using seven twomegapixel video cameras, placed around and above a basketball court. However,
only a single minute of video streams along with ground truth annotations is
publicly available, corresponding to a single attack and a counterattack. Furthermore, several works [4, 126, 135] limit their evaluation only to the left side of the
court, due to better camera coverage (five out of seven cameras).
ISSIA Soccer. Another sports-based dataset is the ISSIA Soccer [42], which
was captured using six video cameras, placed around a soccer field. There are two
minutes of video data available, along with ground truth annotations, containing
two attacks and a counterattack. The ground truth is presented in a form of
bounding boxes in all views, as opposed to the locations on the ground plane,
which would be more natural for evaluation of multi-view localization.

1.2

The goal of the dissertation: tracking by
identification

As noted before, there is a strong demand for a tracking system, capable of
autonomously obtaining individuals’ positions and identities from long video sequences. However, despite the long tradition of multi-view multi-target tracking
in the field of computer vision, we are not aware of any tracker that would allow completely automatic, autonomous, and unattended processing of long video
sequences that depict multiple individuals in realistic indoor environments. The
existing approaches enable computer-assisted tracking at most, and require constant human supervision of the tracker and its results.
4

http://lrs.icg.tugraz.at/download.php#lab6
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The earlier sequential multi-view tracking approaches are susceptible to unbounded error propagation due to incorrect detection in individual frames. While
the independent detection in the tracking-by-detection paradigm helps mitigating
this issue, the majority of such multi-view multi-target tracking approaches link
the resulting anonymous detections based solely on their spatio-temporal proximity. Therefore, as illustrated by Fig. 1.1, they effectively propagate the identities
along the tracks, with no long-term identity validation. From the perspective of
maintaining the identities of the tracks, such approaches perform identificationby-tracking, and inherently cannot prevent the propagation of identity switches
that occur when the individuals come close together and then disperse again.
The resulting errors render the subsequent trajectory data invalid, requiring an
intervention of a human operator. As the errors can occur at any point of the
video stream, constant human supervision is required. Such computer-assisting
tracking places great burden on the operator, who may become the limiting factor
of the rate at which the data is processed.
The central theme of this dissertation is therefore an extension of the wellestablished tracking-by-detection paradigm with the one we call tracking-by-identification. As implied by the name, under the proposed paradigm, the first step
involves detection, localization, and identification of the individuals. The additional information, needed for the identification, may come from various sources;
either non-visual sensor modalities (e.g., radio) or visual features, extracted from
the video sequences. Depending on the quality of the available information, the
first step therefore results either in fully-identified or in partially-identified detections (Fig. 1.2). The identity information, even if weak (i.e., multiple identity
hypotheses per detection), helps preventing the identity switches, and especially
their propagation, in the subsequent tracking step. In terms of processing, the
proposed paradigm enables a “random access” of the tracker to the video sequence, as the identities of the trajectories can be (re)established practically at
any point.
While some sensor modalities, such as radio, offer inherently strong identity
information, visual identification is typically more challenging, and in addition,
requires learning from the annotated training samples. Even so, the burden placed
on the operator is reduced, as they only need to annotate a limited portion of
the sequence for training, while the rest is processed autonomously. Furthermore, human observers are quite adept at distinguishing between the individuals,
even in difficult conditions or in uniformed environments. This is done by relying on multiple discriminative visual cues, such as clothing, hair color and style,
complexion, facial features, body height and width, and even gait. In certain situations, prior knowledge regarding the likelihood of an individual’s presence at a
certain location also represents a valuable cue for disambiguation of the individuals’ identities. Most of these features are weak, and only their combination allows
us to distinguish between the individuals. Our goal is to imitate this ability in
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Figure 1.1: An illustration of identification-by-tracking, i.e., tracking-bydetection without any identity information. (a) shows ground-truth trajectories of
three individuals (the colored diamonds), and the anonymous detection hypotheses
produced by the detection step (gray circles). The tracking step links the detection
hypotheses into trajectories based on their spatio-temporal proximity, as shown
in (b). The resulting trajectories have no identity information with regard to the
“true” object identities. Therefore, if identities are assigned to the initial detection hypotheses, they are effectively propagated along the tracks, as shown in (c).
Poor localization at time t + 5 causes an identity switch, which is propagated to
the subsequent frames.
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Figure 1.2: An illustration of tracking-by-identification. The detection step
produces (semi-)identified detection hypotheses, as shown in (a); the colored and
gray circles denote the fully- and partially-identified detections, respectively. The
additional, weak identity information prevents the linking step from propagating
the identity switch, as shown in (b).
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order to perform simultaneous person detection, localization, and identification;
either to the point where it can be reliably used on its own, or within the existing
tracking frameworks.
When the identity information is strong enough, we can use it directly to split
detections into identity-based sequences. Each such sequence can then be separately linked into a trajectory, even using an unmodified tracking approach that
otherwise does not consider any identity information. In case of weak identity
information, there are multiple possible identities assigned to a detection hypothesis. If such semi-identified detections are not too frequent, the same approach
can be used; in the sequence corresponding to the actual identity, the hypothesis
becomes part of the trajectory, while in the rest of the sequences, it is discarded
as an isolated false positive detection.

Relation to recent identity-preserving approaches
The proposed tracking-by-identification paradigm is quite reminiscent of the recent multi-view multi-target tracking approaches that address the issue of the
propagated identity switches by extracting and incorporating appearance-based
cues in the linking step, such as approaches by Shitrit et al. [12, 13] and Kumar K.C. et al. [89, 90]. While such approaches can also be seen as trackingby-identification, there is one important conceptual distinction: while we propose to integrate the identification in the detection step, the aforementioned
approaches extract and integrate the appearance cues within their linking step,
which negates some of the previously-discussed benefits of the original trackingby-detection paradigm. Most notably, it requires the integration of both the
image data and the calibration information into the linking step. In contrast, the
proposed paradigm requires the image data to be passed only to the first step,
thus preserving the original benefits of the tracking-by-detection. Furthermore,
an improvement of the identification in the detection step, for example by introducing additional discriminative cues or sensory modality, has a wider impact as
it directly benefits all the tracking approaches that can make use of the resulting
(semi-)identified detections, as opposed to just a single linking algorithm.

1.3

Contributions

Within the context of tracking-by-identification paradigm and according to the
goals outlined in the previous section, the dissertation contains the following
three original scientific contributions, listed in the order of their appearance in
the subsequent chapters:

Contributions
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SC1: Methodology for evaluation of multi-view multi-target tracking
approaches. In [101], we proposed a new evaluation methodology that supplements the established ones. The proposed methodology is user-centric, in the
sense that it considers how the results of a tracking algorithm are seen by the
end-users. Therefore, it discards the notion of tracking and the associated error
types, and instead focuses on comparison of the system’s output and the ground
truth annotations on frame-by-frame basis. After finding the optimal assignment
between the two, the system’s performance is evaluated in terms of false-positive
and false-negative detections, and localization error of the true positive detections. Different optimal assignments are obtained using different cost functions,
revealing different aspects of the system’s performance — detection, localization
and identification.
As part of the evaluation methodology, we also assembled two datasets. The
first one is multi-modal, and was used to evaluate the fusion of the computervision-based and the radio-based localization system. As we are not aware of
any such multi-modal dataset being publicly available, we published ours so that
the other researchers may also use it in their work [100]. We also assembled a
sports-based multi-view multi-target tracking dataset, depicting a training handball match. The captured dataset comprises fifteen minutes of ten calibrated
and time-synchronized video streams and high-quality, per-frame ground truth
annotations of players’ positions on the ground plane, along with their identities.
We obtained permissions from all participants to make the dataset publicly available, in the hope that it will foster further developments in the field of multi-view
multi-target tracking.
SC2: Fusion of an occupancy-map-based computer vision algorithm
and a radio-based system for person localization in a realistic indoor
environment. As the first part of contribution, we investigated and compared
the properties of a state-of-the-art occupancy-map-based computer vision algorithm for person detection and localization, and a commercially available radiobased localization system, when used in a realistic, cluttered, indoor environment [104, 103]. Such an environment poses challenges for both systems; on one
hand, objects like office furniture occlude portions of the individuals’ bodies, thus
causing difficulties in accurate and reliable camera-based position estimation. On
the other hand, the presence of radio-reflective metallic surfaces, in conjunction
with obstacles, leads to multipath-related problems in the radio-based localization. By analyzing the performance of both systems in terms of the 2-D localization error, gross errors in detection and localization, and a system’s ability
to preserve the identities of tracks, we obtained insight into their strengths and
weaknesses, which we afterwards used to devise the method for their fusion. This
led to a tracking-by-identification system [101], with improved the overall 2-D localization error, reduced the amount of gross errors in detections, and successfully
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prevented the propagation of identity switches.
SC3: Multi-modal fusion framework for frame-by-frame person detection, localization, and identification, based on fusion of multiple weak
discriminative, predominantly visual, features. For the needs of trackingby-identification, we devised a novel multi-modal fusion framework for frame-byframe person detection, localization, and identification [102], which uses multiple
weakly-discriminative cues to distinguish between individuals. This was done in
collaboration with users of the existing computer-assisted tracking system [122]
to find out which cues they rely on when manually resolving the system’s errors.
To encode the features, we introduced the concept of feature maps, a generalization of an occupancy map, which allows consistent aggregation and encoding of
features across the views. The framework builds on two ideas: the use of multiple
weak features and feature fusion performed by one or more trained classifiers; by
aggregating all features from a cell corresponding to a certain location on the
discretized ground plane into a feature vector and performing classification on it,
we simultaneously determine which cells are empty and which occupied, and in
the latter case also the identity of the individuals occupying them. We demonstrate that even when the acquired identity information is not strong (i.e., a cell
is assigned multiple possible identities), it still helps preventing the propagation
of identity switches.

1.4

Dissertation outline and summary

The remainder of the dissertation is structured into four chapters. The focus
of Chapter 2 is evaluation methodology. After looking at typical errors that
arise in the context of multi-view multi-target tracking, we present and analyze
both the popular CLEAR MOT measures, and the recently-introduced set of
monotonic and error-differentiable measures. Afterwards, we introduce our proposed user-centric evaluation methodology, which comprises a part of the SC1;
the other part consists of the challenging multi-modal laboratory dataset, presented in Appendix A, and the lengthy sports-based dataset, described in Appendix B. Chapter 3 provides a detailed description and evaluation of our
proposed tracking-by-identification method, based on fusion of the computervision and radio (SC2). In Chapter 4, we introduce our multi-modal fusion
framework for frame-by-frame person detection, localization, and identification
(SC3), and compare its results to those of the systems from the previous chapter. The dissertation is concluded by Chapter 5, where we discuss the achieved
results and provide an outlook for the future work.

If you cannot measure it, you
cannot improve it.
Lord Kelvin, 1824–1907

Chapter 2
Evaluation methodology

A

n important aspect of developing a multi-target tracker is an objective, quantitative analysis of its performance. Such evaluation typically involves a
comparison of tracking results with a manually-annotated ground truth in the
form of positions and identities of the tracked objects, and has two main benefits.
On one hand, a comparison of results, produced by different tracking systems
on the same input dataset, enables us to identify the system that offers the best
performance with respect to our requirements. On the other hand, an evaluation
of results, produced by multiple runs of the same algorithm with different parameters, allows us to identify the algorithm’s optimal operating point, and optimize
its performance. Alternatively, it also enables us to pinpoint the algorithm’s
weaknesses and possible areas for improvement.
The evaluation of tracking approaches is almost as old as the problem of the
visual tracking itself; yet for a long time, evaluation methodologies and sets of
performance measures varied significantly between authors of various approaches.
Such lack of standardization and commonly agreed-upon measures made it difficult to compare different approaches, both in order to gauge the progress made
in the field, and to select best-performing approaches to be transferred into practical applications. As a result of the growing interest in a systematic evaluation
and comparison of approaches, several joint efforts aimed to push the developed
evaluation methodology and performance measures into adoption by a wider research community. An example of such an effort were the series of the IEEE International Workshops on Performance Evaluation of Tracking and Surveillance
(PETS), which took place between years 2000 and 2010. Another series of evaluations was performed within the framework of the US Government’s Video Analysis
and Content Extraction (VACE) program, which resulted in development of the
VACE metrics [78]. Independently, a set of measures based on information theory was proposed by Kao et al. [77], while Li et al. [94] devised a set of measures
for trajectory-level evaluation, based on the notion of mostly-tracked, partiallytracked, and mostly-lost trajectories. The most renown evaluation methodology
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was developed as a part of the CLEAR consortium, which was driven by the
US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the Interactive Systems Labs of the Universität Karlsruhe, and several international contributors.
Two large organized workshops, CLEAR 2006 and 2007, dealt with evaluation
of multiple-object trackers in a variety of tasks and settings: 3-D visual person
tracking, 2-D face tracking, 2-D person and vehicle tracking, and 3-D acoustic and
audio-visual person tracking. All evaluation was done using the CLEAR Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) measures [16], which even today remain a de-facto
standard both in single-view and in multi-view multi-target tracking. However,
the evaluation of multi-target tracking remains an open research problem [108].
Just recently, Leichter and Krupka [92] proposed a new set of performance measures that aim to address the perceived shortcomings of the previously-proposed
measures.
In this dissertation, we adopt the user-centric view of the tracking results,
which we originally proposed and used in our paper [101]. We base our proposed
evaluation methodology on an in-depth examination and critique of two established developer-centric evaluation methodologies along with their performance
measures — the CLEAR MOT [16] measures and the set of measures proposed by
Leichter and Krupka [92]. Using a short synthetic tracking scenario, we investigate the strengths and weaknesses of the both established methodologies as well
as our proposed one, especially with respect to reflecting the identity switches
and the effect of their propagation.
Overall, this chapter offers both an in-depth presentation of the said evaluation methodology, and our proposed user-centric evaluation method. We begin
by looking at the common error types that we encounter in the context of the
multi-target detection and tracking (Section 2.1), with a special emphasis placed
on the issue of propagated identity switches and their effect on the tracking results. In Section 2.2, we take a closer look at the popular CLEAR MOT [16]
measures and discuss the related methodology. Similarly, we present and discuss
the set of monotonic and error-type-differentiating measures [92] in Section 2.3.
In Section 2.4, we introduce our proposed evaluation methodology that analyzes
the tracking results from the perspective of the end user. The findings are summarized in Section 2.5, which wraps up the chapter. As a part of effort to bolster
the evaluation methodology in the field of multi-view multi-target tracking, we
also assembled and annotated two datasets; however, in order to keep this chapter focused on the evaluation methodology and performance measures, we present
them in Appendices A and B.

Common error types in multiple-target detection and tracking

2.1
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Nearly all evaluation methodology, used in the context of both single-view and
multi-view multi-target tracking, follows the same general pattern, outlined by
Algorithm 2.1. It assumes the use of a dataset with manually-annotated groundtruth trajectories of the tracked objects, which in the multi-view multi-target
tracking context typically consist of the objects’ identities and coordinates on
the ground plane. As the tracking system processes the dataset, it produces a
set of trajectories that correspond to its hypotheses about the objects’ locations
and identities. The evaluation methodology aims to establish the correspondence
between the ground-truth annotations and the system’s hypotheses, usually on
a frame-by-frame basis, by finding the assignment between the two. After the
correspondence is established, the error statistics can be updated, based on the
determined occurrences of the individual error types. The exact way of determining the correspondence between the ground-truth annotations and the system’s
hypotheses is specific to the evaluation methodology, as are the error types that
are captured by the resulting performance measures.
Algorithm 2.1 General framework for evaluation of tracking results
Input: a set of ground-truth annotations for all time instants
Input: a set of system hypotheses for all time instants
Output: a set of performance measures
initialize error counters to 0
for each time instant do
find the mapping between ground-truth annotations and system hypotheses
analyze occurrence of individual error types
update error counters
end for
compute performance measures for the whole sequence

2.1.1

False positives, false negatives and localization error

Different evaluation methodologies typically define different sets of basic error
types that are reflected by their performance measures. However, three basic
error types are covered by practically all methodologies, with identical or very
similar definitions: the false-positive detections (phantoms), the false-negative
detections (misses), and the localization error of truly-positive detections.
As outlined in Algorithm 2.1, at each time instant, the evaluation procedure
aims to establish the correspondence between the set of detection hypotheses,
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Figure 2.1: Spatially-optimal assignments between detection hypotheses and
ground-truth annotations, illustrating (a) a false-positive and (b) a false-negative
detection. Colored diamonds and gray circles denote ground-truth annotations
and (anonymous) detection hypotheses, while dashed lines indicate their pairings.

produced by the system, and the provided set of the ground-truth annotations.
Typically, the correspondence is established by finding the optimal assignment
between the two sets such that the sum of distances between the assigned elements is minimized. When constructing such spatially-optimal assignments, any
potentially available identity information is discarded, therefore such procedure
is applicable both to systems that perform only detection and localization (e.g.,
the first step of the tracking-by-detection approaches) as well as the ones that
perform any kind of tracking.
After the spatially-optimal assignment is obtained, the unassigned detection
hypotheses are considered false positives, and the unassigned ground-truth annotations are considered false negatives. The distances between the assigned
detection hypotheses and ground-truth annotations represent the hypotheses’ localization errors. If the assignment is based only on spatial optimality without
any additional constraints, the false-positive and false-negative detections occur
only when the number of detection hypotheses differs from the number of groundtruth annotations, as illustrated by Fig. 2.1.
In such unconstrained spatially-optimal assignments, a pair of co-occuring
false-positive and false-negative detections manifests as a large localization error
(Fig. 2.2a), sometimes even affecting the whole assignment (Fig. 2.3a). As noted
in [16], there exists a conceptual boundary, beyond which we can no longer speak
of localization error, but should rather argue that the system completely missed
the target and that the produced detection hypothesis corresponds entirely to
something else. This can be done by introducing a maximum-distance constraint
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of the dual nature of detection and localization errors.
As the assignment is done based only on spatial information, it is impossible to
tell whether the cause of depicted error is faulty detection or poor localization.
Under the unconstrained spatially-optimal assignment, shown on the left, the error
manifests itself as a gross localization error, while under the assignment with a
maximum distance constraint, shown on the right, it manifests itself as a pair of
co-occurring false-positive and false-negative detections.
during construction of the assignment, allowing a pairing to be made only if the
distance between the elements does not exceed the maximum-distance threshold.
As illustrated by Figs. 2.2b and 2.3b, under such constrained assignments, the
gross localization errors manifest as pairs of false positives and false negatives.
This points to the issue of the dual nature of detection and localization errors,
which precludes the clear distinction between the two. Therefore, whether a gross
error in localization manifests itself as a localization error, or rather as a pair of
false-positive and false-negative detections, depends on our choice of constraining
the assignment process. Tightening the maximum allowable distance will result
in less pairings, thus increasing the number of the false-positive and false-negative
detections, but lowering the overall localization error. On the other hand, relaxing
the distance constraint will decrease the number of the false-positive and falsenegative detections as more pairings are made, but will inherently also increase
the overall localization error.

2.1.2

Identity switches and their propagation

Another type of error that is commonly considered in evaluation of tracking systems, albeit in varying forms and with different definitions, are identity switches.
This type of error is especially common in identification-by-tracking, where iden-
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Figure 2.3: An illustration of a situation when a pair of co-occurring falsepositive and false-negative detections affects the whole unconstrained spatiallyoptimal assignment, shown on the left. In such cases, introducing a maximum
distance constraint results in a more intuitive assignment, shown on the right.

tities are propagated along the tracks based solely on spatio-temporal constraints.
As implied by the name, an identity switch involves swapping the identities
of two trajectory hypotheses, which typically occurs when two targets come close
together. The switch arises when the targets’ detection hypotheses are placed
in such way that the spatially and temporally-optimal way of propagating the
identities from the previous moment becomes the incorrect one. This may happen either due to a genuinely unfavorable arrangement of the targets, or, more
commonly, due to detection errors and/or poor localization caused by the targets’
proximity.
It is important to realize that with respect to the ground-truth annotations,
an identity switch in fact manifests itself as a localization error. For a target that
was involved in the identity switch, the tracking system will, instead of producing
a detection hypothesis corresponding to its actual position, produce a detection
hypothesis whose position corresponds to that of the other target involved in
the switch, and vice versa. After the switched trajectories disperse, the resulting
localization error corresponds to the distance between the trajectories, and is
in fact bounded only by the dimensions of the monitored area. An example of
a propagated identity switch is illustrated by Fig. 2.4a, which shows a switch
occurring due to poor localization after the two trajectories come together, and
being propagated after they disperse. As can be seen, the location data for
the two switched targets is essentially incorrect, and if their motion patterns
significantly differ after the trajectories disperse, any quantitative analysis of the
targets’ motion will be incorrect as well.
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Figure 2.4: Examples of identity switches. Diamonds correspond to the groundtruth positions, while circles represent detections, produced by a hypothetical detector, and linked using an identification-by-tracking approach. The first two cases
are result of an actual nearest-neighbor tracker. In the first case, a single identity
switch is produced, and is propagated after the trajectories disperse. In the second
case, the two produced identity switches cancel each other out. The third case is
a degenerate one, illustrating a hypothetical tracker that keeps switching between
the two trajectories as long as they remain close.
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At the same time, it is worth noting that at the time of the switch, the
resulting localization error is relatively small; it is the proximity of the targets
that caused the switch in the first place. The example in Fig. 2.4b illustrates
two switches that cancel each other out before the trajectories disperse. Between
both switches, the resulting localization error is again bounded by the distance
between the trajectories; however, due to their proximity, the localization error is
relatively small compared to the previous case. Similarly, before the trajectories
disperse, their motion characteristics must have been comparable, so the effect
of the switch propagation while the tracks remain close together is less severe.
Lastly, consider the case depicted by Fig. 2.4c, where a hypothetical tracker keeps
switching between the trajectories as long as they remain close. This results in
more switches, but the resulting localization error is smaller, as every other switch
results in the correct localization, and the switches are not propagated after the
trajectories disperse.
Therefore, we adopt a different view from the one given in [13], namely that
in the context of identity switch prevention, “the appearance models are most
needed when the players are bunched together. However, it is precisely then,
that they are the least reliable”. The appearance models are indeed the least
reliable when the targets are close to each other; but prevention of the identity
switches in such cases is perhaps not crucial, practical or even achievable. On the
other hand, preventing the identity switch propagation after the targets disperse
again, is undoubtedly crucial for successful and accurate long-term tracking. This
distinction exemplifies the main difference between the developer-centric view,
present in the established evaluation methodology, and the user-centric view,
proposed and adopted in this dissertation.
Trajectory fragmentation
Another type of an identity switch, commonly referred to as trajectory fragmentation, occurs when due to errors or ambiguity in detection, the tracker decides
to close the current track and later on, re-initializes it with a different identity.
This results in several trajectory fragments, or tracklets, with distinct identities
corresponding to the different parts of the same target’s trajectory.
While the previously-discussed identity switches between two trajectories result in two identity-related errors, one for each involved trajectory, the trajectory
fragmentation pertains a single trajectory, and therefore typically corresponds to
a single identity-related error. Another important difference is that, contrary to
the propagation of the identity switch between two trajectories, the fragmentation of a single trajectory can be automatically detected. Each tracklet, returned
by the tracking system, potentially corresponds to the trajectory fragmentation,
therefore during the inspection of the tracking results, an operator only needs
to check the points where new tracklets emerge. On the other hand, the prop-
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agated identity switches result in no such obvious “break-points”, and therefore
the operator needs to check the whole trajectory data for occurrences of switches
and their propagation. As such, the trajectory fragmentation is arguably less
severe than the propagated identity switches between two trajectories, although
on the other hand, one would likely wish to prevent a system from excessively
fragmenting the trajectories as well.

2.2

CLEAR MOT performance measures

The CLEAR MOT [16] evaluation methodology encompasses two performance
measures that aim to reveal three properties of a tracking system: its precision in estimating the objects’ locations, its accuracy in recognizing the objects’
configurations, and its ability to consistently label the objects over time. The
methodology was devised to have as few free parameters as possible, and be general enough to allow application to most types of multi-target trackers (2-D, 3-D,
object-centroid, object-area, etc.). The measures were designed with the goal of
being clear and easy-to-understand, and to behave according to the human intuition, especially under the occurrence of multiple errors of different types. In
contrast to its predecessors, which used several different measures that were often
co-dependent and could only be interpreted in combination with one another, the
CLEAR MOT evaluation methodology sought only few yet expressive measures,
with the aim of being also applicable in large-scale benchmarks where multitudes
of tracking systems need to be evaluated.

2.2.1

Evaluation methodology

The CLEAR MOT evaluation methodology assumes that at each frame t, we have
a set of real (ground-truth) objects, O = { o1 , . . . , on }, and a set of corresponding object hypotheses, H = { h1 , . . . , hm }, produced by the tracking system, as
illustrated by Fig. 2.5. At each frame t, a set of mappings Mt = { (oi , hj ) },
which link the ground-truth objects with the system’s hypotheses, is obtained
and analyzed using a procedure that starts with an empty initial set of mappings
M0 = ∅, and consists of the following steps:
• Verify the mappings from the previous frame. Given a mapping (oi , hh ) ∈
Mt−1 , if the ground-truth object oi is still visible and the system hypothesis
hj exists at the time t, and if the distance between them does not exceed
the threshold Td , the correspondence between them is kept in the current
frame as well. Otherwise, the mapping is broken, leaving its components
unassigned.
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the basic error types in multiple-target tracking that
are covered by the CLEAR MOT evaluation methodology [16]: false positives,
false negatives (misses), instantaneous identity switches, and localization errors.
Colored diamonds and colored circles denote the ground-truth annotations and
the system’s hypotheses at each time instant along the designated time axes.
• Find the optimal assignment between all unassigned ground-truth objects
and system hypotheses at the time t. This is done using Munkres-Kuhn algorithm [87], based on the matrix of pairwise distances on the ground plane.
In addition, only the pairings that do not exceed the distance threshold Td
are allowed. Typically, this threshold is set to 0.5 m, although for larger
areas of interest, some authors [108, 13] recommend increasing it to 1.0 m.
• Analyze the set of the obtained matches between the ground-truth objects
and the system’s hypotheses. Let gt and ct denote the number of all groundtruth objects present and the number of all matches found in the frame t,
respectively. For each found match, the distance dit between the groundtruth object oi and its corresponding hypothesis is computed, representing
the localization error of that particular hypothesis. All unassigned hypotheses and ground-truth objects are considered false positives and false
negatives, respectively, and their numbers are denoted by f pt and mt . If
the optimal assignment results in a correspondence (ci , hk ) that contradicts
a correspondence (ci , hj ) from the previous frame, a mismatch error is registered by incrementing the mmet counter, which counts the number of the
mismatch errors (instantaneous identity switches) in frame t. Examples of
the described tracking error types are shown in Fig. 2.5.
The above steps are repeated for all frames in order to obtain a continuous mapping between the ground-truth objects and the tracker hypotheses and account
for all the tracking errors in the sequence.

CLEAR MOT performance measures

2.2.2
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The two performance measures that are part of the CLEAR MOT evaluation
methodology are computed from the tracking error counts for the whole sequence,
which are obtained using the previously-described procedure.
The first performance measure is the Multiple Object Tracking Precision
(MOTP):
P
i
i,t dt
,
(2.1)
M OT P = P
t ct
which corresponds to the average localization error of all matched pairs, and thus
reflects the tracker’s ability to estimate the precise position of the tracked objects.
The second measure is the Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA):
P

M OT A = 1 −

t (mt

+ f pt + mmet )
,
P
t gt

(2.2)

which accounts for all object configuration errors made by the tracker: false
positives, false negatives, and identity mismatches. The MOTA score is in fact
composed from three error ratios: the ratio of misses in the sequence,
P

mt
,
t gt

m = Pt

(2.3)

the ratio of false positives
P

f pt
,
t gt
and the ratio of instantaneous identity mismatches
f p = Pt

P

mme =

t

mmet
.
t gt

P

(2.4)

(2.5)

In this regard, the MOTA measure is reminiscent of the word-error rate (WER)
measure, which is commonly used in the field of speech recognition. In addition,
the ratio of misses, m, directly corresponds to the false-negative rate (FNR)
from the information-retrieval context [49]; on the other hand, the ratio of false
positives, f p, due to normalization with the number of ground-truth instances
(the sum of true positives and false negatives), has no such direct equivalent.

2.2.3

Discussion

The CLEAR MOT measures are well-established in the fields of single-view and
multi-view multi-target tracking. Their use during the CLEAR 2006 and 2007
workshops, both for evaluation of multi-target tracking systems that reported results in the image plane, as well as those that performed tracking on the ground
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plane, showcased their versatility and applicability to a wide range of tracking tasks. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that they also became a de-facto
standard for reporting and comparing the results in the multi-target tracking
community. Below, we discuss several aspects of the CLEAR MOT evaluation
methodology and its measures, and highlight their potential shortcomings that
have been uncovered in the recent years.
The combined MOTA score
One of the criticisms regarding the CLEAR MOT measures is that the combined
MOTA score, while useful for ranking the tracking systems, offers little insight
into their strengths and weaknesses. Its value range is arbitrary, being bounded
only in one direction (the “best” score is 1), and as it combines several error
types, the contribution of each error type cannot be discerned from its value.
Furthermore, the actual importance of missed detections, false positives, or identity switches greatly depends on the application, and as such their weights in the
combined score should be set on a per-application basis. Thus, instead of the
combined score, the authors should rather report the values of the three components, which should enable the final score, used for the ranking of the systems,
to be computed according to the application’s requirements. This shortcoming
was already revealed during the CLEAR workshops [16], and nowadays, it is a
common practice for the authors to report both the combined MOTA score and
the values of its individual components.
Treatment of identity switches
Another issue of the CLEAR MOT evaluation methodology lies in its notion
of an identity switch; as explained earlier, it counts the instantaneous identity
switches (the number of instants when the identity of a trajectory hypothesis,
assigned to a certain ground-truth track, changes), rather than consider their
absolute impact. The authors argue [137] that treating all correspondences where
the identity mapping does not match the original one as errors might cause the
measure to become non-intuitive; for example, if the identity of an object is
swapped only once, the instant at which the swap occurs drastically influences
the value of the measure. Therefore, the treatment of identity switches on perinstant basis appears to be a design choice, made in accordance with the author’s
adopted developer-centric view of a tracking system.
Furthermore, due to such treatment of the identity switches under the CLEAR
MOT evaluation, a system with a single identity switch will score better than a
system in which the initial switch is later corrected, due to the mismatch ratio
mme registering two pairs of instantaneous identity mismatches instead of just
one; a practical illustration of this issue is provided by Example 1. It is worth re-
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iterating that from the perspective of an application that involves a quantitative
analysis of the obtained targets’ trajectories, having a single pair of instantaneous
identity mismatches is perhaps the worst possible outcome, as it conveys a certainty that the switch was never corrected, and that all the data pertaining the
involved trajectories is incorrect up to the point when they ceased to be tracked
(either by leaving the area of interest, or due to the end of the video sequence).
After the switched trajectories disperse again, the resulting localization error is
practically limited only by the dimensions of the observed area of interest, and if
the targets’ motion patterns significantly differ, any motion-based statistics will
be incorrect as well.
Therefore, Shitrit et al. [13] proposed a measure called the global mismatch
ratio, gmme, which is incremented for each frame where the hypothesis’ label
does not match the ground truth identity; under this measure, the trajectory
with an identity switch in the middle will be counted as incorrect for the half of
its length, as opposed to just once, which is the case with the original mismatch
ratio. Similarly, they proposed a modified MOTA measure called GMOTA, in
which the original mismatch ratio is replaced by the proposed global one.
Another aspect worth keeping in mind when evaluating using the CLEAR
MOT methodology is that its procedure for matching the system’s hypotheses
to the ground-truth annotations tends to favor the consistency of identities over
the deviation error. As mentioned earlier, at each frame, the matching procedure
first verifies the assignments from the previous frame; if the distance between a
previously-assigned ground-truth object and system hypothesis remains below the
distance threshold in the current frame, the assignment is kept intact, regardless
of other, perhaps spatially more optimal, configurations. Consequently, if the
identity switches are made between two close trajectories, they may not register
in the mismatch ratio unless they are propagated after the trajectories disperse;
instead, they contribute to the mean deviation (MOTP) score, which may or
may not be the desired behavior, and is influenced by the setting of the distance
threshold.
Example 1. For illustration of the CLEAR MOT evaluation methodology and its
performance measures, let us use it to evaluate the three hypothetical trackers from
Fig. 2.4, assuming that the shown area measures 12 m × 6 m, and that the distance
threshold is set to 0.5 m. The results of evaluation are presented in Table 2.1. In
all three cases, a poorly-localized detection hypothesis on the red track results in a
pair of false-positive and false-negative detections. The differences in the MOTP
score between the three cases are primarily due to the different arrangements of
the underlying hypothetical detections; the important aspect, however, is that the
MOTP measures the average distance between the assigned pairs, and thus in
the first case (Fig. 2.4a) fails to capture the large localization error that resulted
from the propagated identity switch. On the other hand, in the first case we
register one pair of identity mismatches, in the second case two pairs, and in the
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Table 2.1: The results of illustrative application of the CLEAR MOT evaluation to the hypothetical tracking results from Fig. 2.4a (single propagated identity switch), Fig. 2.4b (two canceling identity switches), and Fig. 2.4c (multiple
switches). The lower the values of the individual error ratios, m, f p, and mme,
the higher, and better, the combined MOTA score. The lower MOTP score indicates better localization performance.
scenario
Figure 2.4a
Figure 2.4b
Figure 2.4c

m

fp

mme

MOTA

MOTP [m]

0.0278
0.0278
0.0278

0.0278
0.0278
0.0278

0.0556
0.1111
0.2222

0.8889
0.8333
0.7222

0.1235
0.1639
0.1180

third case four pairs of mismatches. Therefore, the first scenario yields the best
MOTA score, even though the other two scenarios do not propagate the switch
and therefore arguably result in less severe error from the end user’s perspective.

2.3

Monotonic and error-type-differentiating performance measures

In their recently-published paper [92], Leichter and Krupka argue that any set
of performance measures for evaluation of a tracking system’s output needs to
satisfy two fundamental properties, monotonicity and error-type differentiability.
The former ensures that an elimination of an error without introducing another
error will always result in all the measures being either improved or unchanged,
while the second ensures that each basic error type affects only a single measure.
Fulfilling these two properties is a necessary, albeit not sufficient, condition for a
set of performance measures to be useful, in the sense that it allows discerning
the system’s performance with respect to any of the basic error types that are
covered by the evaluation methodology. After showing that the existing measures
do not satisfy these two properties, the authors propose their own evaluation
methodology and a set of Monotonic and Error-Type Differentiating (METD)
performance measures.

2.3.1

Monotonicity and error type differentiability

The following formal definition of monotonicity is given in [92]:
If the system’s output or the ground-truth annotation is modified
such that an error is eliminated or reduced with no error introduced
or worsened, then each measure should not be degraded.
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A symmetric definition is provided for an addition of a success, which is equivalent
to the removal of an error. The definition of monotonicity follows an intuitive
expectation that a removal of an error or an addition of a success improves one
or more measures, while degrading no other measures. Yet, as shown by the
authors, none of the existing measures — VACE [78], CLEAR [78], CLEAR
MOT [16], and the information-theory-based measures [77] — satisfy the property
of monotonicity. For each of these sets of measures, Leichter and Krupka provide
concrete examples where the elimination of an error or an addition of a success
results in degradation of one or more measures, and even worse, sometimes even
improvement of none.
The property of error type differentiability requires that a set of measures
provides means for performance evaluation with respect to the individual basic
error types considered by the evaluation methodology. In other words, each
measure in the set should be affected only by an occurrence of a single basic error
type. The rationale behind this requirement is the fact that the severity of an
individual error type depends on a specific application, and therefore in order to
properly determine which system performs best under application’s requirements,
one needs be able to evaluate the system’s performance with respect to individual
error types. The use of combined scores, which is common in popular performance
measures, such as VACE [78], CLEAR [78], and CLEAR MOT [16], automatically
precludes fulfillment of error type differentiability.

2.3.2

The evaluation methodology and measures

The evaluation methodology assumes that for the chosen range of frames, we
are given a set of annotated ground-truth tracks and a set of system tracks that
correspond to the hypotheses made by the tracking system, as shown in Fig. 2.6.
Individual ground-truth annotations and detection hypotheses are called targets,
and consist of location information (e.g., coordinates on the ground plane).
Given the above inputs, a straightforward matching procedure is used to find
the pairings between the ground-truth and the system targets in each frame: after
identifying all legitimate pairings and computing the distances between them,
the maximum bipartite matching that minimizes the sum of distances is found
by formulating a linear assignment problem and solving it, using either KuhnMunkres [87] or Jonker-Volgenant [74] algorithm. After the pairings are obtained,
the following basic error types are considered:
• false negative (FN): no system target is associated with a ground-truth
target.
• false positive (FP): no ground-truth target associated with a system target.
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Figure 2.6: The basic error types in multi-target tracking that are covered by
the METD measures and evaluation methodology [92]: false negatives (FN), false
positives (FP), fragmentations, mergers, and deviations. The ground-truth and
system tracks are denoted by continuous lines, while their targets are indicated by
diamonds and circles.
• fragmentation: a ground-truth track contains targets that are associated
with targets from different system tracks.
• merger: a pair of ground-truth tracks contains target pairs (one target from
each track) that are associated with a common system track.
• deviation: the system target’s location deviates from the location of its
associated ground-truth target.
Considering the above basic error types, which are also illustrated in Fig. 2.6,
Leichter and Krupka devised a set of five Monotonic and Error-Type Differentiating (METD) performance measures. Each measure reflects the quality of the
system’s output with respect to one of the basic error types; four of the measures can be interpreted as probabilities of occurrence for the specific error type,
while the fifth corresponds to the average error in localization. Below, we briefly
describe each measure; for full definition, see [92].
Measure of false negatives. False negatives are measured by the false-negative
rate (FNR) — the ratio between the number of false negatives and the number
of all ground-truth targets in all frames.
Measure of false positives. The amount of false positives is measured by the
false-positive rate (FPR). In the information-retrieval context, the false-positive
rate is defined as the ratio between the number of false positives and the number of
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all negative instances (i.e., true negatives and false positives). However, authors
note that in the context of visual target detection and tracking, the notion of
(true) negative instances is not well defined. Hence, they opted to define this
measure as the number of false positives, normalized by the “video volume”,
T · A, where T is the number of frames and A is the image size.
Measure of track fragmentation. Given a ground-truth track, its fragmentation index is defined as the number of unordered pairs of the track’s targets
that are matched to different system tracks, normalized by the total number of
unordered pairs of the ground-truth track’s matched targets. The system’s overall fragmentation index is the weighted average of fragmentation indices of all
ground-truth tracks.
Measure of merger errors. Given a pair of ground-truth tracks, their merger
index is defined as the number of unordered pairs of their targets (one target from
each track) that are matched to the same system track, normalized by the total
number of unordered pairs of the matched ground-truth targets from those two
tracks (again, one target from each track). The system’s overall merger index is
the weighted average of merger indices of all pairs of ground-truth tracks.
Measure of deviations. The measure of deviations is the mean distance between the assigned system targets and corresponding ground-truth targets.

2.3.3

Discussion

The METD performance measures and evaluation methodology have been proposed relatively recently, therefore at this point, their adoption has been relatively
low. The authors demonstrated the proposed measures by evaluating multiple
operational modes of a system for face detection and tracking in video, which is
rather a limited domain, especially compared to the variety of tasks and tracker
types that have so far been evaluated using the popular CLEAR MOT methodology and measures. However, the methodology itself is devised to be general, and
allow evaluation of any kind of multi-target tracker (2-D, 3-D, object-centroid,
object-area, etc.). Below, we discuss aspects of the methodology and measures
that are relevant for this dissertation.
Normalization of the false-positive rate
For normalization of the false-positive rate (FPR) measure, the authors propose
to use the “video volume”, a product of the image surface (in pixels) and the
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number of frames. As explained, this is because in the context of target detection
and tracking in video, the total number of negative instances, especially the truenegatives, is not well defined. The use of the image surface implicitly assumes
that a target can be located at each pixel; however, it disregards the possibility
of detecting several targets at the same location but at different scales.
In the context of multi-target tracking on the ground plane, the notion of
true negative detections is even more vague. While the image plane provides
discretization that can be considered common to all trackers working on the video,
the coordinates on the ground plane generally constitute a continuous domain.
Even in cases when a discrete occupancy map is used, different approaches may
use different grid resolution, which precludes their comparison; the approach
with the finest grid may automatically score better even if the trajectories and
the false-positive errors they produce are identical. Even worse, if the tracking
system is considered as a black box that measures positions and identities of the
individuals in the room, as is for example the case with commercially-available
systems, we may not even have the information about whether the tracking is
done on continuous or discretized ground plane, and in the latter case, at what
grid resolution. Therefore, using only the sequence length for normalization may
be a better option for comparison between the systems, although it will cause the
measure to lose its probabilistic interpretation.
Treatment of identity switches
Under the METD measures, an identity switch manifests itself as a combination
of two fragmentation errors and a merger related to two ground-truth and two
system tracks. The measures of fragmentation and mergers are derived from the
analysis of unordered pairs, drawn from the matched targets of a single groundtruth track or from a pair of ground-truth tracks, respectively. The fragmentation
index of a ground-truth track approximates the prior probability that a specific
pair of matched ground-truth targets of that track are erroneously matched to the
targets of different system tracks. Similarly, the merger index of a pair of groundtruth tracks approximates the prior probability that a specific pair of the matched
ground-truth targets, one from each track, are erroneously matched to the system
targets of the same system track. The resulting overall fragmentation and merger
indices do not provide means for an intuitive interpretation of the results with
respect to occurrence and propagation of identity switches, although, as shown
in Example 2, both measures do show improvement with shortened duration of
a propagated identity switch. On the other hand, none of the measures captures
the localization error effectively caused by the propagation of the switch.
Example 2. Let us again consider the three hypothetical trackers from Fig. 2.4,
this time through the set of the METD performance measures. We assume that
the shown area measures 12 m × 6 m, and that the distance threshold is set to
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Table 2.2: The results of illustrative application of the METD evaluation to the
hypothetical tracking results from Fig. 2.4a (single propagated identity switch),
Fig. 2.4b (two canceling identity switches), and Fig. 2.4c (multiple switches).
The lower value of each measure indicates better performance of the system with
respect to the corresponding error type.
scenario

FNR

FPR

FI

MI

dev [m]

Figure 2.4a
Figure 2.4b
Figure 2.4c

0.0278
0.0278
0.0278

0.0833
0.0833
0.0833

0.3636
0.2805
0.2078

0.1667
0.1286
0.0952

0.1222
0.1625
0.1180

0.5 m. The results of evaluation are presented in Table 2.2. Again, in all three
cases, a poorly-localized detection hypothesis on the red track results in a pair of
false-positive and false-negative detections; the false-negative rate (FNR) is a direct equivalent of the miss ratio from the CLEAR MOT evaluation (Table 2.1),
while the false-positive rate (FPR) corresponds to the single false positive, normalized by the number of frames. The lowest overall fragmentation index F I
and merger index M I are achieved by the third scenario. This scenario results
in the lowest number of target pairs from one ground-truth track being matched
to targets of different system tracks (fragmentation). Similarly, it also results
in the lowest number of pairs from two ground-truth tracks being matched to the
same system track (merger). Therefore, these two measures reflect the duration
of the propagated identity switch. Another interesting observation is that in the
first two scenarios, the resulting mean deviation score is slightly lower than the
corresponding MOTP score from Table 2.1. This is because the CLEAR MOT
evaluation methodology prefers the propagation of assignments from the previous
frames, which is what happens at times t + 5 in the first, and at times t + 3 and
t+7 in the second scenario; on the other hand, the METD evaluation methodology
always finds an assignment that is spatially-optimal.

2.4

Our user-centric evaluation methodology

In this section, we present the evaluation methodology that we proposed and
used in [101] to analyze the output of systems for person detection, localization,
and identification. In contrast to the previously-described evaluation methodologies, this one is specifically tailored for evaluation of systems that operate in the
world coordinate system, and is therefore centered around the 2-D distance on
the ground plane. While this precludes its application to visual trackers that produce bounding-box detections, it does make it applicable to any tracking system
that produces targets’ positions, and possibly identities, in the world coordinate
system, regardless of the sensing modality on which they are based.
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The proposed evaluation methodology is designed around a user-centric view
of the tracking system and its output, as opposed to the developer-centric view
that is implicitly present in the established evaluation methodology [16, 92]. We
treat the tracking system itself as a black box that, at certain sampling frequency,
by whatever means and technology, measures the positions, and potentially identities, of the targets that are present in the area of interest. When evaluating
the performance of the system, we are less interested in the sources of tracking
errors than in how they affect the end user’s application, under the assumption
that the acquisition is done with an intent of performing quantitative analysis on
the targets’ trajectories. As explained later on, the most important consequence
of the adopted view is that the proposed methodology discards the notion of
tracking, and independently considers results at each time instant. Therefore, it
does not consider errors such as track fragmentations or mergers, but rather their
effects on the system’s output from the user’s perspective, and evaluates their
manifestation through measures of the resulting false positives, false negatives,
and localization error.
Similarly to the other evaluation procedures, the proposed one also follows
the steps that were listed in Algorithm 2.1. At each time instant, we aim to find
the optimal mapping between the given set of ground-truth annotations and the
set of detection hypotheses produced by the system, and then estimate both the
localization error and the amount of gross errors in detection — the missing and
the false-positive detections. The proposed methodology uses three different cost
functions to find the optimal assignment, each resulting in a distinct mapping
that reveals a different aspect of the system:
• detection: does the system correctly determine the number of targets in the
area of interest, or does it produce false positives and missing detections
• localization: how well does the system determine positions of the detected
targets
• identification: how well does the system determine/maintain identities of
the detected targets (if it performs identification at all)
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the three aspects cannot always be completely
decoupled; for example, a pair of co-occurring false-positive and false-negative
detections cannot be distinguished from a detection with a gross localization
error. Similarly, identity switches also manifest themselves as gross localization
errors, especially if they are propagated after the tracks disperse. By performing
evaluation under several assignments based on different cost functions, we can
consistently investigate the effect of these errors on the results, as seen by the
end user of the system. The proposed methodology can be applied both for
evaluation of systems that perform only anonymous detection and localization of
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targets, and for evaluation of systems that perform detection, localization, and
identification.

2.4.1

Evaluation of anonymous detection and localization

A system that performs anonymous detection and localization is concerned only
with recovery of the number of targets in the observed area, along with their
positions. Such systems are useful in applications where we are interested in
positions of people, but not their identities, for example an application that counts
individuals in a room, or an application that determines which locations in a store
are most frequented.
At each time instant, the system produces a set of D anonymous detection
hypotheses, consisting of 2-D coordinates on the ground plane: di = (xdi , yid );
i = 1, . . . , D. Similarly, we have a set of G anonymous ground-truth annotations
on the ground plane: gj = (xgj , yjg ); j = 1, . . . , G. As we do not have any identity
information that could be used for matching the detection hypotheses to the
ground-truth annotations, we find the optimal assignment between them based
on their spatial configuration. We construct a cost matrix C, whose elements
describe the cost of assigning each detection di to each ground-truth point gj :
C
g1
..
.

gG

d1
c11
..
.

...
...
...

dD
c1D
..
.

cG1

...

cGD

We propose the use of three different cost functions to obtain distinct assignments that reveal different aspects of the system; the first two are presented in
this subsection, whereas the third one will be introduced in the next subsection.
Primarily, all three cost functions are based on the Euclidean distance between a
detection hypothesis and a ground-truth annotation:
cDET
= cDET (di , gj ) = kdi − gj k =
ij

q

(xdi − xgj )2 + (yid − yjg )2

(2.6)

The task of finding the optimal assignment, which minimizes the overall cost,
corresponds to a linear assignment problem that can be solved using KuhnMunkres [87] or Jonker-Volgenant [74] algorithm. If the matrix C is non-square
(i.e., D 6= G), it should be augmented to a square matrix by introducing additional columns or rows, filled with a value that exceeds the largest cost found in C;
this is often already handled by the algorithm implementations. After obtaining
the optimal assignment, the unassigned detection hypotheses are considered to
be false-positive (phantom) detections, the unassigned ground-truth annotations
are considered to be false-negative (missing) detections, and the distances cij of
the assigned pairs represent the hypotheses’ localization error.
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The cost function from Eq. (2.6) results in a spatially-optimal assignment with
no additional constraints, under which the false-positive and negative detections
arise only due to mismatch in the number of ground-truth annotations and detection hypotheses, as was illustrated at the beginning of this chapter in Fig. 2.1.
Such assignment reveals the system’s detection performance, and from now on,
we shall refer to it as the detection-testing assignment. On the other hand, detection and localization errors cannot always be clearly distinguished. Under the
unconstrained detection-testing assignment, a co-occurrence of a false-positive
and a missing detection manifests itself as a large localization error (Fig. 2.2a),
sometimes even affecting the whole assignment (Fig. 2.3a). To avoid this, the cost
function can be extended to include gating; whenever the distance between a detection hypothesis and a ground-truth annotation exceeds the distance threshold,
the cost is set to ∞, which means that the assignment algorithm is prevented from
assigning that pair:
cLOC
ij


kd − g k,
i
j
= cLOC (di , gj ) =
∞,

if kdi − gj k ≤ Td
otherwise

(2.7)

Under the constrained assignment resulting from the above cost function, gross
localization errors contribute to the false-positive and false-negative statistics instead of the localization error statistics. Therefore, we refer to it as the localizationtesting assignment, whose examples were shown in Figs. 2.2b and 2.3b.
The result of evaluation using either the detection-testing or the localizationtesting assignment are the false-positive and false-negative statistics, and the
localization-error statistics. The former are given in the form of precision and
recall, while the latter can be given either in the form of a mean error and standard deviation, or as the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) plot. If the
ground-truth annotations have identities, the false-negative statistics can be computed on per-target basis, whereas for false positives, only overall statistics can
be provided, as we cannot tell to which target a phantom detection belongs. The
effect of the differences in update frequencies between the systems can also be
accounted for via localization error, if evaluation is performed at the frequency
of the fastest system and detections from the slower systems are held until the
new ones arrive.

2.4.2

Evaluation of identification

The detection hypotheses obtained from a system that performs detection, localization, and identification, either on frame-by-frame basis or using some form of
tracking, consists both of the coordinates on the ground plane and the identity
information, γ: di = (xdi , yid , γid ); i = 1 . . . D. For evaluation of the system’s
ability to determine or maintain identities of the targets, the same information
must also be supplied by the ground-truth annotations: gj = (xgj , yjg , γjg ).
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Identity remapping procedure
Here, the proposed evaluation methodology makes a paradigm shift from the
treatment of the hypotheses’ identity information in the established evaluation
methodologies. We begin by noting that from the perspective of an application that performs a quantitative analysis of the targets’ trajectories, the typical
output of a computer-vision-based tracking system is of very limited use. In
particular, the identities of the produced trajectories are arbitrary with respect
to the actual identities of the tracked targets, and typically correspond to the
value of the counter that the tracker increments when it initializes a new track.
Furthermore, the trajectories may be fragmented; in the presence of detection errors, the tracker may choose to close a track and initialize a new one, and several
trajectory fragments (tracklets) with distinct identities may end up representing
parts of the same target’s trajectory. Therefore, these tracklets need to be first
collected by the human operator, who determines to which target they belong;
effectively, the operator is manually remapping the set of hypotheses’ identities
to the set of the actual targets’ identities.
The proposed methodology assumes that such process of hypotheses’ identity
remapping, if necessary, has already been performed — either manually or automatically, for example by assigning each trajectory hypothesis an identity of
the ground-truth trajectory that was closest to it at the time of initialization,
or by waiting until a trajectory hypothesis is consistently assigned to the same
ground-truth trajectory for several successive frames. After this point, the notion of tracking is discarded, and results are considered solely on frame-by-frame
basis. Therefore, the proposed methodology has no notion of tracking-related
errors, such as fragmentations or mergers. However, in order to identify the systems that excessively fragment trajectories, and thus burden the operators who
would have to assign their true identities, we propose to consider the number of
the required manual identifications, NID , and compare it to the number of actual
GT
ground-truth tracks (or tracklets, if targets leave and re-enter the scene), Ntrack
.
For most identification-by-tracking systems, the required number of manual identifications will correspond to the number of produced tracklets.
In general, it is possible for a tracking system to produce a set of trajectories
consisting both of trajectories that correspond to the actual objects, as well as
one or more “phantom” trajectories that result from longer sequences of falsepositive detections. In the identity remapping procedure, such spurious tracks
can be treated in two ways. The first is to remap them to one of the existing
identities (e.g., the closest one); for each frame where it is present, each spurious
track then contributes an additional false positive to the corresponding identity.
Alternatively, an additional “phantom” identity may be introduced instead, which
accounts for all false-positive hypotheses from the spurious tracks. Regardless of
the chosen remapping method, the evaluation methodology remains the same.
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Evaluation using an identification-testing assignment
Once the set of hypotheses’ identities corresponds to the set of actual targets’
identities, we can directly assign the closest detection hypotheses and groundtruth annotations with the matching identities, which is formally the same as
using the following cost function:
cID
ij


kd − g k,
i
j
= cID (di , gj ) = 
∞,

if γid = γjg
otherwise

(2.8)

In the resulting identification-testing assignment, spurious multiple detections
with the same identity contribute to the false-positive detection counter, and the
missing detections to the missing-detection counter; as the identity information
is available both for the detection hypotheses and the ground-truth annotations,
per-target statistics can be obtained. Under such assignment, the propagated
identity switches manifest themselves as large localization errors, as illustrated
by evaluation results in Example 3.
Evaluation using a confusion matrix
Another important aspect of propagated identity switches, which is complementary to the effective localization error, are the identities of the switched targets
and the amount of time they remain switched. Such information may be of interest both to an end user as well as a developer, and can be obtained by constructing
a confusion matrix. To do so, we first construct a localization-testing assignment
(cost function from Eq. (2.7)) to obtain the pairings. Afterwards, we compare
the identities of the assigned pairs, which results in a confusion matrix, such as
the one shown in Table 2.3. The unassigned detections contribute to the corresponding identity in the “false positive” row, and the unassigned ground-truth
annotations contribute to the corresponding identity in the “missing detections”
column. The diagonal elements of the confusion matrix correspond to the truepositive detections (i.e., the ones that are both properly localized and identified),
while the non-diagonal elements indicate how often the system mistook a given
target for another one. The columns of the confusion matrix sum up to the
number of all detection hypotheses with the corresponding identities,
Nihyp =

N
X

cj,i + f pi ,

(2.9)

j=1

whereas the rows sum up to the number of all ground-truth annotations with the
corresponding identities,
Nigt

=

N
X
j=1

ci,j + f ni .

(2.10)
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Table 2.3: A confusion matrix for N tracked targets, constructed as part of the
proposed methodology for evaluating the system’s identification performance.
target
#1
#2
..
.

#N
FP

detections

prec.

recall

f n1
f n2
..
.

prec1
prec2
..
.

rec1
rec1
..
.

f nN

precN
prec

recN
rec

#1

#2

...

#N

FN

c1,1
c2,1
..
.

c1,2
c2,2
..
.

...
...
..
.

c1,N
c2,N
..
.

cN,1
f p1

cN,2
f p2

cN,N
f pN

...
...

Therefore, per-target precision and recall can be obtained by taking a diagonal
value and dividing it by the corresponding column or row sum, respectively. The
overall precision and recall are computed as:
P

i ci,i
hyp
i Ni

prec = P

(2.11)

P

ci,i
gt
i Ni

rec = P i

(2.12)

It is worth noting that the overall precision and recall, obtained from the constructed confusion matrix, are equal or lower than the precision and recall obtained from evaluation using the localization-testing assignment itself. This is
because in a confusion matrix, we require the detection hypotheses to be both
properly localized and correctly identified — two aspects that are both important
to end users of the tracking system.
Example 3. Let us evaluate the hypothetical trackers from Fig. 2.4 using the
proposed methodology, and characterize their performance both through precision, recall, and localization errors statistics, obtained under the detection-testing,
localization-testing, and identification-testing assignment, as well as through construction of the confusion matrices. As before, we assume that the shown area
measures 12 m × 6 m, and that the distance threshold in localization-testing assignment is 0.5 m.
Table 2.4 shows precision, recall, and localization error measures, obtained
from each assignment type for each of the three scenarios. As the localizationtesting assignment is the only assignment with imposed maximum distance constraint, it is the only one that captures the poorly localized detection on the red
track in the precision/recall measures. Furthermore, using the localization-testing
assignment, we obtain the same localization error measure as we did with the
METD methodology (Table 2.2). On the other hand, under the detection-testing
and the localization-testing assignments, precision and recall achieve perfect score,
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Table 2.4: Precision, recall, and localization error (mean ± std), obtained under
the detection-testing, localization-testing, and identification-testing assignment
for each of the tree hypothetical tracking scenarios — Fig. 2.4a (single propagated identity switch), Fig. 2.4b (two canceling identity switches), and Fig. 2.4c
(multiple switches). Under each assignment, the higher the precision and recall,
and the lower the localization error, the better.
measure

scenario
Figure 2.4a

Figure 2.4b

Figure 2.4c

detection (detection-testing assignment)
precision
recall
loc. error [m]

1.00
1.00
0.14 ± 0.13

1.00
1.00
0.17 ± 0.13

1.00
1.00
0.13 ± 0.10

0.97
0.97
0.12 ± 0.10

0.97
0.97
0.16 ± 0.11

0.97
0.97
0.12 ± 0.06

1.00
1.00
0.74 ± 1.04

1.00
1.00
0.26 ± 0.25

1.00
1.00
0.19 ± 0.21

localization (localization-testing assignment)
precision
recall
loc. error [m]

identification (identification-testing assignment)
precision
recall
loc. error [m]

due to actual number of all produced detection hypotheses matching the total number of ground-truth annotations. Under these two assignments, the poorly localized
detection on the red track is reflected in the localization error measure instead. In
addition, the localization error measure, obtained from the identification-testing
assignment, also reflects the effect of the propagated identity switch in the first
scenario.
In confusion matrices, shown in Table 2.5, the non-diagonal elements indicate the mismatched identities; therefore, one can easily spot which targets were
switched, and how long the switch lasted. The resulting overall precision and recall, shown in the bottom-right corner of each confusion matrix, capture both the
effect of missing and false-positive detections that result from the poorly localized
detection on the red track, as well as mismatched identities due to (propagated)
identity switches.
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Table 2.5: Confusion matrices for the hypothetical tracking results from Fig. 2.4a
(single propagated identity switch), Fig. 2.4b (two canceling identity switches),
and Fig. 2.4c (multiple switches).
(a) Scenario from Fig. 2.4a.

target
#1
#2
#3
FP

detections
#1

#2

#3

FN

5
7
0
0

7
5
0
0

0
0
11
1

0
0
1

prec.

recall

0.42
0.42
0.92
0.58

0.42
0.42
0.92
0.58

(b) Scenario from Fig. 2.4b.

target
#1
#2
#3
FP

detections
#1

#2

#3

FN

9
3
0
0

3
9
0
0

0
0
11
1

0
0
1

prec.

recall

0.75
0.75
0.92
0.81

0.75
0.75
0.92
0.81

(c) Scenario from Fig. 2.4c.

target
#1
#2
#3
FP

detections
#1

#2

#3

FN

10
2
0
0

2
10
0
0

0
0
11
1

0
0
1

prec.

recall

0.83
0.83
0.92
0.86

0.83
0.83
0.92
0.86
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Conclusion

The central topic of this chapter was evaluation methodology and performance
measures for evaluation of multi-target tracking approaches. An objective, quantitative analysis of the tracker’s performance is essential both for identifying the
system’s weaknesses in order to further improve it, as well as for determining the
fitness of the system for a particular application.
After outlining the general evaluation procedure that is shared among the
majority of the established methodologies, we presented the commonly considered
error types — the false positives, the false negatives, the localization error, and
identity switches. In particular, we discussed two aspects that appear to be
seldom considered in the multi-target literature. The first is the dual nature of
gross errors in detection and in localization, which may be treated either as a pair
of detection errors (a false positive and a false negative) or as a gross localization
error. The nature of the treatment depends on our interpretation of the situation,
which is enforced by the distance threshold used when assigning the detection
hypotheses to the ground-truth annotations. The other important aspect is the
propagation of the identity switches and the severity of the resulting error, which,
from a perspective of the end user, in fact manifests as large localization error.
We performed an in-depth analysis of two evaluation methodologies and their
performance measures, and discussed their strengths, weaknesses, and important
aspects that one may wish to consider when using them — the popular CLEAR
MOT [16] measures, the recently-proposed set of the Monotonic and Error-Type
Differentiating (METD) measures [92]. Afterwards, we presented and analyzed
our proposed user-centric evaluation methodology [101]. We found the CLEAR
MOT measures to be very straightforward and intuitive, but, as shown on the
example of three hypothetical tracking scenarios involving identity switches, also
unable to fully reflect the severity of a propagated identity switch.
The set of the METD measures provides several distinct measures to achieve
better distinction between the sources of errors. One drawback of these measures
in the context of tracking on the ground plane is the ill-defined notion of the
true negatives, required for normalization of the false-positive rate measure. The
fragmentation index and the merger index measures may, due to being based on
analysis of pairs of matched targets, appear unintuitive at first, but they capture
the amount of targets with switched identities, and hence reflect the duration of
the propagated switch.
The proposed evaluation methodology analyzes the tracking results from a
perspective of the end user, discarding the notion of tracking and the associated error types. Using different assignments that reveal different aspects of
the tracking systems, it offers information about the identity switches and their
propagation both in terms of the number of individual detection hypotheses with
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mismatched identities, as well as in terms of the resulting localization error, as
seen by the end user. While comprehensive, and therefore useful for gaining
insights about the system, its operation, and error modes, the proposed methodology is also significantly more verbose. It is our opinion that such user-centric
methodology is essential for any certification of the tracking system as a measurement device. However, it is also less suitable for large-scale benchmarks that
involve comparison of a multitude of tracking systems.
To further demonstrate the differences between the three methodologies and
the information they offer, the remaining chapters of the dissertation will, wherever applicable, present the experimental results through all three sets of the performance measures that were presented in this chapter. The two datasets that
were assembled and annotated as a part of the developed evaluation methodology
are described in Appendices A and B.
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The whole is greater than the sum
of its parts.
Aristotle, 384–322 BCE

Chapter 3
Tracking-by-identification using
computer vision and radio

T

he two most common approaches to the problem of person detection, localization, and identification are the radio-based localization and tracking,
and computer-vision-based detection and tracking. Both have been applied in
several domains, such as surveillance and security, intelligent environments, and
sports.
Here, we present and evaluate two such approaches — a commercially available
localization solution based on the Ultra-Wideband (UWB) radio technology, and
a computer-vision-based approach that applies the state-of-the-art identificationby-tracking [15] on top of anonymous detections obtained by the state-of-theart detection and localization algorithm [50]. Considering their strengths and
weaknesses, we propose to combine both systems in a tracking-by-identification
fusion scheme, which is shown to perform better, both in terms of localization
errors and maintaining the identity of individuals. The content of this chapter is
largely based on the research that was presented in conference papers [104, 103]
and culminated in the journal paper [101].
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we introduce both systems
used in the presented tracking-by-identification approach. Section 3.2 describes
the proposed fusion scheme, which consists of two steps. The first step aims to
reduce the amount of gross detection errors in the computer-vision-based system,
and the second step then supplements the anonymous detections with the identity
information from the radio-based system. The resulting tracking-by-identification
is, along with its individual components, thoroughly evaluated and discussed in
Section 3.3, thus providing the basis for conclusions in Section 3.4.
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Table 3.1: The key properties of the radio-based and the camera-based detection
and localization, based on our preliminary work [103] and the experimental results
from Section 3.3.1. The data capture frequency for the radio-based system is valid
for the used five-tag configuration, and the value provided for the camera-based
system corresponds to the cameras’ framerate.

false positives
false negatives
localization accuracy
identity information
capture frequency

3.1

radio-based
detection (Section 3.1.1)

camera-based
detection (Section 3.1.2)

none
practically none
poor
strong
4.6 Hz

some
some
very good
none
20 Hz

The (sub)systems

In this section, we present the radio-based system and the computer-vision-based
system that comprise the presented tracking-by-identification approach. Table 3.1
summarizes the comparison of the radio-based and the camera-based detection
and localization, based on the experimental results from Section 3.3.1. As it
will be demonstrated, the radio-based system offers reliable detection, with practically no false-positive and negative detections, but has considerable errors in
localization when deployed in a cluttered environment. On the other hand, the
computer-vision-based approach offers better localization, at the cost of suffering
from occasional false-positive and false-negative detections. These findings form
the baseline for our fusion of both systems.

3.1.1

The radio-based system

The radio-based localization system that we use is a commercially available solution from Ubisense [141]. It is based on the UWB radio technology [57] and
comprises a network of radio receivers (sensors) that are installed in the room,
and small radio-emitting tags that are worn by the individuals. There are two
types of tags available — an omnidirectional compact tag and a directional slim
tag, both of which are shown in Fig. 3.1. The system localizes the tags using a
combination of Angle of Arrival (AoA) and Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA)
measurements [97], which makes the 3-D localization possible even when a tag is
detected by only two sensors.
To prevent the interference between tags, each tag is allocated time slots
during which it emits the signal. Combined with the limitations stemming from
the nature of the radio-based tracking, this caps the position refresh frequency
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Figure 3.1: An AXIS P1346 IP camera and a Ubisense Series 7000 sensor
mounted atop a light stand. The hand on the left is holding a Ubisense compact
tag, while the hand on the right is holding a slim tag.
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for a tag at 33.75 Hz, which is achievable when only a single tag is used, and
decreases with the increasing number of tags. Using five tags, we measured the
median update frequency of an individual tag to be 4.6 Hz.
For each tag, its position and unique identifier can be obtained from the system’s software platform. As the identity of a tag is encoded in its radio signal, the
system inherently does not suffer from identity switches, and can be considered
as a tracking-by-identification system on its own. The advertised localization accuracy is 15 cm, with 99 % of errors being within 30 cm, however, our experiments
indicate that the performance in a realistic, cluttered indoor environment is much
lower due to occlusions (both from other people and from inanimate objects) and
the presence of metallic surfaces that reflect radio signals. These cause the nonline-of-sight (NLOS) signal propagation, which, in conjunction with an obstacle
blocking the direct line of sight, is the main cause of errors in the radio-based
localization.

3.1.2

The computer vision system

The computer vision system uses multiple calibrated and time-synchronized video
cameras with overlapping fields of view. The frame-by-frame person detection
and localization are performed using the Probabilistic Occupancy Map (POM)
algorithm [50], and the K-Shortest Paths (KSP) [15] algorithm is used for linking
the obtained anonymous detections into trajectories.
The POM algorithm operates by discretizing the ground plane of the area of
interest into a rectangular grid, typically with 20 cm resolution. On frame-byframe basis, it iteratively estimates the probabilities of occupancy for all cells in
the grid, based on the input binary images, which are usually obtained by means
of background subtraction. It uses a simple and robust appearance model that
approximates the silhouette of a person at each possible location with a rectangle
of fixed height. Typically, these rectangles correspond to the width of 50 cm
and the height of 175 cm. Using this model, the currently-estimated occupancy
probabilities are back-projected into the input views. The estimation begins by
assigning a uniform occupancy probability to all cells, and then the probability
field (occupancy map) is iteratively optimized so that the difference between the
input binary images and the synthetic back-projected images is minimized.
Here, we briefly summarize the mathematical model used by the POM, as
we refer to it in Section 3.2.1; for the complete formulation, see [50]. Given
a discretization of the ground plane in N cells, we denote by X a vector of
binary random variables (X1 , . . . , XN ) that stand for the occupancy of each cell
(Xk = 1 if the k-th cell is occupied and Xk = 0 if it is vacant). The goal is to
estimate the posterior probability over all occupancy maps, P (X | B), given the
information from C video cameras B = (B1 , . . . , BC ). This problem is, under
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the independence assumption, broken down into estimating the probability of
occupancy for each cell, P (Xk = 1 | B). The authors derive the expression
for estimated probability that the k-th cell is occupied, qk = Q(Xk = 1), via
minimization of the Kullback–Leibler divergence between the estimated posterior
Q(X | B) and the “true” posterior P (X | B). Here, we write the expression
from [50] in the following form:
qk =

1
,
P
1 + exp{λk + Oc (k, X)}

(3.1)

c

where λk is the log-ratio of the prior probabilities,
λk = log

P (Xk = 0)
,
P (Xk = 1)

(3.2)

and Oc (k, X) is a term that encapsulates all information from the c-th camera
about the occupancy of the k-th cell:
Oc (k, X) = EQ {log P (Bc | X) | Xk = 0} − EQ {log P (Bc | X) | Xk = 1}. (3.3)
In the above equation, EQ {·} denotes the expectation under the approximation
X ∼ Q. In the original formulation, Bc denotes the binary image obtained from
the c-th view using background subtraction, however Eq. (3.3) is general enough
to allow modeling of any sensor modality.
For the visual sensors (cameras), a generative model that relates the values
of X to the input binary images is used; at each iteration step, for each view,
it generates a synthetic image from the currently-estimated values of X. The
authors define a normalized pseudo-distance between the input binary image
Bc and a synthetic image Ac , which roughly corresponds to the pixel overlap
between the two. The conditional distribution is then modeled as P (Bc | X) =
1 −Ψ(Bc ,Ac )
e
, where Ψ(Bc , Ac ) denotes the pseudo-distance between the images. In
Z
order to make the problem solvable, the following approximation is made under
the assumptions that are detailed in [50]:
EQ {Ψ(Bc , Ac ) | Xk = ξ} ≈ Ψ(Bc , EQ (Ac | Xk = ξ))

(3.4)

The term in Eq. (3.3) therefore becomes:
e−Ψ(Bc ,EQ {Ac |Xk =0})
=
e−Ψ(Bc ,EQ {Ac |Xk =1})
= Ψ(Bc , EQ {Ac | Xk = 1}) − Ψ(Bc , EQ {Ac | Xk = 0})

Oc (k, X) = log

(3.5)

The conditional synthetic images EQ (Ac | Xk = ξ), ξ = {0, 1} correspond to the
average synthetic images EQ {Ac } with qk forced to 0 and 1, respectively. The
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Table 3.2: Time required for constructing an occupancy map with resolution
25 cm (899 locations) and 10 cm (5396 locations) from four views as the images are scaled down. The measurements were performed on a computer with
TM
Intel R Core i7 950 CPU, clocked at 3.07 GHz, and 18 GB RAM, using a singlethreaded POM implementation.
image size

processing time [s]
25 cm grid

10 cm grid

6.37
1.54
0.34
0.08
0.03

16.77
4.10
1.07
0.31
0.15

2048×1536
1024×768
512×384
256×192
128×96

former case corresponds to the hypothesis that the k-th cell is vacant, and the
latter that it is occupied.
For each frame, a set of anonymous detections is obtained in the form of
cells with high resulting probability of occupancy. These are linked into trajectories using the KSP tracker [15], which formulates the tracking task as a global
optimization problem on a Directed Acyclic Graph. The obtained trajectories
inherently have no identities; these must be assigned manually, for example using
the identity of a person that the trajectory was initialized on. This is state-ofthe-art identification-by-tracking, as linking is based solely on the spatio-temporal
proximity, and the identities are effectively propagated along the track.
For the computer vision system, the data capture frequency is limited only by
the cameras’ framerate, in our case 20 frames per second. This is also the highest
possible temporal resolution of the position data, which is achievable by the offline
processing. As the detection algorithm relies on the back-projection, its speed
depends both on the number of locations (the occupancy map resolution) and the
size of input images. For illustration, the times required to process a single fourview frame with grid resolutions 25 cm (899 locations) and 10 cm (5396 locations)
are listed in Table 3.2. As the algorithm uses a very simple appearance model,
there is no significant change in the results as the images are scaled down in
order to gain the processing speed. The tracking step is applied in batch mode,
therefore all data processing is assumed to be performed off-line, with the position
update frequency of 20 Hz.
The binary foreground images for the POM are obtained using the OpenCV
implementation of the background subtraction algorithm [162, 163]. We use the
publicly-available implementations of POM1 and KSP2 algorithms.
1
2

http://cvlab.epfl.ch/software/pom
http://cvlab.epfl.ch/software/ksp
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In this section, we present the fusion of both systems. The most obvious advantage of the radio-based system is that it provides detections with reliable identity
information, even though their localization might be relatively poor. On the other
hand, the anonymous camera-based detections are generally better-localized, although they occasionally suffer from gross errors. Therefore, the natural way to
fuse both systems is to combine the best of both worlds — good camera-based
localization and reliable radio-based identities. We achieve this in two stages. In
the first stage, described in Section 3.2.1, we improve the anonymous detection
and localization of the camera-based algorithm by adding location information
from the radio system. The resulting anonymous detections are then augmented
with the identity information from the radio tags in the second stage, which is
described in Section 3.2.2 and results in tracking-by-identification.
Bridging the difference in update frequencies. As discussed in the previous section, the radio-based and the computer-vision-based system provide the
information about detections and their locations at different update frequencies
— 4.6 Hz and 20 Hz, respectively. Therefore, we fuse the information at the frequency of the faster computer-vision-based system, and assume the zero-order
hold model for the information from the slower radio-based system; i.e., at each
visual frame, we use last-available detections of each radio tag.

3.2.1

Improving anonymous detection and localization

In the first fusion stage, we aim to improve the anonymous detection and localization. We use the approach from our prior work [103] and expand it by offering
a different, more formal view on how it operates. The idea of the approach is to
anonymize the detections from the radio-based system and fuse them directly into
the POM algorithm in order to reduce the number of gross errors (false-positive
and false-negative detections) it produces.
This is done by introducing an additional data term, Oradio (k, X), into Eq. (3.3):
1
,
(3.6)
qk =
P
1 + exp{λk + Oradio (k, X) + Oc (k, X)}
c

The term Oradio (k, X) encapsulates information from the radio system about
the occupancy of the k-th cell. Generally, it is of the form of the sensor data
terms from Eq. (3.3), however, since we model it as being independent from the
currently-estimated probabilities X, it is simplified to:
P (R | Xk = 0)
Oradio (k, X) = Oradio (k) = log
= − log ωk ,
(3.7)
P (R | Xk = 1)
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where R denotes the information from the radio system. As per [103], we model
the inverse of the likelihood ratio in the above equation as:
ωk =

P (R | Xk = 1)
= α · max{Gt (xk , yk )} + β,
t
P (R | Xk = 0)

(3.8)

where Gt is a Gaussian centered on the coordinates of the tag t, (xt , yt ), and
evaluated at the center of the k-th cell, (xk , yk ):
Gt (xk , yk ) = e

−

(xk −xt )2 +(yk −yt )2
2σ 2
t

.

(3.9)

We can see from the Eq. (3.6) that, as they are both independent from the
currently-estimated probabilities X, we can combine the terms λk and Oradio (k)
into a new log prior ratio term:
0

λk = λk + Oradio (k) = log

P (Xk = 0)
P (Xk = 0)
− log ωk = log
.
P (Xk = 1)
ωk · P (Xk = 1)

0

(3.10)

0

Let ρk = P (Xk = 1) and ρk = P (Xk = 1) denote the old and the new prior,
respectively:
0

1 − ρk
1 − ρk
λk = log
= log
.
0
ρk
ωk · ρk
0

(3.11)

From Eq. (3.11), we can derive the expression for the new occupancy prior of the
k-th cell:
0

ρk =

ωk · ρ k
.
1 − ρk (1 − ωk )

(3.12)

Therefore, we can treat the proposed fusion of the information from the radiobased system as an introduction of non-uniform priors, with high values in the
cells close to locations where the radio tags are detected, and low values in the
cells far away from such locations. Figure 3.2a shows the value of the likelihood
ratio ωk from Eq. (3.8) as a function of the distance from the radio tag. We use
the parameters from [103]: α = 12, β = 0.5 and the default uniform prior for the
POM, ρk = 0.01. From the results presented in Section 3.3.1, we have estimated
0
σt = 1/3 m. Figure 3.2b shows the resulting prior value ρk from the Eq. (3.12).
As can be seen, the chosen parameters result in the prior that is, compared to the
static uniform prior, roughly eleven times higher in the cells that contain radio
tags, and roughly halved for those far away from them.
Consequently, given the same visual evidence, a cell will more likely be recognized as occupied when a radio tag is present in its vicinity. In such a fusion
scheme, the majority of information required for a detection is still provided by
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Figure 3.2: Value of the likelihood ratio ωk and the resulting fused prior.
the cameras, whereas the information from the radio system increases the robustness; when the ambiguity of the visual information would cause the algorithm to
favor convergence to an incorrect solution, yet there is also sufficient visual evidence for the correct solution, the modified prior helps the algorithm to converge
to the latter. On the other hand, even if the information from the radio system is
incorrect, it does not disrupt the algorithm’s convergence to the correct solution,
provided that the visual information is good enough on its own.

3.2.2

Tracking by identification

In the second fusion stage, we augment the obtained anonymous detections with
the identity information from the radio tags. As shown in Section 3.1, the
radio tags offer reliable identity information, while their localization might be
relatively poor. Conversely, the computer-vision-based system produces welllocalized anonymous detections, with some of the gross errors now corrected by
the first fusion stage.
Augmentation of the anonymous detections with the identity information is
done on a frame-by-frame basis. At each time instant, the first stage of fusion
results in P anonymous detections, comprising their coordinates on the ground
plane: danon
= (xanon
, yianon ); i = 1 . . . P . Similarly, the radio system produces R
i
i
identified detections, consisting of the coordinates on the ground plane and the
identity information, denoted by γ: dradio
= (xradio
, yjradio , γjradio ); j = 1 . . . R. We
j
j
find an optimal assignment between both sets of detections based on their spatial
configuration. We construct a cost matrix M with the costs of assigning each
detection danon
to each detection dradio
, based on the Euclidean distance between
i
j
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them, and find the optimal assignment using the Hungarian method [87]:
M

dradio
1
..
.
dradio
R

k=
− dradio
mij = kdanon
j
i

danon
1
m11
..
.

...
...
..
.

danon
P
m1P
..
.

mR1

...

mRP

q

(xanon
− xradio
)2 + (yianon − yjradio )2
i
j

(3.13)

(3.14)

This assumes that although the individual radio tags might be poorly localized, their overall spatial configuration remains similar to that of the anonymous
detections, which turns out to be a reasonable assumption most of the time. We
obtain new identified detections in the following way:
), we augment the coordinates of danon
, danon
• For each assigned pair (dradio
i
i
j
radio
with the identity from dj .
(happens when R > P ), their original coordinates
• For all unassigned dradio
j
are used.
(happens when R < P ) are discarded as false positives,
• All unassigned danon
i
as our system assumes that all individuals wear radio tags. In a different application, for example an intruder-detection system, this information could
be used in a different way.
The above procedure results in R new identified detections:

(xanon , y anon , γ radio ),

m(j) = i
j
i
i
dresult
=  radio
j
radio
radio
(xj , yj , γj ), m(j) = ∅

(3.15)

j = 1...R
where we denote by m(j) the mapping of the j-th radio tag according to the
optimal assignment; if the radio tag is assigned to an i-th anonymous detection,
m(j) = i, whereas for an unassigned radio tag, m(j) = ∅.

The obtained frame-by-frame identified detections can either be used on their
own, or additionally post-processed by applying a tracking step in order to smooth
the resulting trajectories and correct possible gross errors. In the following section, we demonstrate the performance of such tracking-by-identification; we split
the obtained detections into identity-based sequences, and separately apply the
KSP tracking step on top of each sequence, thus obtaining identified trajectories.
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Experimental evaluation

We validate the proposed tracking-by-identification system on MVL Lab5, the
challenging indoor dataset that is presented in Appendix A. First, in Section 3.3.1,
we separately evaluate the detection and localization performance of each subsystem. Results of this evaluation were used for the summarized comparison in
Table 3.1, which also served as the baseline for the fusion of both subsystems.
This is followed by the results of fusing both subsystems with the aim of improving the anonymous detection and localization in Section 3.3.2, while the whole
proposed tracking-by-identification system is evaluated in Section 3.3.3.
As the radio signal penetrates through the walls, the radio-based system tends
to detect the tags even before the individuals wearing them enter the room, and localization error may cause them to appear inside the room. During the evaluation,
this would result in false-positive detections. Therefore, for a fair comparison,
we evaluate the results only on the portions of the dataset where all people are
present in the room. Specifically, we split the dataset into two non-overlapping
parts. The first part encompasses frames 551–2861, amounting to approximately
two minutes, and is used to evaluate the detection and localization performance
of both subsystems. This part is also used to obtain optimal parameters for the
fusion. The second part, consisting of frames 3721–7761 (200 seconds), is used to
evaluate both stages of the proposed fusion.

3.3.1

Evaluation of subsystems’ detection and localization

To gain an insight into the strengths and weaknesses of both subsystems, we
separately evaluate each of them. At this point, we are interested only in their
detection and localization performance. From their nature, we already know
that the radio tags carry the identity information, which, in itself, is reliable,
whereas the camera-based detections provide no identity information unless it is
manually assigned to the trajectories produced by the tracker. The evaluation
and comparison are performed using the proposed methodology for evaluation
of anonymous detection and localization (Section 2.4.1), on the first part of the
annotated dataset (frames 551–2861).
We evaluate two occupancy map resolutions: 25 cm, which is used by the authors of [50], and 10 cm. In both cases, the silhouettes are approximated with
rectangles that assume a person’s width and height to be 50 cm and 175 cm, respectively. Figure 3.3 shows the obtained precision and recall when evaluation is
done using the detection-testing and the localization-testing assignment. For the
latter, we chose the distance threshold that corresponds to the assumed width of
a person, Td = 0.5 m. The curves for the camera-based detection are obtained by
varying the σpom parameter, which controls the desired fitting between the input
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the camera-based and the radio-based detection and
localization: precision and recall curves under detection-testing and localizationtesting assignment. The colored curves represent the precision-recall curves for
two occupancy map resolutions as the σpom parameter is varied. The crosses on the
curves denote the operating point chosen for further experiments, σpom = 0.005.
The red cross denotes the result of the radio-based localization system.
binary images and the back-projected synthetic images, and therefore influences
the compromise between the resulting occupancy map’s precision and recall. Table 3.3 shows precision, recall, and mean localization error for several operating
points (σpom values) of the camera-based system and the single operating point
of the radio-based system.
Using the detection-testing assignment, the radio-based system achieves a perfect precision and recall (the red cross in Fig. 3.3a), as there are practically no
false-positive and negative detections. However, as indicated by evaluation with
the localization-testing assignment, a significant portion of these detections is
poorly localized, which is reflected in the reduced precision and recall (the red
cross in Fig. 3.3b). Conversely, it can be seen that false-positive and negative
detections are more common in the computer-vision-based approach, but at the
same time, the obtained detections are much better localized. The difference between Figs. 3.3a and 3.3b is significantly smaller for the computer-vision-based
system, while quite obvious for the radio-based one. As expected, the occupancy
map with higher resolution results in better detection and localization. Based on
these results, we chose σpom = 0.005 as the operating point for further experiments.
Figure 3.4 shows the CDF of the localization error for the radio-based system
and the camera-based system in the chosen operating point, evaluated using the
detection-testing and localization-testing assignment. Again, it can be seen that
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Table 3.3: Comparison of the camera-based and the radio-based detection and
localization: precision, recall, and localization error for several operating points of
the camera-based system and the single operating point of the radio-based system,
evaluated using detection-testing and localization-testing assignment.
detection-testing assg.

radio-based

1.00

1.00

0.003
0.005
0.007
0.009
0.010
0.020

0.95
0.97
0.98
0.99
0.99
1.00

0.96
0.94
0.93
0.92
0.92
0.87

0.22
0.21
0.21
0.20
0.20
0.19

0.003
0.005
0.007
0.009
0.010
0.020

0.97
0.99
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.95
0.94
0.90
0.86
0.84
0.27

0.19
0.18
0.16
0.15
0.15
0.13
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recall

25 cm grid

loc. error
mean ± std [m]

prec.
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prec.
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0.71
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the camera-based and the radio-based detection
and localization: CDF of localization error, evaluated using detection-testing
and localization-testing assignment. The steeper the CDF curve and the sooner
it reaches 1.0, the better. The operating point for the camera-based system is
σpom = 0.005.
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the camera-based detections are much better localized. It is worth noting that
this is also the case under localization-testing assignment, which considers only
detections within the specified threshold. Therefore, we can conclude that the
radio-based system provides a very reliable detection, with practically no falsepositive and negative detections, but with considerable localization error in a
cluttered environment. On the other hand, the computer-vision-based approach
offers better localization, however the detection sometimes suffers from false positives and negatives. These findings are consistent with those of our previous
work [103].

3.3.2

Improved anonymous detection and localization

Here, we evaluate the first stage of the proposed fusion, which aims to improve
the anonymous detection and localization (Section 3.2.1). We run the original
and the modified POM algorithm on the second portion of the dataset (frames
3721–7761), using the occupancy map resolution of 25 cm. The evaluation is again
performed using the proposed methodology from Section 2.4.1. Figure 3.5 shows
the precision-recall curves as the σpom parameter is varied. Under localizationtesting assignment (Fig. 3.5b), the shift of the data points on the curve indicates
an improvement in recall and a slight improvement in precision. The proposed
combination of the systems improves localization of the anonymous detections,
which is also reflected by a slight increase in the steepness of the localization error
CDF curves, shown in Fig. 3.6. An example is shown in Fig. 3.7. However, under
detection-testing assignment (Fig. 3.5a), the shift of the data points indicates a
somewhat lowered precision in the individual operating points. The reason for
this is that the proposed combination of the systems sometimes results in two
detections in adjacent cells. In cases, such as the one illustrated by Fig. 3.7b, this
results in decreased precision under detection-testing assignment, but increased
recall under localization-testing assignment. Multiple detections in adjacent cells
could be handled by clustering (which was done in [103]), however this could
adversely affect the situations when people come close together. Instead, we let
them be handled by the next stage of our fusion.

3.3.3

Tracking by identification

Finally, we evaluate the performance of the fused tracking-by-identification system, which consists of the KSP tracking step on top of the identified detections that are obtained by augmenting the improved anonymous detections with
the identities from the radio tags (Section 3.2.2). The detections are split into
identity-based sequences, and the tracking step is separately applied on top of
each sequence. We compare performance of the fused tracking-by-identification
to performance of the pure radio-based localization and identification, and that
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Figure 3.5: Evaluation of the first fusion stage: precision and recall curves
under detection-testing and localization-testing assignment. The colored curves
represent the precision-recall curves for the original and the modified POM as
the σpom parameter is varied. In both cases, the occupancy map has resolution of
25 cm. The crosses on the curves denote the operating point σpom = 0.005. The
red cross denotes the result of the radio-based localization system.
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Figure 3.6: Evaluation of the first fusion stage: the CDF of localization error,
evaluated using detection-testing and localization-testing assignment. The steeper
the CDF curve and the sooner it reaches 1.0, the better. The occupancy map
resolution is 25 cm and σpom = 0.005.
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Figure 3.7: Results of the first fusion stage. Colored diamonds denote the
ground-truth points, colored crosses denote the radio-based detections, gray Xmarks denote anonymous detections by the original POM and gray circles denote
anonymous detections obtained by the modified POM. (a) Improved localization
of person #2. (b) Improved localization of persons #1 and #5, with spurious
additional detection for person #4. Note the poor localization of the radio tag #5
and the missing detection of radio tag #1. (c) Improved detection and localization
when individuals come close together.
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of the state-of-the-art computer-vision-based identification-by-tracking system,
which consists of the KSP tracking on top of the anonymous POM detections.
For construction of the occupancy maps, we use 25 cm grid, and set operating point at σpom = 0.005. As the evaluation is performed on the part of the
dataset during which all individuals are present in the room (i.e., nobody leaves
or enters the room), the KSP tracker is set up without entry and exit points,
thus allowing the trajectories to start and end only at the beginning and the
end of the sequence. When the KSP tracker is used on top of the anonymous
POM detections (identification by tracking), it correctly returns five trajectories.
During tracking by identification, we run the KSP tracker separately on top of
each sequence of the identified detections, which results in five separate identified trajectories. First, we evaluate these trajectories and the detections obtained
from the radio-based system using the proposed methodology from Section 2.4.2.
Afterwards, we evaluate the same results using the CLEAR MOT and the METD
performance measures and methodology (Sections 2.2 and 2.3).

Evaluation under the proposed user-centric methodology
As the first step of the proposed evaluation methodology, we need to perform hypotheses’ identity remapping for the five trajectories produced by the identificationby-tracking approach (KSP on top of the anonymous detections), whom we assign
the identities of the individuals that the trajectories were initialized on. Therefore, the number of the required manual identifications, NID = 5, directly corGT
responds to the number of the ground truth tracks, Ntrack
= 5. On the other
hand, the detections from the radio-based system are already identified, hence
NID = 0. The trajectories produced by the fused tracking-by-identification approach use the same identity information, therefore NID = 0 as well; the strong
identity information provided by the radio tags makes the last two approaches
fully-automatic.
Figure 3.8 shows the CDF of localization error, evaluated under all three
assignment types — the detection-testing, localization-testing, and identificationtesting assignment. Evaluating only the anonymous detection and localization
(detection-testing and localization-testing assignment) results in practically identical CDF curves for both identification-by-tracking and fused tracking-by-identification, as shown in Figs. 3.8a and 3.8b, and is consistent with the earlier
findings that computer vision offers better localization than radio. However, it
can be seen from Fig. 3.8c that the identification-by-tracking approach suffers
from propagated identity switches, which manifest themselves as localization error. The radio-based system and the fused tracking-by-identification approach do
not have such problems; their localization error CDF curves remain practically
unchanged between Figs. 3.8a and 3.8c.
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Figure 3.8: Evaluation of the fused tracking-by-identification system: the
CDF of localization error, evaluated using detection-testing, localization-testing,
and identification-testing assignment. The propagated identity switches in the
identification-by-tracking approach manifest themselves as localization error under identification-testing assignment, as shown by the noticeably degraded CDF
curve.
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Table 3.4: Evaluation of the fused tracking-by-identification system: comparison to results of the radio-based localization and the state-of-the-art computervision-based identification-by-tracking approach. As described in Section 2.4.2, the
confusion matrix is constructed using localization-testing assignment, followed by
comparing the identities of the assigned pairs. The rows of the confusion matrix
sum up to the number of all ground-truth points with corresponding identities,
whereas the columns sum up to the number of all detections with corresponding
identities. Per-person precision and recall are obtained by taking a diagonal value
and dividing it by the row or the column sum, respectively.
(a) Radio-based system.

person
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
FP

detections
#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

FN

3092
61
15
0
30
839

43
3049
9
0
8
928

101
12
2048
0
51
1811

0
0
0
3071
5
965

37
0
26
8
3023
943

768
919
1943
962
924

prec.

recall

0.77
0.76
0.51
0.76
0.75
0.71

0.77
0.75
0.51
0.76
0.75
0.71

(b) Identification-by-tracking: tracking on top of anonymous detections.

person
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
FP

detections
#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

FN

672
1186
971
0
924
288

238
981
998
324
1338
162

1139
1049
1415
0
109
329

564
299
385
1902
606
285

899
254
164
1435
851
438

529
272
108
380
213

prec.

recall

0.17
0.24
0.35
0.47
0.21
0.29

0.17
0.24
0.35
0.47
0.21
0.29

(c) Fused tracking-by-identification: tracking on top of identified detections.

person
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
FP

detections
#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

FN

3565
76
77
14
24
285

24
3703
36
0
17
261

31
12
3661
0
39
298

2
0
0
3822
7
210

22
26
31
1
3784
177

397
224
236
204
170

prec.

recall

0.88
0.92
0.91
0.95
0.94
0.92

0.88
0.92
0.91
0.95
0.94
0.92
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The propagated identity switches are also evident from the confusion matrices
in Table 3.4. For the radio-based localization system (Table 3.4a), the lowered
precision and recall are actually the result of poor localization and not identity
switches. Most of the errors consist of phantom and missing detections, which are
due to the enforced threshold Td = 0.5 m. The rest of the non-diagonal elements
are from cases when a tag was localized closer to a different person than the
one wearing it. In case of the identification-by-tracking approach (Table 3.4b),
the relatively high values of the non-diagonal elements indicate the propagated
identity switches. There are also occurrences of missing and phantom detections, which are caused by longer periods of missing anonymous detections that
serve as an input to the tracker. These cause the tracker to drift around, resulting in localization error, which, due to the enforced threshold, is captured in
the missing and the phantom detection statistics. Similar problems occur with
the fused tracking-by-identification approach (Table 3.4c), as it uses the same
tracker. However, the significantly lower values of the non-diagonal elements indicate that identity switches occur only when people come close, and are not
propagated as they disperse again. This confirms that the proposed combination
of the radio-based and the computer-vision-based system successfully prevents
the propagation of identity switches. Representative frames for the radio-based
detection, the state-of-the-art identification-by-tracking, and the fused trackingby-identification are shown in Fig. 3.9.
Evaluation using CLEAR MOT and the METD performance measures
The results of evaluation under the CLEAR MOT and the set of the METD
performance measures are provided in Table 3.5. Compared to the computervision-based approaches, the radio-based approach achieves significantly lower
MOTA score due to large amount of false-positive and false-negative detections,
which are result of a poor localization and the enforced distance threshold of
0.5 m. Similarly, the registered identity mismatches also result from poor localization. The fused tracking-by-identification approach has a slightly better
MOTA score than its identification-by-tracking counterpart; the main reason for
this are reduced numbers of false positives and false negatives, which, due to their
pair-wise occurence, likely result from the tracker drifting around. However, the
fused tracking-by-identification approach registers more (instantaneous) identity
mismatches. On one hand, this can be explained by the fact that each corrected
switch results in two pairs of identity mismatches as opposed to just one. On
the other hand, it could also indicate that the proposed approach tends to keep
switching between individuals when they are close; this might be result of poor
radio tag localization, which in turn causes jitter in the identity information.
Nevertheless, this result is a prime example of why we consider the MOTA measure to be unsuitable for the end-user evaluation — the algorithm is effectively
penalized for correcting identity switches and preventing their propagation.
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(a) Radio-based system. The tags have strong identity, but are poorly localized.
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(b) State-of-the-art computer-vision-based identification by tracking. Gray crosses denote
anonymous detections, the input for the KSP tracker. Towards the end of the sequence,
most of the identities are switched.
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(c) Fused tracking by identification. Gray crosses with numbers denote the identified
detections, on top of which five KSP instances are run. The identities remain correct and
positions are accurate.

Figure 3.9: Visualization of tracking results for the radio-based system, the stateof-the-art computer-vision-based identification by tracking, and the fused tracking
by identification. Colored diamonds denote the ground-truth annotations, while
colored circles denote the identified detections returned by the system. Colored
crosses and colored x-signs are used to visualize 25-frame trails of the groundtruth annotations and detections for better impression of their movement. For
each system, three frames are shown (from left to right): #3751, #3830 and
#7200.
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Table 3.5: Performance of all three approaches, evaluated under the CLEAR
MOT and the METD performance measures and evaluation methodology.
radio-based
system

identification
by tracking

fused tracking by
identification

true positives
false positives
false negatives
ID mismatches

14643
5532
5562
67

18641
1564
1564
85

18903
1302
1302
97

MOTA
MOTP [m]

0.4476
0.29

0.8410
0.17

0.8663
0.17

false-negative rate
false-positive rate
fragmentation index
merger index
mean deviation [m]

0.2729
1.3571
0.0543
0.0131
0.29

0.0742
0.3709
0.7114
0.1779
0.17

0.0608
0.3039
0.0464
0.0116
0.17

measure

Similarly to the proposed user-centric evaluation methodology, the set of the
METD performance measures paints a more complete picture of the systems’ performance. In particular, comparing the fused tracking-by-identification and the
identification-by-tracking approaches, we can see a significant improvement in the
fragmentation index and the merger index. These indicate a significant reduction
of target pairs from one ground-truth track being matched to targets of different
system tracks (fragmentation), and target pairs from two ground-truth tracks
being matched to the same system track (merger); both phenomena are part of
the propagated identity switches in the identification-by-tracking approach. All
in all, the proposed fusion-based tracking-by-identification outperforms both its
components in all five METD measures, which are shown in the bottom part of
Table 3.5.

3.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a novel person detection, localization, and identification approach, based on fusion of a commercially-available radio-based localization system and a state-of-the-art computer-vision-based system using multiple
calibrated cameras. The proposed fusion combines the best of both worlds —
good localization offered by computer vision and strong identity information provided by the radio system. It significantly outperforms its individual components,
as shown by extensive experimental validation on a challenging indoor dataset,
using multiple evaluation methodologies and measures. Compared to the radiobased system, the proposed fusion achieves better localization, while at the same
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time, by following the tracking-by-identification paradigm, successfully prevents
the propagation of identity switches that occur in the pure computer-vision-based
tracking.
Due to use of radio tags, the presented approach is currently suitable only
for applications where wearing such is not an issue; however, we expect that
the eventual miniaturization of radio tags will allow wider adoption in many
application areas, and that fusion of radio-based technologies and computer vision
will become even more common due to their complementary nature.
In addition to exemplifying the tracking-by-identification paradigm and its
advantages, the presented fusion scheme also addresses a conceptual problem of
combining a system whose detections are well-localized but not necessarily identified, and a system whose detections are reliably identified, but poorly localized
— either because of a difficult environment or due to the physical limitations of
the system. Therefore, the concept behind such fusion can be extended to other
sensor types as well; one can envision, for example, a combination of computer
vision and a coarse grid of RFID readers located in the floor tiles, with passive
RFID tags attached to the individuals’ shoes. We expect that in near future,
such fusion of complementary systems will become an even more active research
topic.
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Great things are done by a series
of small things brought together.
Vincent Van Gogh, 1853–1890

Chapter 4
Tracking-by-identification via
multi-modal feature maps

H

aving demonstrated the benefits of tracking-by-identification in cases when
a source of strong and reliable identity information is available, such as
the radio-based system in the previous chapter, we now aim to achieve trackingby-identification using only non-intrusive sources of information. Doing so would
widen the range of possible applications, as such system would be applicable in
the environments where the introduction of additional objects, required by the
intrusive techniques, is discouraged. However, the information about individuals’
identities, coming from non-intrusive sources, such as video cameras, is typically
much weaker and often ambiguous, and therefore achieving identification prior to
tracking represents a significantly more challenging task.
The human observers, on the other hand, are quite adept at distinguishing
between the individuals, even in difficult conditions or in uniformed environments.
This is done by relying on multiple but weakly-discriminative visual cues, such
as clothing, hair color and style, complexion, various facial features, body height
and width, or even cues with temporal component, such as gait or the overall
motion patterns. In certain situations, prior knowledge regarding the likelihood
of an individual’s presence at a certain location also represents a valuable cue for
disambiguation of the individuals’ identities.
In this chapter, we present a multi-modal fusion framework for non-sequential
person detection, localization, and identification [102], primarily using visual cues
obtained from multiple calibrated video cameras. The non-sequential in this
context refers to the system’s ability to produce fully- or partially-identified detections on frame-by-frame basis. The proposed framework is based on feature
extraction from multiple calibrated views. The extracted features are aggregated
in feature maps, which correspond to the ground plane and relate the information
regarding a specific location between all the views via multi-view geometric con-
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straints. The stack of obtained feature maps is fused using classifiers that were
trained on each individual; by gathering the classifiers’ outputs, a set of (semi)identified detections is obtained, and used to perform tracking-by-identification.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.1, we
outline the main ideas behind the framework. Section 4.2 discusses the concept
of the feature maps and presents the used visual modalities. The experimental
validation and results are presented and discussed in Section 4.3, while Section 4.4
concludes the chapter.

4.1

The framework

A human observer is capable of noticing people even in difficult conditions, by
relying on multiple cues, such as motion, shape, and deviation from the background. Similarly, they can also successfully distinguish between the individuals
using discriminative visual cues, such as color of the clothing, hair color and style,
complexion, facial features, body height and width, and even gait. In certain situations, prior knowledge regarding the likelihood of an individual’s presence at a
certain location also serves as valuable cue for disambiguation of the individuals’
identities. Most of these features are weak, and only their combination allows us
to reliably distinguish between the individuals.
The proposed framework builds on the same idea; it uses multiple weak features, encoded as feature maps. As illustrated by Fig. 4.1, these feature maps
are fused using trained classifiers to produce a set of (semi-)identified detections,
which can be used to perform tracking-by-identification.
The usefulness of an individual feature may greatly depend on the environment
and the situation. Therefore, the proposed framework aims to provide a consistent
way to obtain and encode as many different features as possible, and let the
classifier training process determine which features are relevant for the given
environment. The idea is to have an operator annotate a small portion of the
data for training multiple classifiers — either one for each individual (identity),
or one for each pre-defined identity group. The trained classifiers are used to
process the rest of the sequence, by classifying each cell in the stacked feature
maps as either empty or occupied by the individual of corresponding identity.

4.2

Feature maps

The feature maps are our proposed generalization of the well-established concept
of an occupancy map [50]; instead of probability of occupancy, each cell in a
feature map contains the value of a feature. The main advantage of using such
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Figure 4.1: The proposed fusion framework uses multiple multi-modal features
encoded as feature maps and fuses them using trained classiﬁers to produce a set
of (semi-)identiﬁed detections.
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maps is efficient aggregation of information coming from multiple sources, either
visual or of other modalities. In case of visual information coming from multiple
views, the feature maps allow seamless enforcement of multi-view constraints to
reduce noise. While we are primarily interested in visual information coming
from multiple views, feature maps can also encode prior knowledge about the
likelihood of an individual’s presence at certain locations, as well as information
about individuals’ presence and identities coming from other non-visual sensors
(e.g., a radio-based tracking system).
When the features are obtained from multiple views, there are several possible
strategies for merging the information coming from each view, such as min/max or
average for numeric features. If the features from individual views correspond to
a likelihood, one can merge them either using summation (“or”-rule) or product
(“and”-rule). The type of merging rule depends on the nature of the feature
and its availability. If the feature is at any time equally strongly present in
each of the views, then it would likely benefit from an product-like merging rule,
which correspond to enforcing the multi-view geometry constraints to ensure that
the feature is in fact visible in all views. Such strategy is employed by regular
occupancy maps, where the feature coming from the individual view is in fact
interpreted as the likelihood of an individual being present at a specific location.
By using the product rule to merge the information from all the views, only the
cells with a sufficiently strong support in the individual views are proclaimed as
occupied.
On the other hand, some types of features are only visible in one or few
views at the time; such an example are features derived from an individual’s
face, which is visible only in views that the individuals are facing. In such cases,
the product rule would be destructive, and would cause the information to be
discarded. Therefore, for such features, using the “or”-like rule should be the
preferable merging strategy. Furthermore, some features, like those based on the
prior knowledge or obtained from non-visual systems, do not need any merging
at all. Typically, each feature type requires its own merging strategy, which must
be devised by keeping in mind the features’ characteristics. This is especially
true for the features that serve as discriminative cues, as those are typically the
less noticeable details that are available only sporadically and only from specific
views.
Below, we present the types of the feature maps that we use in the experiments
to demonstrate the viability of the proposed framework. We outline the reasoning
behind their selection, their characteristics, advantages and disadvantages, as well
as the relevant implementation details.
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Figure 4.2: Visual models used for person detection: (a) rectangles approximating silhouettes in the POM when using foreground images obtained via background
subtraction and optical flow, (b) rectangles approximating silhouettes in the POM
based on Ω-shape detection, (c) sampling region for construction of color histograms.

4.2.1

Global detection cue maps

The global detection cue maps are primarily used to distinguish people from the
background, i.e., the empty cells from the occupied ones, regardless of the occupant’s identity. These maps are in fact occupancy maps, and can be produced
by any of the established methods. We use the occupancy maps produced by the
publicly-available implementation1 of the POM algorithm [50], based on three distinct visual cues: the foreground images produced by the means of background
subtraction, the binary images obtained by thresholding the magnitude of optical
flow between two subsequent frames, and the synthetic binary images obtained
by back-projecting the results of a sliding-window-based Ω-shape detector. The
examples of the used visual cues are illustrated by Fig. 4.3.
For construction of occupancy maps, we use a dense grid, with centers of
0.50 m × 0.50 m cells being placed 10 cm apart. For the fixed height of the rectangles that model the individuals’ appearance in the POM algorithm, three different values are used — 1.60 m, 1.75 m, and 1.85 m, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2a.
Each height setting results in a different occupancy map, and by computing the
whole set, we aim to account for the height differences between the individuals.
Table 4.1 lists per-person recall values that were obtained from different maps on
the training portion of the MVL Lab5 dataset. The obtained recall values indicate that the whole stack of such detection cue maps indeed implicitly encodes
some discriminative information about the heights of the individuals.
An important aspect of the POM algorithm is that it implicitly performs non1

http://cvlab.epfl.ch/software/pom/
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(a) original frame

(b) foreground mask

(c) amplitude of optical flow

(d) Ω-shape detection

Figure 4.3: Visual modalities used for construction of detection cue maps: (a)
original frame, (b) foreground mask obtained via background subtraction, (c) mask
obtained from the amplitude of optical flow, (d) synthetic image obtained by backprojecting the Ω-shape detections.
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Table 4.1: Per-person recall in global detection cue maps, obtained during a
preliminary experiment on the training portion of the MVL Lab5 dataset. For each
cue (background subtraction, optical flow, omega shape), three maps are generated
using the POM algorithm, each assuming a different height of the individuals.
The resulting recall value appears to depend both on the assumed and the actual
height of an individual; the closer the two, the better the recall — this is especially
true for the maps based on the Ω-shape detection. Consequently, the whole stack
of the global detection maps implicitly encodes some discriminative information
about heights of the individuals.
person
(height)
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

(1.58 m)
(1.77 m)
(1.85 m)
(1.79 m)
(1.84 m)

background sub.

optical flow

Ω-shape

1.60 m 1.75 m 1.85 m 1.60 m 1.75 m 1.85 m 1.60 m 1.75 m 1.85 m
0.85
0.85
0.90
0.96
0.92

0.71
0.88
0.93
0.94
0.94

0.59
0.84
0.87
0.88
0.90

0.92
0.80
0.94
0.92
0.91

0.80
0.78
0.96
0.92
0.94

0.75
0.79
0.93
0.85
0.92

0.57
0.35
0.38
0.60
0.54

0.56
0.51
0.76
0.87
0.85

0.30
0.52
0.85
0.87
0.89

maxima suppression, and therefore its solutions tend to converge to isolated cells.
While this is advantageous when using a single map for detection, it means that
when trying to match detections across several distinctive maps, the corresponding detections may be present in different, although more or less adjacent, cells.
To compensate for that, we filter the obtained occupancy maps with a Gaussian
kernel with σblur = 2.5 and radius of 5 cells, which at the selected grid resolution
of 10 cm corresponds to a cell’s width, 0.5 m.
Foreground segmentation
The process of foreground segmentation typically involves modeling of the background using the previously-seen images of the scene, and subtracting the model
from the current frame. In the resulting image, the areas that are of similar color
to the background result in low values, while the areas that deviate from the
background result in high values. Such areas are assumed to belong to the objects that are not part of the background, hence the resulting image is commonly
referred to as a foreground mask.
This modality is commonly used in the detection step of the state-of-theart tracking-by-detection approaches, mainly due to its versatility and due to
being relatively inexpensive to compute. More advanced algorithms allow temporal adaptation of the model to allow for changes in the background. However,
one needs to compromise between the ability to adapt to changes in the background and preventing the algorithm from merging stationary individuals into
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background.
In the proposed framework, we use the OpenCV implementation of the adaptive background subtraction algorithm by Zivkovic [163], which also offers shadow
detection and removal. While useful to reduce the amount of false-positive detections caused by the shadows, this feature on the other hand tends to cause
fragmentation of the individuals’ silhouettes, especially if the individuals wear
dark clothes.
Optical flow
Optical flow captures the changes between two subsequent frames and characterizes them with motion vectors that indicate the movement of pixels. Using a
sequence of an empty scene, a background motion image can be obtained, and
used to determine a suitable threshold for the amplitude of the motion vectors.
This way we can apply thresholding to obtain a binary image in which blobs
correspond to areas that exhibit more motion than the scene’s background. Assuming that the motion is generated only by the present individuals, we can use
this cue for detection of (moving) individuals.
In the proposed framework, we use the dense optical flow [152, 151], which
models both displacement and changes in illumination. The resulting binary images are less fragmented than in the case of background subtraction, but are on
the other hand more susceptible to shadows, which move together with the individuals. Furthermore, as this modality essentially captures the motion between
two subsequent frames, the detections are lost as soon as the individuals cease to
move.
Omega-shape detection
Another visual cue used for person detection is the shape of head and shoulders,
called “omega shape” [93], which can be detected from variety of viewing angles.
For detection, we use Histograms of Oriented Gradient (HOG) [34] descriptor
and a Support Vector Machine (SVM) trained on the database provided by [93].
From the obtained detections in each view, we generate a synthetic image by
filling the detections’ bounding boxes with the intensity values corresponding to
the probability scores assigned by the classifier. The generated synthetic images
are then used as an input to the POM algorithm.
In the POM, we restrict the rectangles to the heights at which head and shoulders are expected to be found — 1.10 m to 1.60 m, 1.25 m to 1.75 m, and 1.35 m
to 1.85 m, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2b). The resulting occupancy maps
tend to have both lower precision and recall than the ones constructed using background subtraction or optical flow. The main reason is that while background
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subtraction and optical flow are able to produce fragmented silhouettes, HOGbased detector either detects a head or not, which becomes apparent especially
in the presence of occlusions. In addition, false positive detections tend to occur
on round objects and light reflections on both walls and floor.

4.2.2

Color similarity map

Color is an often-used discriminative visual cue, both in the field of multi-target
tracking and in person re-identification. In the proposed framework, we focus on
the color of shirts that people wear, and describe it using color histogram. The
histograms are obtained using a grid of 0.30 m × 0.30 m cells with centers placed
10 cm apart, and sampled from heights between 0.9 m to 1.4 m (Fig. 4.2c). The
corresponding region is projected in each view and the enclosed pixels are used
to construct a 32-bin histograms for each color channel in each view.
Using the annotated training data, average reference histograms are obtained
for each person in each view. The value of color similarity feature for a specific
person at a given location is computed by sampling the histograms in the corresponding regions of each view, and comparing them to the person’s reference
histograms. This is done by computing Hellinger distances between the sampled
and the reference histograms for each view, and computing their median; the
distances are computed in each channel separately, resulting in three similarity
maps, one for each channel. Additionally, the mean distance from all three channels is computed for all views, and again merged using median, resulting in an
additional average color similarity map.
The above procedure results in a set of color similarity maps, which are
individual-specific (i.e., separately computed for each individual). We use both
RGB and HSV color spaces, thus obtaining eight individual-specific color similarity feature maps.

4.2.3

Location prior map

In certain environments, one can also distinguish between (some) individuals
based on the prior knowledge of the likelihood of their presence at a certain location. One example is an office or laboratory where each person has their assigned
working place. Another example are certain sports (e.g., European handball or
soccer), where the players adhere to the positions dictated by their role and the
previously-agreed tactics.
The proposed framework allows inclusion of individual-specific feature maps
that model such prior knowledge. One way to construct location prior maps is to
take the individuals’ positions from the annotated training data, place them on
the grid, and filter them using Gaussian kernel. The resulting map is afterwards
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rescaled to have its values in range between 0.0 and 1.0.

4.3

Experimental evaluation

We evaluate the proposed multi-modal fusion framework on MVL Lab5, the challenging indoor dataset that is presented in Appendix A. The dataset presents
challenges found both in surveillance scenarios (occlusions both between individuals and by inanimate objects) and in the sports (visual similarity between
individuals). In addition, using the same dataset and evaluation protocol as in the
previous chapter enables comparison of results, obtained by the proposed multimodal fusion framework and weakly-discriminative visual cues, with results that
have been obtained by fusing computer vision and a strong, radio-based, source
of identity information (Chapter 3).
We perform three experiments. In the first experiment, we evaluate the benefit
of fusing multiple visual cues for person detection only. In the second experiment,
we evaluate the frame-by-frame detection, localization, and identification, by individually evaluating each of the trained classifiers. Lastly, in the third experiment, we perform and evaluate tracking-by-identification, by gathering the obtained detections, splitting them by their identities, and separately linking them
into trajectories using an unmodified state-of-the-art identification-by-tracking
algorithm.

4.3.1

The dataset

For evaluation, we use the MVL Lab5 dataset, which is described in Appendix A.
The sequence involves five individuals (Fig. A.3) walking around a 8.0 m × 7.5 m.
To enable comparison with systems from the previous chapter, we use the same
dataset split; the first part, encompassing frames 551–2861 is used for training,
while the second part, consisting of frames 3721–7761, is used for testing and
evaluation. When training classifiers and other feature extractors, such as reference color histograms, we use every tenth frame from the training part of the
dataset.
The variation in heights of the participating individuals was shown in Table 4.1. As can be seen from Fig. A.3, three individuals wear black and two wear
grey clothes, resulting in strong visual similarity between them. Three of the
individuals move around the whole room, while the remaining two exhibit strong
preference for certain areas of the room. Figure A.1b shows the trajectories obtained from the training portion of the dataset, from which we also generate the
maps of prior knowledge regarding the likelihood of an individual being present
in a certain part of the room.
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The classifier

The classifier that we use is a CUDA implementation of a Radial Basis Function
Support Vector Machine (SVM)2 , which was modified to return classification
scores instead of labels. When performing detection, each cell in the stack of
feature maps is classified, resulting in a map of classification scores. The final detection(s) of the individuals are obtained by performing non-maxima suppression
on this resulting score map.
The optimal values for the SVM parameters C and γ are determined using grid
search and five-fold cross-validation on the training data using the following parameter range: C ∈ { 2i | i = −3, −2, . . . , 3, 4 } and γ ∈ { 2i | i = −6, −5, . . . , 1, 2 }.
To achieve reasonable balance before precision and recall, the optimal parameters
are found by maximization of the F-score during the cross-validation.

4.3.3

Experiment 1: improvement of generic person detection

In the first experiment, we investigate the benefit of fusing multiple global detection cue maps within the proposed framework, with the aim of improving the
anonymous person detection and localization. A single classifier is trained using
all global detection cue maps, which amounts to nine dimensional feature vector
per cell. The positive samples are all annotated ground truth locations in all
training frames, while the negative samples are gathered by randomly selecting
100 non-occupied cells in each training frame.
The individual operating points for the fused global detection cue maps were
chosen based on a preliminary evaluation on the training part of the dataset.
Based on the results, σpom = 0.005 was chosen for foreground-mask and opticalflow-based maps, while σpom = 0.01 was chosen for Ω-shape-based maps.
The performance of the trained classifier is evaluated using the proposed
methodology for evaluation of anonymous detection and localization (Section 2.4.1).
In particular, we are interested in precision, recall, and localization error under
the localization-testing assignment.
Results and discussion
The fusion of global detection cue maps within the proposed framework for the
task of generic person detection achieves recall of 91.1 % and precision of 95.3 %,
while the mean localization error is 0.13 ± 0.09 m. The obtained precision and
recall are denoted by the black cross in Fig. 4.4. Comparing the obtained result
2

http://patternsonascreen.net/cuSVM.html
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Figure 4.4: Results of Experiment 1: precision/recall obtained when fusing the
global detection cue map within the proposed framework — the black cross at
91.1 % recall and 95.3 % precision, compared to precision-recall curves of individual maps. The curves are obtained by varying the σpom parameter of the POM
algorithm; this parameter controls the desired fitting between the input binary images and back-projected synthetic images and therefore influences the compromise
between resulting map’s precision and recall. The smaller dots on the curves denote the evaluated operating points, while the larger dots denote the operating
points that were used for fusion.
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to precision-recall curves of the individual global detection cue maps, we can see
that their fusion outperforms them all, both in terms of precision and recall; at
comparable recall, the fusion achieves higher precision and vice versa.

4.3.4

Experiment 2: simultaneous detection, localization,
and identification

In the second experiment, we aim to perform simultaneous detection, localization,
and identification of the individuals. Therefore, we separately train and test five
classifiers, one for each individual, and separately evaluate their performance.
The positive samples are the ground truth annotations for a particular person in
all training frames, while for the set of the negative samples, we combine the cells
occupied by all other individuals with 100 other randomly-selected non-occupied
cells.
The experiment consists of three parts. In the first part (Experiment 2A),
only nine global detection cue maps are used; these contain practically no appearance information, but we aim to test the hypothesis that they do, in fact,
offer some discriminative information due to implicitly encoding the heights of
the individuals. In the second part (Experiment 2B), the color similarity maps
are added, and in the third part (Experiment 2C), the prior maps are used as
well. Such gradual integration of the weak discriminative feature maps provides
some insight into the extent of their contribution.
Results and discussion
The results of all three parts of the second experiment are shown in Table 4.2.
Even when using just the global detection cue maps (Experiment 2A), some
discrimination between the individuals is possible. If this was not the case, the
expected values of precision would be at most 20 %; however, for all individuals,
with exception of the #2, the achieved precision exceeds this value. The best
precision is achieved for person #1; however, the obtained recall value is relatively
low and corresponds to the recall values on the Ω-shape detection maps (Table 4.1)
matching this individual’s height. This indicates that the Ω-shape detection maps
are in fact the main source of the discriminative information.
Adding the color similarity maps in Experiment 2B visibly boosts both precision and recall for all five individuals, because the training samples become more
separable due to the added discriminative information. If the color-based features
were completely reliable (and the implicit height information was disregarded),
the expected precision values would be 33.3 % for the individuals wearing black
(#1, #2, and #4), and 50 % for the individuals in grey (#3 and #5). As can be
seen, the achieved precision for the individuals wearing black compares favorably
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Table 4.2: Results of all three parts of Experiment 2. Each classifier is evaluated
separately, resulting in a row in the table. In each frame, a classifier can give
multiple detections; the detection that is assigned to the correct ground truth point
contributes to diagonal elements in confusion matrix, whereas detections assigned
to ground truth points of other identities contribute to non-diagonal elements.
Detections that are left unassigned are considered to be phantoms. Both types of
errors are treated as false positives, and decrease the classifier’s precision. Recall,
on the other hand, captures the portion of missed detections.
classifier

prec.

recall

detection break-down [%]
#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

FP

Experiment 2A: only detection cue maps
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

42.39
19.46
24.82
27.24
27.69

56.80
83.25
74.27
61.17
71.12

42.39
15.71
4.95
4.97
3.88

18.30
19.46
17.52
18.92
17.77

10.87
20.48
24.82
23.03
24.86

15.94
20.59
24.82
27.24
25.61

9.06 3.44
20.14 3.63
27.25 0.65
25.84 0.00
27.69 0.19

Experiment 2B: added color similarity maps
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

83.60
31.52
44.53
50.00
45.13

75.49
75.97
87.86
88.59
82.04

83.60
23.36
11.32
6.58
5.61

10.75
31.52
9.84
26.30
15.35

0.00
3.12
44.53
1.23
27.77

3.76
26.59
2.46
50.00
5.34

0.54 1.34
11.88 3.52
30.14 1.72
14.66 1.23
45.13 0.80

5.37
25.99
0.00
56.25
7.02

0.51 4.09
8.98 2.99
25.94 2.22
5.38 6.54
45.76 0.44

Experiment 2C: added prior maps
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

80.05
33.26
62.31
56.25
45.76

75.97
75.49
68.20
93.93
75.97

80.05
27.49
4.88
10.17
7.02

9.46
33.26
4.66
21.66
15.79

0.51
1.28
62.31
0.00
23.98
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to the expected values, whereas for the grey-clad individuals, it is a bit lower.
The reason for this is that the grey clad individuals often occlude the rest in the
parts of the room that are covered by only one or at most two views, and the
resulting occlusions have adverse effect on the obtained color similarity maps.
The addition of the location prior maps in Experiment 2C brings some further
improvement in the precision for the individuals that have informative location
priors (#3 and #4; see Fig. A.1b). For the rest, the addition of a non-informative
feature does not significantly affect the results. As can be seen, due to their nonoverlapping prior maps, individuals #3 and #4 are not confused by their classifiers anymore. But more importantly, the false positive detections are corrected
in the cases where other people would be detected by the classifier #3, but are
actually outside the location prior map for person #3.

4.3.5

Experiment 3: tracking-by-identification

In the last experiment, we gather the outputs of the trained classifiers to obtain
a set of (semi-)identified detections. Tracking-by-identification is performed by
splitting the obtained detections into identity-based sequences, and the KSP [15]
tracking step is separately applied on top of each sequence. The semi-identified
detections (the ones with multiple possible identities) are included multiple times,
once in every corresponding identity-based sequence.
The obtained tracking results are compared to two baselines. The first is the
state-of-the-art computer-vision-based identification-by-tracking, which consists
of the KSP tracking on top of the anonymous POM detections that were obtained
using background subtraction. The other baseline is the tracking-by-identification
based on fusion of computer vision and radio from Chapter 3. Both baselines are
re-evaluated at the grid resolution of 10 cm to match the resolution used in the
proposed multi-modal fusion framework.
Evaluation and comparison are done both using the proposed user-centric
evaluation methodology from Section 2.4.2, as well as using the CLEAR MOT
and the METD performance measures and methodology (Sections 2.2 and 2.3).
Results and discussion
The baseline identification-by-tracking, i.e., running the KSP tracker on top of the
anonymous detections, produces five trajectories, whom we assign the identities
of the individuals that the trajectories were initialized on. Therefore, the number of the required manual identifications, NID = 5, directly corresponds to the
GT
number of the ground truth tracks, Ntrack
= 5. Both tracking-by-identification
approaches, the baseline one (based on computer vision and radio) and the proposed one (based on multi-modal feature maps), return five trajectories, one for
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Table 4.3: Comparison of the proposed tracking-by-identification using multimodal feature maps with the state-of-the-art identification-by-tracking and
tracking-by-identification using computer vision and radio (Chapter 3). All three
approaches are evaluated using grid resolution of 10 cm.
(a) Identification-by-tracking: tracking on top of anonymous detections.

person
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
FP

detections
#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

FN

2192
586
890
11
15
347

1144
794
1548
0
129
426

13
2451
1502
0
0
75

0
0
0
3644
6
391

122
8
0
31
3765
115

570
202
101
355
126

prec.

recall

0.54
0.20
0.37
0.90
0.93
0.59

0.54
0.20
0.37
0.90
0.93
0.59

(b) Tracking-by-identification using computer vision and radio (Chapter 3).

person
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
FP

detections
#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

FN

3714
96
26
2
4
199

34
3720
13
0
1
273

24
10
3879
0
5
123

0
0
0
3830
8
203

15
0
5
9
3940
72

254
215
118
200
83

prec.

recall

0.92
0.92
0.96
0.95
0.98
0.94

0.92
0.92
0.96
0.95
0.98
0.94

(c) Proposed tracking-by-identification using multi-modal feature maps.

person
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
FP

detections
#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

FN

3863
7
1
1
1
168

17
3557
21
24
39
383

4
28
3361
0
130
518

7
30
0
3799
0
205

4
8
0
0
3761
268

146
411
658
217
110

prec.

recall

0.96
0.88
0.83
0.94
0.93
0.91

0.96
0.88
0.83
0.94
0.93
0.91
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Table 4.4: Comparison of the proposed tracking-by-identification using multimodal feature maps and the two baselines (state-of-the-art computer-vision-based
identification-by-tracking and tracking-by-identification using computer vision and
radio), evaluated using CLEAR MOT and METD performance measures.
identification
by tracking
(vision)

tracking by
identification
(vision and radio)

tracking by
identification
(feature maps)

true positives
false positives
false negatives
ID mismatches

18820
1385
1385
23

19276
929
929
24

18649
1556
1556
20

MOTA
MOTP [m]

0.8618
0.14

0.9069
0.14

0.8450
0.14

false-negative rate
false-positive rate
fragmentation index
merger index
mean deviation [m]

0.0670
0.3351
0.3532
0.0884
0.14

0.0430
0.2148
0.0261
0.0065
0.14

0.0762
0.3808
0.0343
0.0084
0.14

measure

each identity-based sequence of detections. Therefore in both cases, NID = 0.
The results of evaluation using the proposed user-centric evaluation methodology are summarized in the confusion matrices in Table 4.3. Switching from 25 cm
grid to 10 cm grid noticeably improved the results of the baselines. However, even
though the amount of propagated identity switches in the baseline identificationby-tracking is noticeably reduced (Table 4.3a), the propagated switches still persist between individuals #1, #2, and #3. This issue is successfully addressed by
both tracking-by-identification approaches, as indicated by their mostly-diagonal
confusion matrices.
The overall precision and recall for the proposed tracking-by-identification
using multi-modal feature maps are significantly higher than those obtained for
the identification-by-tracking baseline, but slightly lower than those obtained
for the video/radio-based tracking-by-identification. The main reason is that
the used visual identity information is weak, causing identification sometimes
to fail due to occlusions and other ambiguities. This effectively means that the
detection of that person is lost, which causes the tracker to drift around the
correct position. Due to the resulting poor localization and the enforced threshold
of 0.5 m, this drifting is registered as co-occurring pairs of false-positive and falsenegative detections, and negatively affects both precision and recall.
The pairs of missing and false positive detections due to drifting are also the
main sources of errors registered under the CLEAR MOT measures, shown in Ta-
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ble 4.4. Therefore, the proposed tracking-by-identification using multi-modal feature maps achieves slightly lower MOTA score than the baseline identification-bytracking. The strength of the proposed approach is better reflected in the METD
measures, which, similarly to the proposed user-centric evaluation methodology,
capture both the pairs of false positive and negative detections due to drifting,
as well as the successful prevention of the propagated identity switches — note
that the fragmentation and merger indices are lower by an order of magnitude.

4.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a multi-modal fusion framework for simultaneous person detection, localization, and identification from multiple calibrated
cameras in non-sequential, frame-by-frame manner. Our goal was to achieve
an independent processing of randomly-accessed sections of the video, with the
aim of limiting the unbounded error propagation found in the state-of-the-art
identification-by-tracking approaches. In the proposed framework, multiple weak
features are encoded as feature maps, and fused together using trained classifiers.
Although only a limited number of discriminative features were used within the
proposed framework, we nevertheless obtained promising results on the task of
simultaneous person detection, localization, and identification. In addition, we
demonstrated the framework’s ability to improve the anonymous detection and
localization, which may in fact be applied as a part of occlusion reasoning to
improve the quality of the sampled discriminative features, and thus improve the
identification step as well.
As demonstrated, the obtained (semi-)identified detections can be used to
perform tracking by identification; even though they do not always fully identify
the individuals (i.e., a single detection is at times assigned multiple possible
identities), they still help distinguishing between them and prevent propagation
of identity switches. While the proposed tracking-by-identification using multimodal feature maps did not outperform its radio/video-based counterpart from
the previous chapter, it nevertheless offered competitive performance, especially
considering that only limited, weakly-discriminative visual information was used
instead of strong but intrusive sources of identity information.
The future work on the proposed framework will mostly focus on expanding it by integrating additional discriminative cues, which we expect will further improve both the stand-alone detection and identification, as well as the
tracking-by-identification results. The most obvious candidate discriminative features would be the ones extracted from faces, which was recently investigated by
Zervos et al. [158]. The other are the digits on the athletes jerseys, which are a
popular choice in the sports-oriented works [13, 89], although the size and the
font may differ between the datasets and applications, and therefore to keep the
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feature general, it may be worth to recast the problem as general recognition of
the texture pattern in the area where we expect to find the individual’s shirt.
The other interesting venue of expansion would be gathering the probabilistic
outputs of the trained classifiers into identity probability vectors, and modify the
existing approaches that extract and use the appearance-based information to
instead use this generalized identity information, for example by replacing the
appearance term in the tracking approach of Milan et al. [107] with an identity
term, which could be computed as a histogram distance between the corresponding identity probability vectors. A similar extension could be made to the SMOT
tracker [39], by adding the identity term to its motion-similarity-based term when
linking tracklets.
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“Is it done, Yuri?” “No, Comrade
Premier. It has only begun. . . ”
C&C: Red Alert 2 (2000)

Chapter 5
Conclusion

T

he central theme of this dissertation was the paradigm of tracking-by-identification, which we propose as an extension of the popular tracking-bydetection paradigm in order to deal with the issue of the propagated identity
switches. Under the proposed paradigm, the first step involves detection, localization, and identification of the individuals, and, depending on the quality
of the available information, results in either fully- or semi-identified detection
hypotheses. The additional identity information, even if weak, helps preventing
the identity switches and especially their propagation in the subsequent tracking
step. When the identity information is strong enough, it can be directly used
to split the detections; each sequence of the identified detections can then be
separately linked into a trajectory, even using an unmodified tracking approach
that otherwise does not consider any identity information. Alternatively, the existing tracking approaches that extract and use the appearance information could
be modified to instead use the more general identity information; this would on
one hand standardize the interface between the detection and the tracking step,
while on the other reduce the amount of information required by the tracking
step, especially the potentially large amount of image data and the corresponding calibration information.
Within the theme of tracking-by-identification, we focused on three distinct
problems, which correspond to the contributions of this dissertation: the evaluation methodology, the design of a novel fusion scheme for combining a radio-based
and a computer-vision based system, and the design a novel multi-modal framework for simultaneous person detection, localization, and identification, based on
fusion of multiple weakly discriminative cues/features.
In the context of the evaluation methodology, we outlined the general evaluation procedure that is shared among the majority of the established methodologies
in the field of visual multi-view multi-target tracking. We discussed the common
considered error types, focusing especially on seldom-discussed aspects, such as
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the dual nature of the gross errors in detection and localization, as well as the
issue of the propagated identity switches and the severity of the resulting error from the perspective of the end-user. We presented and discussed in detail
the de-facto standard in the field, the CLEAR MOT [16] measures and the corresponding evaluation methodology, which, while straightforward and intuitive,
fail to fully reflect the severity of a propagated identity switch. The set of Monotonic and Error-Type Differentiating (METD) measures proposed by Leichter
and Krupka [92] were found to be more complex, but being able to capture the
amount of targets with the switched identities, hence reflecting the duration of
the propagated switch. However, from the application’s viewpoint, the frequency
of the switches and their duration might be of secondary importance compared
to the actual error that they cause in the obtained trajectories.
Therefore, we introduced user-centric evaluation methodology, which analyzes
the tracking results from a perspective of end user, discarding the notion of tracking and the associated error types. Using different assignments that reveal different aspects of the systems, it offers information about the identity switches and
their propagation both in terms of the number of individual detection hypotheses
with mismatched identities, as well as in terms of the resulting localization error,
as seen by the end-user. While comprehensive, and therefore useful for gaining
insights about the system, its operation, and error modes, the proposed methodology is also significantly more verbose. It is our opinion that such user-centric
methodology is essential for any certification of the tracking system as a measurement device. However, it is also less suitable for large-scale benchmarks that
involve comparison of a multitude of tracking systems.
We proposed a novel person detection, localization, and identification approach, based on fusion of a radio-based localization system and a computervision-based system using multiple calibrated cameras. The proposed fusion
combines the best of both worlds — good localization offered by computer vision and strong identity information provided by the radio system. As shown
by extensive experimental evaluation on a challenging indoor dataset and using
multiple evaluation methodologies and performance measures, it significantly outperforms its individual components. Compared to the radio-based system, the
proposed fusion achieves better localization, while at the same time, due to following the tracking-by-identification paradigm, successfully prevents the propagation
of identity switches that occur in the pure computer-vision-based tracking. The
multi-modal dataset, used for development and evaluation of our approach, is
also publicly available on our website, with the aim of sparking further interest
in such multi-modal fusion.
Lastly, we devised a novel multi-modal fusion framework for non-sequential
person detection, localization, and identification, primarily using visual cues obtained from multiple calibrated video cameras. The non-sequential in this context
refers to the system’s ability to produce fully- or partially-identified detections
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on frame-by-frame basis. The proposed framework is based on feature extraction
from multiple calibrated views. The extracted features are aggregated in feature
maps, which correspond to the ground plane and relate the information regarding a specific location between all the views via multi-view geometric constraints.
The stack of the obtained feature maps, one or more for each weak discriminative cue, is then merged using classifiers that were trained on each individual;
by gathering the results, we obtain the set of (semi-)identified detections that
can be used for tracking-by-identification. Evaluation on a challenging laboratory dataset demonstrates that even when the obtained identity information is
not strong (i.e., a detection is assigned multiple possible identities), it still helps
preventing propagation of the identity switches and improves tracking results.

5.1

Summary of contributions

The contributions of the dissertation are summarized below:
• Methodology for evaluation of multi-view multi-target tracking
approaches.
Partially published in [101].
• Fusion of an occupancy-map-based computer vision algorithm and
a radio-based system for person localization in a realistic indoor
environment.
Published in [101].
• Multi-modal fusion framework for frame-by-frame person detection, localization, and identification, based on fusion of multiple
weak discriminative, predominantly visual, features.
Published in [102].

5.2

Future work

The introduction of the tracking-by-identification paradigm opens several new
venues of research that could be pursued as continuation of the work presented
in this dissertation, extending its contributions and findings.
The proposed tracking-by-identification fusion scheme that combines the radiobased and the computer-vision-based system is at the moment, due to the use
of radio tags, suitable only for applications where wearing such is not an issue.
However, we expect that the eventual miniaturization of radio tags will allow
wider adoption in various sports applications as well, and that the fusion of the
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radio-based technologies and computer vision will become even more popular
due to the complementary nature of both sensing modalities. Furthermore, the
presented fusion scheme addresses a conceptual problem of combining a system
whose detections are well-localized bt not necessarily identified, and a system
whose detections are reliably identified, but poorly localized, either because of a
difficult environment or due to the physical limitations of the system. Therefore,
the concept behind such fusion can be extended to other sensor types as well;
one can envision, for example, a combination of computer vision and a coarse
grid of RFID readers located in the floor tiles, with passive RFID tags attached
to the individuals’ shoes. We expect that in the near future, such fusion of complementary systems will become an even more active research topic, and will be
at the frontier of new developments related to the problem of person detection,
localization, and identification.
The future work regarding the proposed multi-modal fusion framework for
person detection, localization, and identification, the obvious extension involves
introduction of additional discriminative cues, which should further improve both
the stand-alone detection and identification, as well as the tracking-by-identification results. One such potential candidates are features extracted from faces,
which were recently investigated by Zervos et al. [158]. On the other hand, a
commonly-used features in the sports applications, which we did not use in our
experiments, are the digits on the athletes’ jerseys [37, 89, 13]. However, as the
size and the font may differ between the datasets and applications, it might be
worth keeping the feature more general, by recasting the problem as the recognition of the texture pattern where we expect to find the individual’s shirt.
Another promising extension of the proposed multi-modal fusion framework
would be using classifiers with probabilistic outputs, and aggregating the predicted identity probabilities into identity probability vectors. This would allow
modification of the existing tracking algorithms that already consider some sort of
appearance-based information, to instead use the generalized identity information
produced by our framework. By making the tracking algorithms leverage the identity information from the (semi-)identified detections, they could be freed from
using appearance models, which typically differ between single- and multi-view
approaches, and therefore tie the algorithm to the specific kind of the problem.
One could, for example, consider replacing the appearance term in the tracking
approach of Milan et al. [107] with an identity term, computed as a histogram
difference between the corresponding detections’ identity probability vectors. A
similar approach could be used to supplement the motion-based similarity term
in the SMOT tracker [39] with an identity-based one.
Finally, it might prove beneficial for the multi-view multi-target tracking community to begin considering the evaluation methodology and measures that offer
better insight into the errors caused by the propagated identity switches, such as
the METD measures or the proposed user-centric evaluation methodology. How-
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ever, considering the deep entrenchment of the CLEAR MOT measures, this may
take some convincing and time. Further developments in the field of long-term
multi-view multi-target tracking may be sparked by adoption and creation of
longer datasets, such as our handball one, which may also reveal new challenges
for the tracking approaches that strive to preserve the identity of the tracked
individuals and ultimately advance the idea of tracking-by-identification.
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Appendix A
MVL Lab5 dataset
The MVL Lab5 [100] is a multi-modal dataset that we captured and annotated
as a part of our work on the fusion of a computer-vision-based system and a
radio-based system for person detection, localization, and identification, which
was presented in Chapter 3. The dataset consists of four calibrated and timesynchronized video streams, and the data stream from a radio-based localization
system. The scenario involves five individuals walking around a laboratory room,
which makes it similar to the multi-view laboratory sequences (EPFL1 and ICG
Lab62 sequences). However, in those sequences, the central part of the observed
area tends to be empty, while our dataset was captured in a room whose central
part contains a waist-high barrier with clutter, as well as several desks that serve
as the students’ workstations. Such environment results in a frequent occlusion
of the individuals’ lower extremities, making the task of person detection and
localization even more challenging. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
publicly available3 multi-modal dataset that consists both of multiple calibrated
and time-synchronized video streams, and recorded localization events from a
radio-based tracking system. Therefore, it can be used either for testing the
approaches based purely on computer vision, as well as for development and
evaluation of approaches based on the fusion of the two available modalities.
In the following sections, we briefly present the dataset acquisition procedure.
We present the method that was used to temporally align the multiple video
streams and the events from the radio-based system, and describe the methodology that we adopted to calibrate the cameras. We provide some details on the
acquisition of the ground truth annotations, and present the dataset’s scenario.
Additional details regarding the dataset, its availability, and data organization
are available in the technical report [100].
1

http://cvlab.epfl.ch/data/pom/
http://lrs.icg.tugraz.at/download.php#lab6
3
http://vision.fe.uni-lj.si/RESEARCH/mvl_lab5
2
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Figure A.1: The top view of the room with illustrated (a) camera coverage and
(b) ground-truth trajectories of the ﬁve individuals in the dataset’s scenario.

A.1

Acquisition procedure

The dataset was acquired using four Axis P1346 IP cameras4 , ﬁtted with wideangle lenses, and the radio-based localization system consisting of four Ubisense
Series 7000 sensors5 . Both cameras and sensors were mounted on heavy-duty
tripods and placed in corners of a 8.0 m × 7.5 m laboratory room, at an approximate height of 2.2 m. The arrangement of the sensors in the room and the
resulting camera coverage are depicted in Fig. A.1a, while the views from all
four cameras are shown in Fig. A.2. The radio-based system had been calibrated
beforehand, using the built-in calibration procedure, while the calibration of cameras was postponed until after the recording due to not being required for the
actual data acquisition.
The laboratory room represents a realistically cluttered indoor environment,
and poses a challenge both for the radio-based and camera-based person detection and localization. On one hand, occlusions of the individuals, both among
themselves and by the inanimate objects, such as the furniture or the barrier in
the middle of the room, cause errors in camera-based detection and position estimation. On the other hand, the presence of the radio-reﬂective metallic surfaces,
in conjunction with obstacles blocking the direct line of signal propagation, leads
to the multipath-related problems in the radio-based localization.
4

http://www.axis.com/products/cam_p1346
http://www.ubisense.net/en/media/pdfs/products_pdf/uk/29512_series_7000_ip_
sensors_combined.pdf
5

Time synchronization
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Figure A.2: The views from all four cameras. The original images are shown
in the top row. We use the images with lens distortion calibrated and corrected,
as shown in the bottom row.
Video from the four cameras was streamed to two laptops running Windows;
we used the Axis Media Control6 for video recording at resolution of 2048 × 1536
and target frame-rate of 20 fps, using H.264 video codec and ASF container.
Location events from the Ubisense radio-based system were received via its OnThe-Wire protocol and recorded to a binary file together with the timestamp of
their occurrence.

A.2

Time synchronization

Ideally, cameras in a multi-view setting should be frame-synchronized by means
of a common hardware trigger. Unfortunately, even high-end surveillance IP
cameras, including the ones that we used, lack this feature. Therefore, the video
cameras and the radio-based localization system were time-synchronized using
Network Time Protocol (NTP). Following the capabilities of the IP cameras,
the video streams were recorded using H.264 codec and a variable-frame-rate
container, at the target frame-rate of 20 fps. The first step of the stream synchronization therefore involved transcoding them to the container with a fixed
frame-rate of 20 fps. The transcoding was done using ffmpeg7 , with the option to
drop or duplicate frames as necessary. Afterwards, the transcoded video streams
were manually aligned to the common starting point, which was determined with
the help of the timestamps printed at the top of each recorded frame. Finally, 7840
video frames were extracted from the time-aligned videos, again using ffmpeg.
To enable association between the recorded radio-based localization events
6
7

http://www.axis.com/techsup/software/amc/index.htm
http://ffmpeg.org/
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and individual multi-view frames, we obtained the timestamp values that are
displayed at the top of the extracted video frames. We read the timestamp string
using a template-based optical character recognition method, and converted it to
Unix epoch with fractional milliseconds. After obtaining the timestamps from
all four cameras, we computed their median as the global timestamp value for
the corresponding four-view frame, which is used to associate the radio-based
localization events with the video frames. Due to the lower update frequency of
the radio-based system, when matching the radio-based events to a given frame, a
zero-order hold model is used — at each frame, we use the last previously-recorded
radio-based event from each radio tag.

A.3

Camera calibration

As the cameras were fitted with wide-angle lenses, which introduce quite noticeable radial distortion (Fig. A.2), we first calibrated and corrected the lens distortion using the wide-angle lens model offered by the OCamCalib toolbox [131].
For each camera, we used five captured images of a calibration pattern with
20 mm × 20 mm squares arranged into a 11 × 7 checkerboard. The obtained lens
distortion model was used to rectify the video frames.
From the rectified images of the calibration pattern, we estimated the intrinsic parameters of a pin-hole camera using the Camera calibration toolbox for
Matlab [19]. Afterwards, we captured images of the empty scene, manually annotated the distinctive points in the room and measured their 3-D coordinates.
This way, we obtained points for calibration of the cameras’ extrinsic parameters,
whose recovery resulted in the fully-calibrated camera model that can be used to
project and reconstruct the 3-D points in the scene.
After calibrating the cameras, we produced another set of video frames by
subsampling the rectified frames to the quarter of their size, 512 × 384. These
down-sampled frames are canonical part of the dataset, although we also provide
the full-sized frames, both rectified and original, in case anyone finds them useful.

A.4

Ground truth acquisition

As the dataset is meant to be used with multi-modal and multi-view multi-target
tracking approaches that produce trajectories on the ground plane, its groundtruth annotations consist of 3-D positions of each individual at every frame.
Ideally, the annotations would correspond to the projections of the individuals’
centers of gravity on the ground plane; however, their lower extremities and
their feet are seldom present in a sufficient number of views to allow reliable 3-D
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Figure A.3: Individuals participating in the dataset’s scenario.
reconstruction. Therefore, we instead obtained the ground truth positions by
annotating individuals’ heads in each view and using the camera calibration to
reconstruct their 3-D location. Due to the individuals’ mostly upright pose, the
projection of their heads’ coordinates typically corresponds to their position on
the ground plane as well. The positions were annotated using custom-built user
interface for every 5th frame, while the rest were obtained using linear interpolation.

A.5

Scenario

The dataset’s scenario involves five individuals, shown in Fig. A.3, wearing the
radio tags and walking around the 8.0 m × 7.5 m laboratory room. At frame
#231, the individuals begin to enter the room, and by frame #551, all five of
them are inside. After walking around for roughly two minutes, they begin to
leave the room at frame #2861. By frame #3211, everyone has left the room, and
additional lights are turned on, changing the illumination of the observed area.
Individuals begin to re-enter the room at frame #3481, and by frame #3721,
everyone is back inside. After walking around for 200 seconds, they begin to
remove their radio tags at frame #7761, and then proceed to leave the room.
The whole sequence amounts to about 6.5 min. The annotated trajectories of the
individuals in the first part of the dataset are shown in Fig. A.1b. Two of the
individuals exhibit strong preference for certain areas of the room; this preference
is consistent across both parts of the dataset.
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Appendix B
MVL Handball dataset
In the field of multi-view multi-target tracking and evaluation, there is a noticeable void when it comes to a lengthy dataset that would allow evaluation
of the long-term tracking performance of the developed approaches. The evaluation in the field of multi-view multi-target tracking is therefore still mainly
limited to laboratory sequences, such as the ones provided by the CVLAB group
from EPFL1 , the ICG Lab6 sequences from TU-Graz2 , or our MVL Lab5 dataset
(Appendix A), which are at most several minutes long, and do not fully reflect
the issues of long-term tracking. The two publicly-available sports datasets, the
APIDIS Basketball [36] and the ISSIA Soccer [42] datasets, are even shorter,
amounting to one and two minutes of video data, respectively.
The MVL Handball dataset is a lengthy, sports-based dataset that aims to
fill the void in the field of long-term multi-view multi-target tracking. It was
captured using a collection of ten IP cameras that were placed around a handball court in order to record two groups of volunteer students engaging in a
practice handball match. The dataset comprises ten temporally-aligned video
streams, synchronized at frame level; four of the streams contain high-resolution
images (2048 × 1536), while the remaining six are of standard VGA resolution
(640 × 480). Each stream consists of unprecedented 25 000 frames, amounting
to 15 minutes of video data, and high-quality ground-truth annotations on the
ground-plane are provided for each frame. In the hopes that it will foster further
developments in the long-term multi-view multi-target tracking, the dataset is
available on our website3 .

1

http://cvlab.epfl.ch/data/pom/
http://lrs.icg.tugraz.at/download.php#lab6
3
http://vision.fe.uni-lj.si/RESEARCH/mvl_sports
2
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MVL Handball dataset

Acquisition procedure

The dataset was acquired using a collection of ten IP cameras arranged around
a handball court (40 m × 20 m), as shown in Fig. B.1: four high-definition Axis
P1346 cameras4 (designated as hd camera 1–4 ), three Axis 207W cameras5 (designated as camera 1–3 ), and three Axis 211W cameras6 (designated as camera
6–7 ). The cameras were placed on heavy-duty tripods at varying heights in the
range 3.0–4.0 m above the court. To maximize the court coverage, the cameras
were fitted with wide-angle lenses, except for the 207Ws, which were left with the
original lenses. The views from all cameras (after lens distortion correction) are
shown in Fig. B.2.
Video from the cameras was streamed via a gigabit network connections to
three laptops running Windows, where they were recorded using the Axis Media
Control component. Due to the nature of IP cameras, video streams were recorded
at variable frame-rate. The video from Axis P1346 cameras was streamed and
recorded at resolution of 2048 × 1536 and target frame-rate of 20 fps, using H.264
video codec. The video from Axis 207W and 211W cameras had standard VGA
resolution, 640 × 480, and was recorded at target frame-rate of 30 fps and using
MPEG-4 video codec.
The dataset acquisition was organized in a sports hall that also features a
pair of cameras mounted under ceiling; these had been previously installed there
as a part of the computer-assisted tracking system [122]. Video from these two
top-view cameras was recorded to DVDs using the connected DVR units, in PAL
MPEG-2 format (720 × 576 at fixed frame-rate of 25 fps).

Using the above setup, we captured several sequences involving different activities performed by volunteer students from the Faculty of Sports at University
of Ljubljana. During the first sequence, a group of students enters the court and
performs a series of warm-up exercises. The second sequence captures a practice
handball match between two groups of the students. The third sequence is a
very short one, showing another group of students performing warm-up exercises
before they, in the fourth sequence, play out a practice basketball match. At
the time of writing, only the data from the handball sequence has been fully
organized, and makes up the presented dataset, which we hence named the MVL
Handball dataset.

4

http://www.axis.com/products/cam_p1346
http://www.axis.com/products/cam_207w
6
http://www.axis.com/products/cam_211w
5
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Figure B.1: The arrangement of the cameras around the handball court. The
dashed lines denote the cameras’ ﬁelds of view. White lines correspond to the
markings of the handball court, while the red ones correspond to the smaller basketball court; both sets of court markings are visible from side-views, as seen in
Fig. B.2.
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Figure B.2: The views from all ten cameras (with corrected lens distortion).
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Time synchronization

The collection of cameras that we used for dataset acquisition was rather heterogeneous in terms of the frame-rate; both the high-resolution and the standardresolution cameras use variable frame-rate, with the target values of 20 fps and
30 fps, respectively. On the other hand, the top-view cameras, which were used
for ground-truth acquisition, captured video at fixed frame-rate of 25 fps.
Due to an incompatibility with the Network Time Protocol (NTP) server,
some of the IP cameras failed to synchronize their clock, hence the timestamps,
displayed on top of the frames, turned out to be of a limited help for video synchronization. Similarly, the temporal alignment method adopted in Appendix A.2 also
failed, due to greater variability in the actual frame-rate and the overall length of
the sequence; by the end of the sequence, the streams were noticeably misaligned.
Even though ffmpeg was instructed to duplicate and drop frames as necessary
during the transcoding to the common fixed frame-rate, we noticed misalignment
of the individual views occurring during various parts of the sequence.
As the ground-truth trajectories were obtained from the top-view videos, we
decided to use them as the new reference, with their frames constituting the
new time base to which the frames from each-side view were manually aligned.
To perform the alignment, we extracted all frames from the video streams, along
with their low-level timing information. We prepared a GUI for displaying frames
from all the views, and manually moved through the extracted streams of frames,
searching for viable synchronization points between each side-view and the topview frame sequences. The synchronization points were chosen with help of events
that are easily noticeable both in the top view and the corresponding side view,
such as ball hitting the floor, or a player stepping on one of the line markings on
the floor. The side-view frames corresponding to the synchronization points are
directly aligned to their counterparts in top-views, while the frames in between
are aligned by means of linear interpolation based on the frames’ low-level timing
information. By finding synchronization at regular intervals at roughly every half
a minute, we ensure that any potential misalignment due to the side-view camera
dropping frames is localized to that particular interval, and has a limited effect
on the whole sequence. The alignment procedure may result in frames being
duplicated and dropped, and we verified that no frame is not duplicated more
than once.
After aligning the side-view frames to the top-view ones, we encoded the
relevant portion of the sequences back into video streams for more effective storage
and transfer, using H.264 codec and MKV container at fixed frame-rate of 25 fps.
The dataset therefore consists of ten synchronized video streams from the sideview cameras, each being temporally aligned to the reference top-view video at
frame-level, and each containing 50 100 frames, which amounts to roughly half
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an hour of the recorded practice handball match.

B.3

Camera calibration

As the cameras were fitted with wide-angle lenses, which introduce quite noticeable radial distortion, we first calibrated and corrected the lens distortion using
the wide-angle lens model offered by the OCamCalib toolbox [131]. For each camera, we used several captured images of a calibration pattern with 20 mm × 20 mm
squares arranged into a 11 × 7 checkerboard. The obtained lens distortion model
was used to rectify both the calibration pattern images and the actual video
frames. On the rectified images of the calibration pattern, parts of the latter
end up being outside the image, which precludes the automatic detection of the
pattern. Therefore, using the transformation used in rectification, we also transformed the points from the original images of the calibration pattern, and thus
obtained their positions in the rectified images. Using this information, we estimated the intrinsic parameters of a pin-hole camera using the Camera calibration
toolbox for Matlab [19].
We used a marking tape to mark points on the court’s edges at regular intervals
with the spatial resolution of 1 m. We adapted one of the tripods into a makeshift
calibration rig, by using the marking tape to annotate the height of 1.0 m, and
marking the height of 2.0 m by taping a basketball to its top. Afterwards, we
moved this calibration rig around the court, placing it atop the annotated points.
This way, by clicking on the corresponding points in the captured frames, we
obtained the image-plane and the 3-D world coordinates of the points at three
distinct heights, and used them to calibrate the cameras’ extrinsic parameters.
Thus, the fully-calibrated camera models were obtained, which can be used to
project and reconstruct the 3-D points in the scene.

B.4

Ground truth acquisition

To obtain ground-truth annotations for the dataset, we used the computerassisted tracking system [122] to process the top-view video sequences obtained
from the ceiling-mounted cameras. This procedure, which is regularly used by
the sports scientists at the Faculty of Sports, resulted in the set of identified
trajectories on the ground plane, one for each involved participant.
However, the used tracking system does not use full camera calibration, and
assumes that the tracked point on the player has a fixed and constant height. The
combination of an inaccurate placement of the tracker on the region belonging to
the player in the image, and errors caused by projective distortion further away

Ground truth acquisition
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Figure B.3: The views from the two ceiling-mounted cameras that were used
together with the computer-assisted tracking system [122] to obtain ground-truth
annotations. Even after the radial distortion is corrected, an inaccurate placement of the tracker on the region belonging to the individual results in noticeable
localization error, which is even more pronounced in the areas further away from
the point directly under the camera.

from the area directly under the camera, therefore results in localization errors. In
[122], the RMS localization error was estimated to be 30 cm, which is considered
to be still acceptable for further analyses in sport science. On the other hand, the
deviations became noticeable once the obtained ground-truth annotations were
projected in the side-views. A visual inspection of the projected bounding boxes,
corresponding to the volume of 0.5 m × 0.5 m × 1.75 m, revealed that they often
poorly overlapped with the actual players in one or more views, making it difficult
to justify them as proper gold standard.
Therefore, we devised a refinement procedure that uses a mean-shift-like [32]
procedure to move the initial position annotations to the local maxima in the
synergy maps [80], which were constructed by warping the foreground masks
from the side-views at multiple planes parallel to the ground one. The remaining
errors, which occur mainly when the individuals come too close to each other or
are very poorly localized in the top views due to standing close to the edge of the
court, are corrected manually, using a custom multi-view GUI and with assistance
of the visualized synergy map. Finally, the refined and corrected trajectories were
smoothed using a Gaussian filter with temporal window size of 9 frames.
In contrast to most existing multi-view pedestrian tracking datasets, where
the individuals are moving at moderate speeds and are mostly upright, the individuals involved in the practice handball match move at various speeds and
assume a variety of positions. This raises a question of what the individuals’
ground-truth annotation should be in cases when the individual is either leaning
forward while running, or leaning sideways while performing a wide turn; these
issues of interpreting the individuals’ “real” positions have been previously dis-
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cussed in [121]. As the dataset is aimed at multi-view multi-target tracking from
side-views, we annotated positions in such way that the resulting re-projected
bounding boxes achieved maximal coverage of the individuals in all applicable
views; this sometimes places the individual’s ground-plane position away from
their feet, but on the other hand corresponds to approximation of their center of
gravity.
At the time of writing, the ground-truth annotations have been refined and
corrected for a half of the whole sequence — 25 000 frames, which amounts to
15 minutes of the practice handball match. Even so, this makes it one of longest
multi-view multi-target tracking datasets that also boasts high-quality groundtruth annotations in the form of ground-plane positions and identities of the
individuals being provided for each frame. Furthermore, the presented dataset
contains significantly greater variety of individuals’ activities, poses, and motion
types than any of the currently available datasets. Considering all the challenges
we faced when we were capturing and annotating our dataset, the lack of available
long-term multi-view multi-target tracking datasets comes as no surprise, and
makes our contribution even stronger.

B.5

Scenario

The practice handball match, captured in the dataset, was played out by a group
of volunteer students from the Faculty of Sports at University of Ljubljana, who
gave us their written consent to record the match and make it part of a publiclyavailable dataset. The students formed two teams, distinguished by their bright
yellow-green and orange shirts, respectively. There is also some intra-team appearance variability in the individuals’ garments not covered by the uniformlycolored shirts (Fig. B.2).
The dataset begins with the empty court. All participants are gathered near
the entrance and are hidden from the majority of the views. They begin to enter
the scene around the frame #300; their annotations generally become available
once they cross the threshold of the handball court. By frame #650, all players
have entered the court; the green team proceeds to the left side, while the orange
players remain on the right side. Around frame #2500, the orange team moves to
the middle of the court, where they wait for the beginning of the practice match.
The actual match begins at frame #3150, when the orange teams initiates the
first offensive, with the green team remaining close to their goal. From that
moment on, the match unfolds without interruptions until its end, and during
that time no person enters or leaves the court.
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